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dance at Silver Harvest

Grange Hall, Waldo, Saturday night June 11th.
Music by Gurney’s orchestra, of four pieces.
The Baccalaureate sermon to the class of
1910, Belfast High school, will be given Sunday in the Baptist church by Rev. Arthur G.
Roberts.
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rnent
wth.

The West Realty Company has sold the
Charles E. Field house on Cedar street, next to
the Hamilton greenhouse, to John S. and Susan
S. Sylvester.

Fut-

Clam Conservation.
>..The ChurcJ^es. .Winterof
Waldo
Coiinty
The News of Brooks.

Siting

Clark camp, No. 43, Sons of Veterans,
has accepted an invitation to appear in the
street parade on the Fourth of July and
A. E.
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Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
post office for the week ending June 7th: Mr6.
J. G. Gehring, Mrs. Albert Knudson, Mrs.
Lillian Shaw, Or.svill Gray, E. Wood.

Birds..

•
-mention Dates...Death of
r.arles H. Treat.
t.. Stockton Springs.. Ship
Born.. .Married.. .Died. .Beldee Current. .Wedding Bells.

Silver Star went to Rockland
take the place of the Bodwell on
the Vinalhaven route while the latter steamer
is undergoing the usual spring overhauling.
The steamer
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County Veteran Association
Grange hall, Freedom, June 2nd.

full report of the
of welcome and j
the response, which W’ill be published next
week.
a

very

The wet

weather

has interfered somewhat

building operations, but the Savings Bank
block is nearly ready for the roof, and work on
the post office extension is beginning to show’
with the laying of the granite in the foundawith

tion walls.
The State Grand Army Convention opens fn
Bangor next Tuesday. Mrs. Etta Savery, Department Treasurer, Mrs. Mary Russ, Mrs.
Julia McKeen and Mrs. Ada Kimball of Thomas
H. Marshall Circle expect to attend.

6
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island schooner Ethel arrived
Monday with fresh haddock, but no lobsters,
as the fishermen are holding them for higher
prices. The sloop Bay Queen, Capt. Smith,
was also at Lewis’ w’harf with fresh fish.
The Swans

favor of the
.-I had men on bases with two
jennets had to leave to catch
st had a fair chance to tie the
the game been played out.
7 to 6 in

(score

i'

to

The June meeting of the C. L. S. C. Alumni
will be held this, Thursday, afternoon at the
home of Mrs. James McKeen, 188 High street.
All Chautauquan graduates are invited. Picnic

the

at

Orlando E. Titherington, the Main street
machinist, had the misfortune to break his
right wrist last Saturday. He wras cranking an
engine in a boat when the engine exploded and
kicking back struck his wrist, bending it back
and breaking the bones and straining the ligaments.

carefully preserved

which reads

as

newspaper

clipping

follows:

Lieut. Ansel White, 19th Regiment, is now
at his home in this city, on a short furlough,
Toward the close of the battle of July 3rd, at

Gettysburg, his horse was killed by a cannon
Forester Clyde Holmes has done some good shot, which struck his fore shoulder, and went
()
completely through the animal, coming out at
work on the big elm tree on Franklin street in the
opposite flank, carrying with it a portion
.42
6 11 26
15
5
rear of the post office.
All the dead wood has of the leg of the lieutenant’s pants. His leg
was severely bruised by his horse falling on it,
30030010 0—7 been removed, some branches trimmed and the
and he was otherwise injured by the fall.
2 1 0 0 0 0 2 1 0-6
moss rubbed off from the trunk.
It is a very
After the war Major White engaged in the
Hurd, Cunningham. Three- handsome tree and has been given a new lease
Bases on balls, by
.ngham.
ship chandlery business in New York, the Arm
of life.
Richards 2.
Struck out, by
being Gilehrest, White & Co. He retired about
1 hi. hards 6.
Double play,
Miss Madaline, the 12-year-old daughter of
four years ago and had since made Belfast his
'Town.
Hit by pitched ball,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur W. Coombs, celebrated
home, though spending part of each winter in
trby, Richardson, S. Hurd, N.
her birthday at her home last Saturday after1 halls, Sturdivant. Umpire,
New York and one winter in California. He
•, 2 hours.
noon.
Eleven of her little friends were
was a member of the Loyal Legion and of other
&nd
a
most
present
spent
delightful afternoon veteran
organization, but unless when with his
with music and games. Ice cream and cake j
shoe factory team played the
comrades made no reference to the war or the
t- Morrill
grounds last Satur- were served.
distinguished part he bore in it. W’ell read,
it-feated by a score of 22 to 2.
The B. H. S. Seniors took a buckboard ride to conversant with all the great topics of the
the game was the excellent
Freedom Wednesday, June Sth, to attend the day, genial and kind, his companionship was
He succeeded commencement exercises of Freedom Acad- greatly prized by his intimates and his passing
p of Morrill.
24 men and allowed only two
emy. Mrs. L. J. Pottle acted as chaperone and has left them inconsolable. His home life was

i

The

the

years of age the family moved to Boston, and
he went to school and grew to manhood in that
city. Their Belfast home was what is now
known as the Bickford house at the corner of
Cedar and Spring streets. For nearly twentyfive years he was employed by Chase & Sanborn, Boston, as a travelling salesman in Maine,
and his home for many years was in Portland.
In early life he married Miss Minnie Keller of
Rockland, formerly of Belfast, who died May
25, 1909. They had two children, who died in
infancy. Since the death of his wife Mr. Ed-
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PERSONAL.

The regular meeting of the City Government was held Monday
evening, June 6th,
Mayor Hanson presiding.
The records of the May meeting were read
and approved.

Miles S. Jellison has returned from
business trip to Boston.

Telephone

integrity.

Bryant

and she

was a

native of Bel-

until the next

mont.
a

children. The rehusband,
mains were brought to Belfast Friday night
and services were held at the rooms of the undertaker, C. R. Coombs, Saturday morning at

her

several

little

o’clock, Rev. A. A. Smith, pastor of the Universalist church, officiating.
The interment
was in the family lot in Belmont.

9

left about one o’clock. This has
custom of the Belfast High school for

teams

short

PERSONAL.
Mrs. L. M. Stearns of Watertown, Mass., is
at W. H. Snow’s.

visiting

voted

Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Andrews of Wollaston,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Andrew’s sister, Mrs.
S. A. Parker, Miller street.

Mrs. Fred V Cottrell, who had been
visiting
relatives in Boston for several months, arrived
home last Saturday morning.
Frederick Dawes and family arrived from
New York last Thursday to spend the summer
at their cottage on the North Shore.

cl^rge.

Mr.^nd Mrs. E. H. Haney went to Northport
to get their cottage ready
for occupancy. Mr. Haney will open his store
this week.

campground Tuesday

Saturday

Miss Mary Patterson of Boston will
spend
the months of July and August in Belfast with
Miss Hattie P. White on Cedar street.

Charles H. Walden has bought the Barns
house on Court street and will move there
from the Chenery house corner of Cedar and
Franklin streets.

Stephen Clement is the guest of Harold S.
Jones until school closes, June 17th, when he
will go to Seal Harbor to spend the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Robertson of West
Kennebunk arrived last Saturday to visit
friends and relatives in Belfast and vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph B. Herrick and little
daughter, Carolyn A., left Saturday noon for
Oakland, where they will make their home this
Mrs. Nellie G. Dickey and daughter, Mary
E.t who have been in Port land fui some lime,
have returned to Belfast and will make their
home here.
Miss Alice E. Simmons, who is teaching in
Uhrichsville, Ohio, arrived last week to spend
the

summer

with her

parents, Mr. and Mrs. V.

A. Simmons.
Misses Eva L. and Kathleen A. Morris went
Rockland June Sth to attend the marriage
of their cousin, Miss Beatrice Morris, to Mr.
to

Ralph Chaples.
Mr. M.

Friday
ness.

streets

ter

Carleton Doak returned to the U. of M. Law
a few days' visit
at his home here. He will take his degree and
receive his diploma this week.

School, Bangor,Tuesday, after

Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Bickford went to
Orono last Sunday to attend Commencement
at the University of Maine, Mr. Bickford’s
alma mater. They will return this afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury arrived Satand Boston, where they
have been fof the past two months, and have
opened their hospitable home on North port

urday from New York

summer.

Woodcock was down town last
the first time since his recent illHis friends were glad to see him on the
P.

avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Clark and
Megunticook cottage
Heights during the month of July
and Mrs. A. E. Clark are to occupy
two weeks in June.
to occupy the

family are
Temple
and Capt,

at

it the

last

In a personal letter Mrs. Arthur I. Brown of
Augusta says that they expect to op-, r. their

Belfast home

Miller street about June 1.-th,
Mr. Brown’s return from his
fishing trip to Rainbow Lake.

or

soon

on

after

for

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Chenery arrived from
Boston last Saturday morning in ti.eir new

again.

touring

Mrs. Belle B. Farnsworth, who has been the
guest, for two weeks of Mrs. Charles H. Walden, will leave for her home in East Boston to-

day, Thursday.

j

Sumner E. Austin of Dover, the new manager of the Belfast District in the N. E. Tel. &
Tel. Co., arrived Monday and assumed

Jessie M. Spofford, leaves for Lynn the latpart of the week after a successful demonstration of the St.Claire Toilet Goods at Lord’s,
The Fashion.

Hall F. Hoxie of Ridgewood, N. J., arrived
to join his family, who are
spending
the summer with relatives in Belfast.

MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.

that the prayer of petitioner be
granted, provided that the drain be built under
the supervision and according to the specifications furnished by the City Engineer.
The petition of Walter J. Clifford asking for
the right to construct a stone drain in front of
his residence on Northport avenue was read
and it was voted that the prayer of petitioner
be granted, provided that the drain be built
was

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Shute spent
Sunday
with the family of their cousin, John Whitcomb, in Waldo.

Mr^

City,

Telegraph

The petition of Edwin L. Colcord asking for
the right to lay a tile drain tn front of his residence on Northport avenue was read and it

Mrs. S. A. Atwick of Cambr dge, Mass., is
the guest of
Georgia S. Pendleton at her
home on High street.

Mr. and Mrs. Philo Blaisdell and family of
New York are at their cottage at Northport
campground for the season.

regular meeting.

IN BOARD OF

Mrs. Charles E. Rhoades and little son
Marion are visiting friends in Washington,
Maine.

Charles Reed Carleton of Winterport was
Mr. and Mrs. T. George Dodworth are examong the graduates from the Bangor Theo- i pected to arrive this week to
occupy their cotlogical seminary.
tage on the North Shore, Northport.
Mrs. Velzora Mitchell returned last Friday
Miss Frances Howes has returned from a
night from Portland, where she had been visit- visit in Boston, accompanied
by her friend
ing her sister, who was ill.
Miss Carrie Lee of Kansas
Mo.

plac-

It is a particularly sad case, as she was
devoted wife and mother and leaves, besides

a

|

Dr. J. C. White of Boston is at

ed in him in all the public offices he held, such an order for $100 payable to Orrin J. Dickey to
be appropriated for the observance of July 4th.
as treasurer of the agricultural society, etc. He
contracted a heavy cold which terminated in If any part of said sum is not expended it shall
He was a member of Monroe be returned to the city treasurer.
pneumonia.
The Committee on lights was instructed to
Lodge, No. 136, I. O. O. F., of Loyal Rebekah
a
Lodge, No. 92; of the Knights of Pythias locate sufficient number of 60 c. p. Tungsten
to
Belmont avenue from the top of
j Lodge of Brooks and of Morning Light Grange. lights light
The floral offerings at the funeral included a Cemetery hill to the entrance of the grounds
pillow from each of these orders, a wreath of the Waldo County Agricultural Society, and
from his brother, Edward Nealley, a basket on Lifccolnville avenu§ to the residence of J.
from the father and mother, pinks from Mr. C. Townsend.
The compensation for the collector of taxes
and Mrs. F. A. Nye, pinks from Mr. and Mrs.
for the current year was fixed at ten mills on
of
and
from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
McGilvery
Hampden
the dollar on the amount
actually collected;
F. Ricker, flowers from Mrs. Wealthy Grant
and a pillow with “Husband,'' “Father” on it, the city to pay his bond, postage and usual
from the family. There were many flowers printing, and the collector is to collect all poll
! from other friends. Much sympathy is ex- and personal taxes and pay to the city treasurer
all taxes on real estate and to make a full setpressed for the wife and two children, the aged
tlement with the city within one year of the
parents and the only brother who have met
date of commitment.
with an irreparable loss.
Rev. Frank S. Dolliff
The city treasurer was authorized to draw
of Jackson officiated and spoke of the good,
an order for $100 payable to the Belfast Imhonest life of the departed.
provement Society, the same to be expended
Olive Mae, wife of Elmer S. French, died in for improvements at the Park as per the
petithe Insane Hospital at Augusta, June 3rd, tion of Mrs. Lizzie L. Pote and twelve others
where she had been for several weeks. She had of the
society, granted in concurrence with the
been in ill health for some time and became in- council.
sane soon after the death of her 11 months old
The resignation of H. M. Bennett,
Superinchild, Ethel Mae, April 7th. Death resulted tendent of the City Park, was read, and on mofrom pulmonary tuberculosis.
Her maiden tion of Alderman Wood it was laid on the table
name was

,

his summer
Favorable reports are received from Hugh
home, Dark Harbor, for the season.
Hayford, who is in the Massachusetts General
Chairman Hall of the committee on Finance,
Edgar T. Pillsbury of Lincolnville has grad- hospital, Boston.
Accounts and Claims was absent and had the uated from Rockland Commercial College.
Mrs. Geo. E. Brackett will leave this morning^
current roll of accounts in his
Mrs. Arthur Raleigh and daughter Hazel of for Rockport to attend the funeral services of
possession and
no action was taken on the bills of
the current Lynn, Mass., are visiting relatives in Belfast- Mrs. John Clough.
month.
Floyd Gerrish of Unity has entered the emMrs. Fannie S. Bridges of Stockton Springs
The following orders were read and passed
ploy of P. L. Cotton, druggist, in Clinton, as is the guest of her cousin, Mrs. True Hayford,
in concurrence with the council;
clerk.
at 26 Cedar street.

and he has been under the guardianship of Company was instructed to remove the
guyFrederick V. Chase, Esq., of Portland, who will wires attached to the elm tree in front of the
arrive in Belfast this morning to attend the
Alpha restaurs\m.on High street and from all
funeral. The service will be held at the home shade trees on the
city streets where wires are
of his brother today at 2.30 p. m., and Rev. wound around the trunk or
branches, and that
the
of
Universalist
A.
Smith,
Ashley
pastor
guy-wires shall be attached to the trees by
&
Sanborn
Chase
will
officiate.
have
church,
j eye-bolts.
ordered a handsome floral piece for the occalhe chairman of the committee on finance,
sion. The interment will be in Grove cemetery, i accounts and claims was
instructed to leave
Mr. John B. Neally of Monroe, who passed the roll of accounts with the City Clerk on or
before four o’clock p. m. of the days of the
away May 23d, aged 48 years, was a man whom
of the City Government.
every one respected, a man of few words, and regular meetings
The City treasurer was instructed to draw
of strict
Great confidence was

j

...

NUMBER 23

That an abatement of three per cent be
made to all tax payers of Belfast who voluntarily pay their taxes on or before August 15,
wards had failed rapidly from Brights disease, 1910; and it is further ordered that all taxes
with which he had suffered for about four for the year 1910 shall be due and payable on
years. For the past six months he had been j the first day of November, 1910, and a discount
unable to read. He had been the constant care : of one per cent be allowed on all taxes paid
of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Edwards for a year. The before October 1,1910,
providing, however, that
deceased was not a member of any secret so- nothing herein shall be construed to conflict
ciety and had never taken an active interest in with the Public Laws of 1907 and 1909.
politics, but was a Democrat in belief. The
The city treasurer was authorized tadraw an
past year he had taken little interest in life order for $50 payable to the Belfast Yacht
and did not care to live. When he was obliged Club in accordance with a vote taken on
petito gi^e up business to care for his invalid wife tion presented by Orrin J.
Dickey, etals.,at the
and because of his own increasing infirmities April meeting.
Chase & Sanborn gave him a liberal pension,
The New England
and

ideal and he and his wife were known to all
Miss Sarah Ann Mclnnis died May 29th at
MORRILL.
been a
their friends as a most devoted and affectionate St. Mary’s parsonage in Bath. She had been in
AB.
failing health for the past year, but took to
R.
BH.
SH. SB.
many seasons.
couple and they were rarely separated for any her
bed only three days before her death.
5
5
0
4
The personal recollections of Mr. George P% length of time during their married life.
Miss Mclnnis was born in Bucksport. daughter
7
3
6
0
4
7
5
Major White was born in Belfast, the son of j of John and Sarah Mclnnis. For the past 25
6
0
5
Field, on the second page, will be read with
7
3
3
0
4
interest by many, to whom the persons men- the late Robert and Lois Lothrop White, and j years she had been housekeeper for Rev. Fr.
R. W. Phelan. She was a woman of Christian
7
1
5
1
5
tioned were well known or of whom they have his early life was spent here. His father, who j character and one who was loved
7
2
2
0
2
by a large
December
was
one
died
of
the
foundcircle
of friends. She is survived by her fath1866,
Dften
heard.
Such
contributions
31,
find
6
a
2
4
0
3
always
four
John
er;
and
.6
0
0
0
brothers,
James,
Charles
Journal
1
ers
of
and
a
The
welcome in The Journal, as they are interestRepublican
prominent
6
1
0
Angus of Rockland and Timothy of Virginia,
1
1
shipbuilder. From 1847 to 1857 he was Register and three sisters, Catherine,
ing additions to local history.
and
Mary
Joan,
of Deeds and County Treasurer. Besides his all of Rockland. The remains were
.60
22
32
1
29
Steamer James T. Morse of the Eastern
brought to
wife Major White is survived by two half- Rockland and services were held in the CathoBELFAST.
Steamship Co.’s fleet, which was sunk at her
Mrs. Frank Norrington and Mrs. Nellie lic church. Fr. Phelan, who conducted requiem
AR.
R.
BH.
SH. SB.
berth in Rockland by steamer Belfast last week sisters,
high mass, was assisted by Fr. Nelligan of
5
1
of Bay City, Michigan; by twTo half1
0
Mulholland
0
Portland and Fr. Maney of Dexter. The eulogy
and was taken to Camden to be put in sea5
0
0
0
0
Frank White of Los Angeles, Cali- was delivered by Fr. Farley of Portland who
brothers,
worthy condition, left there in tow for Boston
5
0
0
0
1
fornia, and Henry P. White <^f Farmington, paid a deserved and eloquent tribute to the de5
0
0
1
last Thursday night for repairs.
0
It is reported
ceased. Fr. Garrity of Bucksport, Fr. Flynn
and by the following cousins; Fred G. White
5
0
2
0
0
of Kockland and Fr. Harrington of Orono were
that she will have to b£ practically rebuilt.
5
o
o
o
o
of
Mrs.
Anne
:
Belfast,
(White) Hinchman of also present.
The remains were taken to
The mail between Bucksport and Castine is
5
0
0
0
0
|
Detroit, Mich., Wm. F. Bean of Kansas City, Bucksport for interment.—Rockland Courier5
0
0
0
0
now carried in an automobile, and Castine
gets Mo., Miss Anne M. Bean of Belfast, Mrs. H. L. Gazette.
4
1
3
1
2
j
the mail three hours earlier. This route has
Woodcock of Belfast, Dr. James C. White of
SECRET SOCIETIES.
been established more than 100 years and was
44
2
6
I
2
3
Boston, Mrs. Susan Bailey of Bath, Sumner
once
served
a
six-horse
N.
All
the
Masonic
by
Cross, Blood. Three-base
stage coach, one of Ansel and Thomas W. Lothrop, Mrs. F. W. Pote
bodies, including the EastI
n balls, by Wing 2, by Benthe most famous outfits in Maine. Of late
ern Star, will begin the regular summer recess
j
of Belfast, Miss Caroline E. White of Belfast
:t, by Wing 24, by Benner 7.
{
after the meetings in June.
years the mail has been carried by a single
and Charles E. Johnson of Belfast. An own
corer, Achorn.
horse rig.
Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., will go to Bangor
brother, Capt. Augustus White, died several
A southeast gale kicked up quite a sea last
next Sunday to attend the State Memorial Day
Ball Association had an enyears ago at the Sailors’ Snug Harbor, New
5
exercises. The trip will be made on the steamMonday and it was very rough outside. The York.
■g last Tuesday evening. G.
steamer Stockton made her trip to Camden in
:ned as director. Lee RobinThe remains were brought from Bangor on er Castine, which will leave Lewis’ wharf at 9
\
assistant manager. He is a the morning, but most of her* passengers were the Saturday morning train and the funeral o’clock a. m.
j
place and will devote time to seasick, and she did not leave Camden on the was held at 3 p. m., at the home of Miss CaroAt the regular meeting of Primrose Chapreturn until 3 p. m. The steamers Anna Belle line E. White on Northport avenue, Rev.
ent was made to play the
ter, O. E. S., last Friday evening reports were
n Searsport
Saturday, June and Golden Rod made their trips across the Adolph Rossbach, pastor of the Unitarian given of the Grand Chapter meeting in Portland
Colcord, I. T. Clough and bay as usual.
church, officiating. Mr. Rossbach spoke very at which the local chapter was well representvere
elected umpires. The
The members of the sophomore class of the feelingly of the deceased from a personal ed. Ice cream and cake were served.
has
been
engaged for
and gave the following apt quoJuly celebration and the Belfast High school went to Sandypoint last acquaintance
Austin J. Fernald of this city has been
|
-’ ts
of
have
Pythias
|
accepted Saturday on their annual class ride and had a tation:
commissioned and appointed as chaplain on
in in the parade. It is hoped
and
the
was
elements
life
His
gentle;
The
of
Grades G
yery enjoyable outing.
pupils
the staff of Colonel W. W. Berry of the second
gagement with the Searsport
So mix’d in him, that Nature might stand up
; t';at
and 7 enjoyed a picnic at the Park Saturday,
day.
And say to all the world, “This was a man!”
regiment of Patriarchs Militant of Maine,
accompanied by their teachers, Miss Hall and
l. C. O. F. Mr. Fernald has served Canton
The bearers were Messrs. George A. Quimby,
the wfcll known left-handed Miss Coleman. Miss
Spinney’s class in the
as captain and is well known in Odd
ksport on the morning train Methodist
Albert C. Burgess, W. A. Swift and H. E. Mc- Pallas
Sunday school also had a picnic
111., to join the ball team of
and the interment was in the family Fellowship. He will hold his commission for a
Donald,
ch M. J. Kittredge is the manthere Saturday. The day was ideal, and the
term of three years.
lot in Grove Cemetery.%Another soldier’s grave
is in the Northern League,
|
young people had a delightful time.
Odd Fellows’ Memorial Day will be observed
in
which has been
added to the fast increasing number:
position,
The W. C. T. U. meeting tomorrow, Friday,
ur weeks.
|
by the Order in this city Sunday, June 19th,
The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power,
will be an outing, and also a special observAnd all that beauty, all that wealth e’er gave with services at the North Church at 10.45 a.
"
T. U. CONVENTION.
!
ance of one of the “Red
Letter Days,’’— Await alike the inevitable hour.
m. and all resident and visiting members of
Flower Mission Day, the birthday of Jennie ✓ The paths of glory lead but to the grave.
the Order are invited. The Subordinate Lodge
partial program of the W. C.
the
first
Nat'l Supt. of this departmvention; to be held in Jackson Cassidy,
members are requested to meet at their lodge
ment. The party will go to Cityp0int—guests
Mary, wife of Francis O. Greer, died at her room at ten a. m. The Rebekahs will kindly
tional Services, Mrs. F. C. of the members there—on the 12.15
train, re- home, corner of Union and Commercial streets, send flowers to the I. O. O. F. hall during the
turning at, night, unless other trains may June 3d, aged 74 years and 5 months. She was early part of the afternoon Saturday, June
ention called to order.
>i‘ Committees.
better suit individual circumstances. Light a native of St. John, N. B., daughter of the late 18th.
I
the church, Rev. F. S. DollolT;
lunch boxes are a part of the plan.
|
Robert and Mary Young, who came to Knox
Primrose Chapter, O E. S., has accepted
Mrs. D. J. Bartlett; for
when the deceased was about 3 years of age.
The work on the Eastern Steamship Co.’t
Miss Marj’orie Edwards,
three invitations recently. They will go by
Ella Barton Smith.
j
pier at this port is progressing favorably. The I They built the first frame house erected in special boat to Vmalhaven Monday, June 13th,
ns of
County President.
rebuilding of the old pier is completed ard Knox and it was their home for many years. as guests of Marguerite Chapter and will
m’s Letter.
;
the work of driving piles for the 65-foot ex- The deceased was an excellent neighbor, a work the degree at the meeting. June 25th
mty Superintendents.
M„,
tension was begun last week.
The widtF of kind-hearted and thoughtful wife and mother,
\.V‘ ,r',a ;' ice.
they will attend the Field Day in Searsport,
v\
I’rayer.
the pier at the shore end has been doubled and and for many years a consistent member of ahd June 29th will go to Camden, where they
Executive Committee at same
as it extends out on a slant the area is greatly
the Belfast Baptist church. About 9 years ago will be guests of Seaside Chapter. The
t
Mrs. Lambert will conduct a
Marguerites of Vinalhaven and the Orients of
enlarged. There will be two slips on the ront, she went to Massachusetts to live, but came Union will also be guests on that date.
Ways of Working.”
2.if,'
C- a; ''1
Minutes of the morning ses- ane for passengers and the other for fi hght, to Belfast early last spring to make the home
The Belfast and Searsport Masons who visitExecutive Committee.
L
and it is said that the old freight building on ready for her invalid husband-, who has been in
ed Pownal Lodge, F* & A. M. of Stockton
Elect;
T‘e Credential Committee.
the
north
side
of
the
will
be
remove
d.
Mass.
Home
for
the
pier
'^solution Committee.
Bridgewater,
Incurables,
E-'
Wednesday evening,' June 1st say that the
"Ir > ''VSuPerintendents
A Case of Lockjaw, Some weeks ago Mr. and who expected to come to Belfast this
work of the Stockton lodge in the third degree
Question box.
J. G. Paul’s horse became sick and w'is taken month. While thus employed she was taken was as nearly perfect as it could be. At the
E’ the address will be given'by
Kfr, !.
close of the work remarks were made by Grand
,jambert of New York, Nat’l to Dr. J. E. Darling for treatment It was ill and has been a great sufferer since Febru- Master of the Grand
r,
Lodge of Maine, Ashley
Rer son
ally, Mrs. Lambert is very j found that the animal was suffering from a ary 5th. The last two months she had the con- A. Smith of Belfast, Rev.
David L. Wilson and
as a speaker is unof
her
Mrs.
Heath.
Her
ability
stanKcare
case
of
due
to
a
daughter,
fully developed
lockjaw,
Wilmer J. Dorman of Belfast, and District
^
rusty
was for some years State
fctrtiar
and
two
sons survive:
Isaac
Hills
of
nail
which
had
husband,
three
one
foot.
The
daughters
Deputy
Northport. The followpenetrated
jaws
‘he Y W. C. T. U. in New York.
S'M
Searsport men attended: William Parse, O.
**'Y 5,fccr Week before this convention! If were firmly set and the case wou d ordinarily Angenette, wife of I. W. Cross, Belfast; Her- ing
H.
R.
C. Atwood,
Dyer, James P. Nichols, Dr.
an,l supt. has promptly sent have
Dr. bert A. Greer of Avon, Mass., Georgia A., wife F. K. Sawyer, F. A.
been considered a hopeless one.
iet'W 7?y
Nye, Clifton Whittum, E.
tf j' hey may feel that much has been
of
Melville
E.
Heath
of
yerona, Abbie S., widow J. Wentworth, L. M. Sargent, I. H. Havener,
Darling began treating the horse, administereaeh :iJ8ureW /he success of the meetings,
of
A.
B.
Dr.
S. C. Pattee, Dr. C. R/
Charles Stanley of Avon and Percy E. Greer
Pendleton,
11 sen<* a
j*
delegation, that ing a preparation of his own, and at the end of
Hinsy, H. C. Buzzell, Esq., J. F. Wheaton,
e factor
19 days the horse was returned to the home of Brockton, Mass. Two brothers and a sister
a good convention.
local !' and
J. W. Black, E. C. Pike, A. E. Trundy,
**
Y. are doing their part, and Btable practically cured. Mr; Paul was told also remain: James, Albert and Lizzie Young, Judge
E’e R,ly.
Capt. B. F. Colcord, A. H. Nichols, A. A. AusIt iB" also that he could put the horse to work in a few all of Santa
j^nned f0* rs a fine speaker.
Calif. The funeral took pland, George Towle, Elmer Webster, George
Rosa,
i£ E
bfimbert to visit the schools. days, but he preferred to give it a longer rest. place at her late home
Capt. J. F.
a box of literature sent from
Monday afternoon at 1 P. Carter, Capt. F. I. Pendleton,
j Last Sunday he had the horse out for a drive.
*
Locke, J. N. Whittier, Mr.
B’ from
which supplies may be A recovery from lockjaw in the case of a man o’clock, Rev. Arthur G. Roberts of the Baptist Pendleton, L.Ralph
■“totht.1
A. Gardner is Master of Pownal
Farquhar.
or an animal is so rare as to call for mention.
1
church officiating.
Lodge.
score:

1910.
City Government.

brother, Albert

The many friends in Belfast of Major Ansel
Lothrop White were shocked and grieved last
Thursday by news of his death, received by
telephone from Bangor. His wife, Mary Alden.
a daughter of the late Hon. William O.
Alden
of this city, had been ill for many weeks and
latterly her mind had become affected and
about ten days ago she was taken to the hospital in Bangor for treatment, accompanied by
her husband and her physician, Dr. E. W.
Tapley. Mr. White was stopping at the home of
James H. Crosby, the guest of his niece, Mrs.
Emily Alden Crosby. ^Dui ing the weeks of his
wife’s illness he had hardly slept and for two
days before leaving for Bangor had eaten practically nothing and was on the verge of j. rostration. Wednesday afternoon, June 1st, he
left the house, presumably for a brief outing,
and not returning at night search' was made
for him. Thursday morning about 8.15 a workman discovered his dead body hanging from a
beam in the basement of a storehouse of the
Chemical Fibre Co. at Great Works, Oid Town,
and at once notified the mill office and a coroner was summoned.
Dr. G. E. Landry who
came later confirmed the opinion of the coroner that death had resulted from
hanging and
that it was apparent!}7 a suicide. Papers found
on the body established the identity of the unfortunate man, whose movements in the last
hours of his life must ever remain a mystery.
That, overwhelmed with the grief that came
to him, and worn out physically, his mind became unbalanced there can be no question.
In
his normal condition he would never have ended thus tragically so well ordered a life, in
which he had wron the respect, the confidence
and the warm regard of all who knew him. He
was modest and quiet and unusually gentle in
manner and those not familiar with his life
would be surprised to learn that he had a brilliant war record and saw perhaps as much
active and dangerous service as any man in
the Union army. He enlisted in Belfast, August
25, 1862, in D Company 19th Maine regiment,
and served with the regiment in many battles,
receiving repeated promotion for bravery in
action. He was made sergeant, second lieu
tenant and first lieutenant of his company,
then captain of Company F, and served on
Gen. Gibbons’ staff, and was mustered out May
31, 1865, with the rank of brevet major. Although he was in the thickest of the fighting
in many of the fiercest engagements of the
war, he seemed to bear a charmed life. He
preserved as a relic his army blouse, in which
were 13 bullet holes, and among his effects
was a

the home of his

Frank W. Edwards died
L. Edwards, on Congress street,
June 7th. He was born in Belfast, April 16,
1851, the son of the late Eben and Julia Colley
Edwards. When the deceased was about seven

OBITUARY.

There was a Democratic meeting at the
court house last Saturday to discuss plans for
their coming county convention.
There will be

MAINE, THURSDAY,

JUNE 9,

Rev. David L. W'ilson of this city was in
Waterviile Monday to attend the Benevolent
Committee meeting of the State of Maine Congregational churches.
Bert
Wadsworth, formerly in the market
business in this city and for several years past
in Greenville, is now connected with the Wa-

car, accompanied by Miss Annie V.
Field, who went to Boston by steamer with
Mrs. Chenery to make the trip.

Mrs. Alice I. Thombs returned last Tuesday
from South Bend, Ind., where she spent the
Her daughter, Mrs. C. L. Millhouse
arrive in about two weeks to spend the
summer at the Thombs house on Church street.
winter.
will

Miss Inez M. Jackson of Morrill, Miss Nellie
F. Marr of Belfast and Miss Louise M. .Miller
of Lineolnville were members of the graduatThe
ing class at the Castine Normal scho<
graduating exercises were held last Tuesday

clothing store in Bangor.
evening.
Lynwood Thompson, Harold A. Richards,
Rev. and Mrs. E. S. Philbrook and little son
Marthon Doak and N. Houston Small, students left last
Friday to visit Mr. Philbrook’s parents
at the University of Maine, arrived home last in Brewer.
They returned to Belfast by MonThursday for the summer vacation.
day afternoon’s boat and left yesterday for
under the supervision and according to the
Samuel Hodgkinson left Monday for Bidde- their home in ban ford.
Mr. Philbrook had a
specifications furnished by the City Engineer.
ford to attend tne State Federation of Labor supply for his pulpit last Sunday.
The petition of Walter J. Clifford asking that
convention as a delegate from the Belfast
Miss Winnifred Sanborn has been ottered a
he be granted a license for the Opera House
Boot and Shoe Workers' Union, No. 62.
position for the summer as telegraj h operator
from May 1, 1910, to May 1, 1911, was read and
Mr. and Mi^. H. W. Mackie have moved at the New Ocean House, Swampsc it. Mass.,
it was voted that license be granted provided
from St. Paul to the Head of the Tide and but has decided to remain in Belfast in her
petitioner pay a fee of one dollar per month.
present position as bookkeeper and clerk for
The following list of persons were recom- bought the George F. Brier place for their
Mrs. Mackie is a sister of Mr. E. C. C. F. Thompson & Co.
Her many f tends will
mended by the Democratic City Committee home.
be pleased to know of her decision.
and appointed by the Board of Municipal Offi- Merriam.
Howard Cheney, drug clerk with A. A.
cers to act as election clerks till May 1, 1912:
June Sth Our George's friends reckoned that
Ward One, Frank G. Mixer and George I. Keat- Howes & Co., left last Thursday morning for he had been married just 25 years and made
ing; Ward Two, S. H. Lord and Giles G. Abbott; Portland in his Maxwell car, going by the way the day pleasant with gifts, best wishes, etc.,
Ward Three, F. A. Greer and Roy Sholes; of Union, Wakloboro and Bath. He will have and a buckboard ride to Bald Rock. Toe party
Ward Four, E. C. Dow and F. E. Clark; Ward a week’s vacation.
included Mr. and Mrs. James H. Howes. Miss
Five, Byron M. Rogers and Leroy Staples.
Mr. and Mrsi-Ralph L. Pitcher and daughter Frances Howes, Miss I -.oU ise Kazeltine, Miss
The Mayor and members of the City Board Ardella of Caribou are
ss Kate
visiting relatives in Clara Lee, Mr. and Mrs. t^uimby and
received an invitation from Orrin J. Dickey, Belfast.
Mr. Pitcher left Monday on a week’s C. Quimby.
chairman of the Fourth of July committee, to business trip to New York and will remain for
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Elliott of this city anride in the procession on July 4th, to be given a week in Belfast on his return.
nounce the
engagement of their daughter,
under the auspices of the Belfast Baseball AsElsie May, to Burt Leroy Knight <■:' bouth
Mrs. E. B. Billings of Lynn, Mass., who acManchester. Mr. Knight is a member of the
sociation.
companied her husband to Searsport. where he office force of Cheney Brothers. M
Elliott
On motion of Alderman Rogers it was voted,
marched with his old comrades Memorial Sun- is well known and popular in social circles in
that Mayor Hanson be and hereby is the apHer
father
is
the
this
superintendent at
day, came to Belfast June 1st to visit her the city.
Springvale Manufacturing Company.
pointee of the Municipal Officers to attend the daughter, Mrs. Fred R. Poor.
Rockville, Conn., Leader, May 31st.
annual meeting of the Belfast & Moosehead
Mrs. Bancroft H. Conant returned last week
Mr. Knight is the son of Mr. and Mrs. AdelLake Railroad Company and cast the vote of
from a two weeks’ visit in Boston, Winches- bert Knight of Belfast.
the City on its stock.
ter, Somerville and Lowell, Mass., and PortMessrs. John Chadwick and Charles F. Swift
Adjourned to Tuesday, July 5, 1910, at 7
land, Me. In Boston she attended the meet- left on last Saturday afternoon’s boat for Rocko’clock p. m.
ings of the Unitarian Association.
land, en route to Thomaston to visit, by invitaMrs. Evie C. Burke of Redlands, Calif., and tion, Warden Bernes O. Norton of the State
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
Miss Zadie B. Carter of New York will arrive
prison. Mr. Norton met them at Rockland
There will be a dance at Mystic Grange Hall, .July 1st to visit in Belfast. Miss Carter will with his new automobile, an Overland. SunCenter Belmont, Saturday evening, June 11th, sper.d a few weeks, but Mrs. Burke expects to day was spent mainly in automobile rules, durremain until the first of November.
with music by Waterman’s orchestra.
ing which they visited Union, Crescent Beach,
Rev. J. W. Hatch, district superintendent of the Sainoset, Rockland, etc., and in an inspecWill Toby and Amanda Ricker weredeceived
which they found in apple
into Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville, the M. E. church, and Mrs. Hatch, spent sev- tion of the prison,
Monday Mr. Norton
last Saturday evening and given the first two eral days in Greenville recently, and Mr. and pie order throughout.
Mrs. Hatch, with Rev. W. H. Powlesland and took them to Camden in his auto, but it was so
degrees.
family, spent one day fishing on the lake. Mr. rough on the bay that the steamer Stockton
Granite Grange, North Searsport, held a regwas held at the wharf and they got a pair of
Hatch caught five nice fish.
ular meeting June 4th. Bro. Edward Evans
horses to bring them home.
They had a most
Mr.
and Mrs. George Priest of Boston arand wife were present; also Bro. Kimball and
enjoyable
trip and are loud in their praise of
wife of Morning Light Grange, Monroe. After rived in Belfast May 28th and spent Sunday Warden Norton’s
hospitality.
with Mr. and Mrs. D. Faunce
who
terman

Woodcock,
the usual routine of business Bro. Evans was
called for and responded with some very ap- accompanied them on their return to Boston
for a few days’ visit. Mr. Priest is now with
propriate remarks for the good of the order.
Ice cream, cake and coffee were served and a Whitten & Gilmore as superintendent. They
fine program wa3 carried out. Remarks for S handle the Chalmers-Detroit and Hudson cars.
the good of the order were made by Bro. KimMr. and Mrs. George A. Leavitt took a fourball and others and at a late hour the grange day’s auto trip last week in their new Buick
closed in form.
car.
They went directly to Augusta, where
a
At the meeting of Northern Light Grange, they were joined by their son and his wife,
Winterport, May 26th, there were 36 members Mr. and Mrs. Wm. A. Leavitt, then visited in
present and one application was received. Waterville, Fairfield, Shawmut, Hinckley and
After the regular business a recess was de- Clinton. Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Leavitt returned
clared and after the recess came the Ladies’ to Augusta by train.
of driving nails, Della Nealley, captain.
The contest was as to who could drive ten nails
the quickest and it resulted as follows: Della
Nealley, 1st, time, 1 min. 5 sec.; Dora Foss; 2d,
time, 1 min. 10 sec.; Maria Ritchie, 3d, time, 1
min. 30 sec. The judges decided that the con-

contest

was a draw.
The question, “Resolved,
That the farmer’s wife can dress better today
on $50 a year than she could 50 years
ago,”
was then opened by Edna Harquail, followed
by most of the ladies. How the question was
decided was not reported.

test

President Fellows Resigns.
Bangor, Me., June 7. President George
Emory Fellows today presented his resignation
to the trustees of the University of Maine. At
their urgent request he will preside at the

Commencement exercises this week and will
perform the usual duties of his office until the
resignation has been acted upon.

The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Dbyle
of Stockton Springs, who was seriously burned
two weeks ago, is improving, with good prospect of complete recovery, and the parents
wish to thank their kind neighbors and friends
for the sympathy and assistance given. Miss
Katherine Doyle, who was called to Stockton
Springs at the time of the accident, has returned to her home in Old Town.

<*

Commencement at Freedom Academy.
Class day exercises were held : Freedom
Academy Tuesday afternoon, with the usual
large attendance. In the evening the Commencement concert was given in the < 'ongregational church by the Bates quartet, and was
one of the best ever given at Commencement.
Wednesday’s program included the annual
alumni banquet at noon, a base ball bame at 3
p. m. and the graduation exercises in the Congregational church at 8 p. m. Principal Clyde
E. Richardsoh, Bowdoin 09, completes his rirst
He has placed
year as head of the academy.
the school on the New England Board of Colso
that graduates may enter any of
leges list,
the colleges upon their diplomas. He has also
raised enough of a building fund to begin the
erecting of

a new

gymnasium this fall.

Poor’s Mills. Rev. M. S* Hill held services at the hall last Sunday. There will be
services next Sunday at 2 p. m.Mrs. R. P.
Walker, who recently moved from Bucksport
to Belfast, visited at Mr. F. T. Wentworth’s
last week....Miss Jennie Miller is visiting
Mr. Chester Lombard of Searsport, Me., Mrs. Annabel Underwood_Mr. and Mrs. Ora well known employee of the B. & A. R. R.f
rin Stimpson from Massachusetts w’ere guests
with his son, was in town Saturday and at- of W. A. Banks last week-Mr. and Mrs.
tended the ball game at Orono. “Chester” Robinson visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carter
was born and brought up in Old Town and beSunday.... Mr. and Mrs. Dutch and Mrs. To !e
gan his first railroad work with the B. & P. were guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wentworth
R. R., afterwards B. A A., and followed their
and attended the services at the hall.
advancement up river and to the coast. Mr. Sunday
Lombard still owns a residence on Middle St.
A stated assembly of King Solomon’s Counand says, “Some day, I am coming back to
Old Town and build a modern home on the old cil, No. 1, Royal and Select Masters, was held
home lot.”—Old Town Enterprise.
at Masonic Hall, last Tuesday evening.

*
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For
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The Kind Yon Have Always Bought
BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

«xists.

D. C., June 6.

The State committee will be in session in the
of the City Hall at nine o’clock of
the day of the convention, for the purpose of
THE CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
receiving credentials of delegates. In order to i
be eligible to participate in the convention, 1
delegates must be elected subsequent to date
of the call for this convention.
them, however,
All electors of Maine, whatever their politi- I
Charles Thombs, the then Chief of Police, for the Wilson-Gorman tariff, but all were
The
Belfast
Club.
cal affiliations may have been, who believe in !
a most picturesque swearer, was holding
quite sure if they had the opportunity,
the general principles ind policy of the Repub- I
fjrth in his most lurid style when Mr. C.l
would revise the present law so far
they
Some
Reminiscences
Field.
P.
by George
remarked: “Charles don’t swear so.”
lican party and desire its success at the polls in
downward
that the American consumer
A “D—n it,” says Charles, which woud
the coming election in this State, are cordially
To the Editor of the Journal:
would be able to buy anything he wanted
invited to unite under this call in electing dele- good many years ago, probably ten at you prefer, to hear me swear or pray?
The reply was prompt: “You know, from
any part of the earth—as long as
gatesfco the convention.
least, I perpetrated the enclosed for the Charles, I can’t say anything to encourhe had anything to buy it with.
$ Per order. Republican State Committee.
Belfast Club. I wasn’t called on until it age profanity.”
The Democratic tariff talker does not
BYRON BOYD, Chairman.
Doct. P. P.
an uncle of mine
was very late and I
got a little cross and and father of Quimby,
“Our George.”’ He was, seem to realize that when we open our
FRANK H. BRIGGS, Secretary.
I didn’t use it, but shot off a few imin my mind, without any doubt, the disAugusta, May 2, 1910.
ports to the importations of cheap for- |
In overhauling a lot of pa- coverer of so-called “Christian Science”
Waldo conntv is entitled to 60 delegates, as promptues.
made goods, that an equivalent
eign
and
had
a knowledge of the wonderful
pers the other day I came across it and
must
power he possessed come to him earlier amount of American made goods
was
about
to
it
when
it
came
to
me
10
junk
1
Belfast,
Morrill,
in life, and with it the advantages of a always be displaced, and that the result
1
1
Belmont,
that it might possibly be of interest to more liberal education and
Northport,
environment, must be a closing of our factories and
3
2
Brooks,
Palermo,
some of the good citizens of Belfast, and
1
1
; he would have secured a following which 1 millions of idle men. Some of these
Burnham,
Prospect,
would
make
“Mother”
look like
2
;
2
with
that
in
Eddy
Frankfort,
mind
I
would
subSearsmont,
thought
cents.
As it is, the wonderful re- Democratic orators, if not all, would in1
4
Freedom,
Searsport,
mit it to you. Read it and if you think it thirty
2
Stockton Springs, 2
suits he accomplished in his latter years crease our free list so as to include lumIslesboro,
worth it, run it in The Journal, if not, jl —when for the first time he was so sit1
Tackson.
2
Swanville,
ber, wool and woolens, cotton goods,
Kn x,
1
2
Thorndike,
send it back to me. Of course it is a uated that he could give his whole time
2
2
Liberty,
Troy,
implements, boots and shoes,
agricultural
and
to
the
of
the
thought
healing
halt,
back number now, and my friend George 1
3
^incclnville,
3
Unity.
the lame and the blind,—show what and all other products of leather, and
3
Monroe.
1
Waldo,
told
me
when
he
read
while
it,
Quimby
might have been, accomplished under hundreds of other products which could
3
Montville.
4
Winterport,'
he knows most of the facts are true, jj earlier and more favorable conditions,
not be made in this country without ade60
Total,
that it was nothing but a pack of lies. j The thing about him most impressed on
quate protection. This would soon mean
Now the fact is, they are not lies but | my boyish recollection were his wonderi ful eyes; bright always, and full of an putting American labor on the same level
Waldo
square bona fide facts, and I shouldn’t intensity peculiarly their own.
These with that of the poorest paid countries
wonder if some in Belfast wouldn’t re- eyes have descended to a granddaughter
Convention.
abroad. It would mean that we would
of
his
and
1
when
look
into
them
I ponmember them.
der
if
the
same mysterious power ‘has ; have to compete not only with continental
Truly yours,
The Republican voters of the county of
been transmitted with them.
Europe, but with J apan and other Asiatic
George P. Field.
"Wahlo are notified to meet by^delegates in
William H. bimpson, tor so long pro- countries.
The
Mass.
at
the
Farm.
convention
Court House, Belfast, on
Norwell,
I prietor and editor of the “Republican ]
While the Democrats have been making
1
a man with the true
Tuesday, June 21, 1910, at 10.30 o’clock a. in.
journalWhen some two months ago I was told Journal,”
istic instinct, but contented to make the | pleas on these lines, such Republican
to nominate a candidate for Senator, Sheriff, of this
Belfast
Club
I
was
inproposed
■County Attorney, County Treasurer, Clerk of vited, in case the thing materialized, to best country weekly newspaper probably leaders as Payne, Fordney, Boutell, Hill,
ever published in Maine. Indeed, I doubt
Courts. Register of Deeds, and County Com- make, as Doctor Palfrey used to say, “a
Hamilton, Townif any weekly paper, other than those I.ongworth, McKinlay,
missioner, to be voted for at the September few brief and comprehensive remarks.”
send, Reeder, Campbell, Young, and
some specialties, like the “Danrunning
I was also told that in case my services
election following.
bury News,” was ever as extensively many others have been contending that
were wanted I should be further notified.
The basis of representation will be one deleI heard nothing more till I received the quoted in the Metropolitan press as the the present tariff law is the best that we
“Journal.”
Mr.
gate for each city and town and for every 40
comments
could get, and that under its operation,
printed call for this meeting, and as that on the events of theSimpson's
votes cast for the Republican candidate for
day in Waldo county,
announced that a “very attractive literhis occasional lapses into poetry, and par- both from a revenue and industrial standCoventor in 190b one additional delegate, and ary
has
been
I
felt
program
arranged”
for every 25 votes in excess of the last 40 one reasonably sure that I was out of it, be- ticularly his Court reports, in which, as I
point, the country is reaping such benerecollect them, he was very strong, fits as we have never before
further additional delegate.
The delegates cause for obvious reasons no one has ever
enjoyed.
would make, it seems to me, mighty inmust be residents of the city and town they yet characterized any performance of
It is interesting to compare these Demfor
the
teresting
reading
present generorder to be eligible to par- mine as “attractive literary work.” But
represent, and
and I offer the suggestion to the i ocratic and Republican speeches. The
I have dealt with dinner committees be- ation,
ticipate in the convention must be elected fore. I know
owner of the
and its files. Democratic speeches are of course enpresent
paper
something of the nature
No reminiscences of Belfast in the fifsubsequent to this call.
of the beast; hence my few brilliant extirely negative, except where assertions
On the above basis of representation the
ties and sixties would be
withtempore remarks are all ready, on tap as out some allusion to the -complete
are made as to what the party would do
veteran “Schoolfollowing apportionment is made:
it were, in case the button should be
Miss Barns, who is now taking if it had the chance, but there is no menis
jBeixast,
2
pressed. At this interview I was further marm,”
Morrill,
her
ease under her own
“vine and fig tion made of what it did do when it did
1
told that no formal speeches were wanted
3
Belmont,
Northport,
4
very nearly on the site of the have the chance. On the other
Brooks,
3
Palermo,
(that part of the program seems to have tree,”
hand, the
little school house which was to so many
2
Burnham,
3
Prospect,
gotten away from your toastmaster), but Belfast
3
Frankfort,
the first and original Republican speeches are filled with tables
3
Searsmont,
youths
that reminiscences would be in order.
I
Freedom,
3
7
Searsport.
While it is of figures, with the records of commerce,
“Temple of learning.”
shall therefore proceed to reminiss.
3
Islesboro,
Stockton Springs, 3
[ hardly probable that her school, as I re- with the amounts of revenue, with the
is
more
It
now
than
35
since
I
2
ackson,
years
3
Swanville,
member
would
it,
pass in the present increased number of those
have been a resident of Belfast and 1 ;
3
Knox,
3
Thorndike,
employed,
3
fear my recollections of the town will be I day of fancy educational methods, she
Liberty,
3
Troy,
i
4
certainly managed to instill a deal of and the increased wages which have
Lincolnville,
4
before the day of most of you.
Unity,
In
lookinto the rising generation, [ come under our new law. The Demo4
Monroe,
2
Waldo, •
ing back on Belfast as I knew her as a knowledge
4
and I believe that she maintained the
Montville,
6
Winterport.
cratic orator claims that prices have
boy it seems to me that she numbered school until she had as
pupils the children been raised because of the
among her citizens an unusual number of
99
tariff; the
Total,
of many of her former scholars.
he County Committee will he in session at “mute, inglorious Miltons”—men who
I might go on in this desultory way, I Republican orator tells us in reply that
other surroundings would have
under
'che < ourt House at 9 o’clock a. m. on the
day achieved perhaps a national reputation. suppose, all night, unless you began to the tariff was reduced on every article
of 're vor.vention to receive credentials of
throw things, but I am reminded that
Rufus B. Allyn, for instance, then livupon which the price has been raised.
others are to speak and that the last
delegates.
ing in the house on Church street now train leaves at 11.05.
These speeches which were made while
B; i-ier of Republican County Committee,
occupied by Hiram Chase. He was a
I do want to say one word, however, in the sundry civil appropriation bill was
Ellery Bowden, Chairman,
lawyer an ! his terse, epigrammatic say- another
I have spoken of the Bel- ! under debate, prove that the tariff is to
ings are the law boiled down, and I have fast of key.
L. N. Simmons, Secretary.
How about the Bel- be one of the
my boyhood.
heard them quoted where their authorMay _4, 1910.
principal issues of the
fast of
When you visit it do you
ship, I am sure, was unknown. For in- feel as 1today?
that
there
is something lack- campaign, or rather not the tariff quesdo,
when conversations are set up to
stance,
THE THIRD DISTRICT
ing; that it isn't, all it should be? God tion so much as the discussion of the rechange r infracts, can anything cover the has
done
for it.
Has man sults of the operation of the law under
.ground better than his historic remark, done his everything
share?
For myself, I feel that
which we are now living.
“What's written is written, d-n the
talk.” At one time a number of wise Belfast lacks that broad public spirit
ui course, when it conies to this
that must exist if she is going to propoint,
“WILL BE HELD IN
men were gathered in Washburn’s book
or even hold her own.
I mean the the Republicans have a far better argugress,
store
CITY HALL, AUGUSTA,
discussing some great political spirit which will do
things, even if the ment; in short, the Democrats have no
question which apparently involved the other man
doesn’t do his share, or someI uc'day.'June 28. 1910. at 4 o’clock
at all, because no one can conP.M., fate of the party. Squire Allyn entered,
else may stand to make more for argument
body
listened a while and then, turning his
l- ”•••
e
himself than is perhaps his equitable ceive how present industrial and financial
Dominating a candidate for
hack on the disputants and thrusting his
<
for at the State election
share.
Take’a new hotel, for instance.
conditions could be bettered under any
hands under his coat tails, (he always
1 think everybody in Belfast and out of revision that could be
Mo:,da> September 12, 1910.
wore a swallow tail, a la Dan’l Webster),
brought about by
The 1 asis of representation will'be as
fol- gazed at a picture on the wall, represent- it agrees that a summer hotel is a crying the Democratic
party.
need. Not a hotel on the site of Pierce’s
ar o plantation will be
a
with
ing trotting sulky
breaking shafts
It is believed now that the session will
or
in tne business secentir e~
delegate, and for each seventy- throwing the driver out backward —“Go- uiocK,but anywnere
tion,
away as far, or farther, than be prolonged until after July 1st, but
five
cast for the Republican candidate ing to hell neck over heels, Mr. Washthe
Inn, attractive to the sum- that the result will mean the
for
verror in 1908, an additional
going to hell neck over heels.” mer Crosby
passage of
delegate, burn,
visitors, so that when we revisit our several
Whether he referred to the party un*<
•m
a fraction of
very important bills and the enold home we may not exhaust the hospiforty votes in excess of der discussion or the
driver in the pic- I
-eve -, -r ve votes an additional
of our sisters, cousins and aunts, actment of most beneficent legislation.
delegate.
ture was never explained. To either it tality’
but take our ease at our Inn and be as There seems no doubt whatever
1 he district committee will be in session in
but that
was pat and 1
remember well that it
comfortable
as we can be
at Rockland, j the railroad bill will
the reception room of the hall at three o’clock broke
be passed and receive
up the conference “to one’t”, as
Camden, Islesboro, Northportor Castine,
in the afternoon of the
convention, for the A. Ward would say.
to say nothing of the more pretentious the endorsement of almost the entire Reuu any ui you rememuer A.
purpose of receiving the credentials of delejeW'ett, and remote
places in Maine. Now if our publican vote in both Houses, as well as
gates. Delegates in order to be eligible to the War Mayor of Belfast? He would in
good Belfast friends would treat this the approval of the President. It seems,
himself
in
the
imagination
Ameriwrap
in
the
participate
convention, must be elected
question as they do some other things, it too,
can flag, and while mounted on the stone
quite likely that a Postal Savings
would be
subsequent to the date of the call for this conWhen, for instance, Bank law will
watering trough, which then stood on has the settled. citizen
be enacted. As to the rest
vention.
been found unordinary
the centre of Custom House Square,
Per order 3rd District Republican
Committee, would with his tongue slay more rebels willing to leave his business for a clam of the legislation pending, it is too early
bake at Northport or a fishing party at to
W. H. WILDES, Secretary.
in one evening than fell in the whole war.
predict, but already it is safe to asOne night he was in his impassioned way the Pond—where all the bait.hasn’t been sume that the work of the first
Searsport, Maine, May 9, 1910.
Congress
carried in old tomato cans,— without a
urging enlistments or money for substiof what his business competitor under the administration of President
1. OF M. NOTES.
tutes, and was comparing those who fail- thought
Or to blow- 1 aft in its special and first session will
ed to respond—and Belfast had her share might make in his absence.
in good money for a base hall club, even be
equal to, if not exceed, that of any
Agricultural Graduates Gel Good Positions of such-to Dogs. “Who’d be a dog?” if the
other fellows wouldn’t give a cent?
previous
The college of agriculture of the I'ni- he cried, and just then a name was seCongress for many years.
these
same
principles to hotel
cured. He looked down at it, and in the Apply
vers tv of Maine has placed Albert K.
buijding and it’s done.
Perhaps
we, as
same tone said: “Asa A. Howes, he’s a
flu:
v. George S. Wadsworth and Rob-'
members of this new club, can do someAnd
el"
me. shank with the Sacramento good man; put his name down.’’
thing in our home visits to help on this >
ot
Custom
House
speaking
do
\
Square,
y irrigation Co. of Willows, Calif.
good work.
remember,
before
the
you
U.
S.
w rk will be almost
Tlit
present
But with this little growl, which perentirely with
For Every Living Tiling on the Farm
fru ts. The;, -tart at ST', per month. All Building was built, when the tin knocker haps had better have been left unsaid—
thr
mHumphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.
graduate with tins year’s class. presided at what is now the receipt of Belfast is the dear old home. If she has
t ustoms? One S. S. Hersey by name, a
I
: E. Forth r has
just accepted a rather
any faults we overlook them, or only 500 Page Book free, on the
clad
Treatment and
portly man,
t
s teacher of agriculture m the
principally as my bring them up for her good. To many,
ICare of Horses, Cuttle,
1. .'itt Institute. Turner. Mr. For’ier recollection goes in a leather apron, large perhaps all of us, she
Sheep, Dogs,
holds, either in the
and
a T.
D.
He
spectacles
would
and
a:.! i-hed tie four years’ course in
Hogs
Poultry, also Stable Chart to
small minority still in active business life,
from
his
with
some
emerge
mended
shop
this r< ar's class. Mr.
or the great
majority peacefully sleeping hang up, mailed free.
his hands, a wash boiler,
er will receive
in that beautiful cemetery on the hill, with
fsnai |ier year and tin vessel in
generally, I think, and filling it under the itB
room.
LIST OF SPECIFICS.
Heaven-inspiring view fif mountain
Word as just beer, received that L. B. spout of that old stone basin, would care- and sea, the most that we hold dear, and
A. A, For FRVER6, Milk Fever, Lang Fever*
B<jt>1oi
who completed the two year's fully watch to see if his solder had “made I feel that I cannot find a more
fitting
course in agriculture a year ago and has good.”
closing than those words of Maine’s B. B. For SPRA!.\to, Lamene**, Rheumatism,
And then on the hill, just above the tin
since been teaching agriculture in the
poet (with apologies to Major !'• C, For SORE Throat, Epizootic, Distemper.
Madawaska Training school at Fort Kent, shop, was the home and office of that
D. D. For WORMS, Rota. Grubs.
'ay)
most courtly of the old school gentlemen,
has received a $3b0 raise in salary.
Often 1 th(nk of the beautiful town
B. E. For COUGHS. Cold,. Influenza.
a
A 1. Sturtevant, one of the agricul- Gov.
man
That is seated by the sea;
Crosby
physically reF. F. For COLIC. Bellyache. Diarrhea.
tural sophomores, will take charge of ; sembling Gov. Andrews of Massachu- Often in thought go up and down
G. G. Prerentz MISCARRIAGE.
the -unimer work in Mr. Don Seitz’s or- setts. as I remember them both,—a The pleasant Btreets of that dear old town,
H. H. For KIDNEY and Bladder
And my youth comes back to me.
disorder!.
chard in Norway.
scholar, student, orator, he might easily
I. I. For SKIN DISEASES, Mante, Eruptions
And a verse of a Lapland song
The forestry department has just re- have been a second Edward Everett, had
Is haunting my memory still:
I.
K.
For
BAD
CONDITION.
his
lot been cast elsewhere.
ceived from the E. C. Atkins Company
Indlceztlon.
Notwith"A
will is the wind’s will,
of Indianapolis, lnd., a set of woodwork- standing the brilliancy of his remarks And the boy’s
At druggists or sent prepaid on
thoughts of youth are long, long
reoeipt
and
the
ease
with
in
54
which he
of price. 60 cts. each.
apparent
mg tools,
number, put up in a large
thoughts.”
cast, to be placed in the forestry class spoke, I recall that on one of the last
HUMPHREYS'
HOMEO.
to
me
now
are
the
MEDICINE
I
CO., Comef I
forms meet
room.
The exhibit consists largely of occasions we met he said to me that he Strange
William and Ann Streets, New York.
When 1 visit the dear old
saws used for different purposes.
The never got on his feet without a sinking at But the native air is pure and town;
sweet.
the stomach, as when a boy he rose for And the trees that o’ershadow
case is of mission oak to match the ineach wellterior of the agricultural building. The his school declamation.
known street,
And
Aa
balance
John
S. Caldwell, the News Man
exhibit will be of interest to visitors and
they
up and down,
Are singing the beautiful song,
and
of value to the forestry
Agent, he dt the mighty ■
Are sighing and whispering still:
head, whose hat on any other man es“A
will ia the wind’s will,
AUGUST 16, 17, 18, 1910.
caped the ears and rested on his shoul-1 And the boy's
thoughts of youth are long, long
ders. His bright sayings would fill a
For information, apply to
thoughts.”

In Use For Over

ante-room

30
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The assessors of the town of Camden, |
Messrs. Joseph F. Hobbs, Frank W.
Conant and Ralph W. Johnson, have
published a statement to the tax payers from
which we quote as follows:
‘The rate
is $20.80 on each one thousand dollars of
the assessed valuation, which is $2.00
per one thousand dollars more than in
1909. In the past it h s been the custom
for the State tax to be uniform for two
years, same as our county tax, and on
that basis, with our appropriations at
the last annual meeting exceeding those
of 1909 about $300.00, we could have
maintained the same tax rate.
Our
County tax is the same as last year,
$3,549.67, but our State tax is $5,003.69 :
more, making it $12,517.70 for this year,
so you see under some of the new
laws,
enacted at the last Legislature, quite a
severe tax is levied upon us.
However,
we receive back from the State about
Champ Clark, Underwood, Sulzer, $3,300 more from the school fund and
Byrd, Borland, and the two new acci- have our insane taken care of at the exdental members, Havens and Foss, made pense of the State.” Under a new law
all poll taxes are $3. The valuation on
long and studied attempts to condemn real estate remains
very nearly the same
the present tariff law, but all sang much as last year, and there is a gain on
perthe same song.
All these protective sonal estates of about $27,000.
VALUATION
tariff haters had a good word to say for
1910
the tariff of 1846 and 1857, which brought
1909
Real Estate,
$2,078,840
$2,078,535
such disaster to American industry. None
Personal Estate,
400,080
373,305
of
had a kind word to say

HALL, AUGUSTA,

for

CAMDEN’S TAX RATE FOR 19l0.

Democratic leaders in Congress are now making campaign material. To be sure, it is
not very good material, but the best obtainable. A party without a record, or
whose small record is so bad that it can
not be defended is not in a very strategetic position when it comes to speech
making for campaign purposes. The
general point of Democratic attack is
tariff, and yet we cannot find in a single
speech any reference to the only Democratic tariff law of the past half century. There is no allusion whatever to
the conditions of business, of labor, or
capital, under the operation of the Wilson-Gorman law.

Washington,

IN

the purpose of nominating candidates
for Governor and State auditor to be supported
at the September election, and transacting such
other business as may properly come before it.
The basis of representation is as follows:
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled
to one delegate; and for each 75 votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1908
an additional delegate; and for a fraction of 40
|
votes in excess of 75 votes, a further additional 1
delegate. Vacancies in the delegation of any j
city, town or plantation can only be filled by
residents of the county in which the vacancy !

Letter.

Years.

Total
$2,478,920
Polls, 858 at $3.00.
Tax rate, $20.80 per 1000

SPHERE is

one
ginger ale which does
and
and which pleases
burn,
sting
children and women as well as men. It is
pUre
wholesome and healthful, the only
ginger
ale
which is totally non-astringent. Ask for it u

A

—

only

not

name

^

(Pronounced Kleek-o Club)

GINGER ALE
Clicquot

Club is made from the finest
ginger (not red pepn..^
the best confectioner’s
sugar (not saccharine, brown sugur
molasses), with a dash of limes and lemons. It is perfectly ma
factured and carbonated; combined in a
way that removes astr
gency; and blended with Clicquot Spr.
water, the finest ginger ale water in
world.
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Aik your grocer—any grocer-for
Clicquot
Ginger Ale and remember that th*r«
aUo Clicquot Club Sarsaparilla, Koot
Beer, Birch Beer, Blood Orango and Lernrir.
Soda—all equally d.liciou. and pure.
C,ub
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the cucquot club co.
Millis, Maas.

$2,451,840
I
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in
/« the Glidden and Hotter contest for 1909, covering a distance of 2030 miles in
15 dot
only ONE car in EA CH race finished with a perfect road and technical record at K 4 NS I >
CITY.
These were the PIERCE*,ARROWS. which lave wen every Glidden
Contest.
ALL OTHERS uere penalized and some were withdrawn he fore
Kansas City was
reached.

^■ A. NICKERSON & CO., 642

|

Congress St.,

Main Distributer" for PIERCE and SELDEN Cars.

!
u

\

Portland

i icensed tr.der Selden Patent.

|
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FREE BOOK

Marcellus J. Dow,

PRESTON'

It KOOKS.

SUESINE SILKS.

47 1-2c.

HIMALAYA

35c.

CLOTH,

LIVERY, BOARDING

Is situated or Washington street,
street.
I have sinjj'e anddoul U
boards, etc. (direful drivers it
patronage is solicited. Telrp1

a general line'of White Goods. 1
Pine Tree Suits for Boys.
Underwear for the whole family.
Ribbons Laces, Corsets, and most everything you expect to find in a Dry and
Fancy Goods Store.

Lawns and

«

235-2, house, 61-13.
W. G.

pipe.

j

greatest

—

students.

Children

CrV

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA
*

BELFAST FAIR

Express

j

book and should have been preserved like j
those of his relative, Miss Dodge (“Gail1
Hamilton”). Once in Caldwell’s store, 1
I

Read Carle & Jones’ add. for bargains

this week.

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
4tf

Belfast, Maine.

to

AT BOTTOM PRICES.

CHARLES STEVENS Belfast Maine.

Trucking
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at H. E. McDonald’s furniture store, 70
Main street, and they will receive prompt attention. Telephone connection.
3mll
W. W.

BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

We Want

Agents

local and traveling. Age 25 to 50. Employment
the whole year if desired. Outfit free. Pay
weekly. Write for terma,
4w20p

HOMER N. CHASE & CO.,
NURSERYMEN,

AUBURN, MAINE

FRE5TQN,

Frc

S. W, Johnson,

Harnesses
I have purchased the harness business fortnerly conducted by R. J. Ellingwood and may
now be found at my new store on
High street,
I will give you the best grade of harnesses.
Goods at rock bottom prices.
Sm20

AND TF

STABLE

buy COAL is

j because
j
i

now.

OFFICE NO. 2. ODD FELLOWS

NOW

offer you un-,
coal. Coal that

can

we

usually good

has been carefullv selected—
with this point in view— to
the utmost satisfaction to

Office

ft
r«

Hnu
telephone call.
telephone call 32, ring

BURGESS

our

PRINTINGOFFICE

customers and to all other people of discernment. Good clean

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK. Bill

coal and honest

M. 151 il.l "■
j ELIZABETH
Successor

THE

Swan &

Office hours every afternoon
Kveniiigs I shall he al my
Court Street, to answer calls.
House

give

weight. Yes,
the right time to buy is now and
the right place, here, assuredly.

•

Sibley Co.;

to

George

W. Burg'1-

PROPRIETOR.

JOB PRINTING
COMMERCIAL PRINTING A

SPEll^n

bounty Correspondence.
from last week.]

Referred

vNV|LLE center.
S
nH

town remembers when
parson of this
Comet was here before-Dennis
is the guest cf his
j.ynn, Mass.,
a Moody... Mr. and Mrs. E. H. ,
ted Mr. and Mrs. Merton Haley
Sunday ...Walter Evans had
Mrs.
m his garden last Sunday..
had sixteen callers Sunday.
t. rt9on
preaching service and Sunday
church last Sunday, and Green
was beautifully decorated
Mr Wm. Clements received 41
h.s H>th birthday-Martin
and about again.
c to be out
v
has over 600 chickenswas married in Portland May
Marden was much pleased with
,;er from old friends in town.
,.athy is expressed for the famalley in their

bereavement-j

nil very sick, although slowly
forget the dance June 16th

hall_Quite a heavy thunthis vicinity last Friday

WOMAN

ESCAPES
OPERATION
WasCured by LydiaE.Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound

Elwood, Ind—“Your remedies have
cured me and I have only taken six
bottles of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
I
was sick
three
months and could
I sufnot walk.
fered all the time.
The doctors said I
could not get well
without

my right
one, and down my
right leg. I began

especially

to feel better when I had taken only
one bottle of Compound, but kept on
as I was afraid to stop too soon.”—Mrs.
Sadie Mullen, 2728 X. B. St., Elwood, Ind.
Why will women take chances with

given: Opening exerSong & Service; recitation,

was

;tation, Alice Nickerson; declaCunningham; solo, Lillian
:iun, Margaret Nickerson; read-

u.

Mvkerson; recitation, Bernice
Annie Nickerson; scng.t
..n,
.te and Blue,” Annie Parsons
t-n; recitation, Dorothy NickerCurtis; recitation,
I*awrence
declamation.

Clarence
on;

SPRINGS
of Prospect spent a
Maggie Staples’ last week.
I.mdse., is at home from MasMiss
few weeks’ vacation
has ordered a new supply of
.is from Poston, including the

MON

arrabee

|
|

and view mounts and
does all kinds of photographic
branches of commercial
c all
post card portraits of the chilrtrait

folks, photos for advertising
estate and live stock, and
N. VV. Staples is having a bad
and lameness, resulting from
n his leg_Mrs. Daniel Dunav ith her daughter, Mrs. Blanche
r a few weeks.Mr. Charles
Lucia Jacobs attended the Mel:

al

|

;

opera-

for I could
hardly stand the
pains in my sides,

Small is at home for the
: attend a medical college this
Sunday was observed at the
,s very prettily decorated with
Ti e foland potted plants.
in

an

tion.

i

4

Pacific Coast

operation

an

or

drag

out a

sickly,

half-hearted existence, missing threefourths of the joy of living, when they
can tind health in Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Vegetable Compound?
For thirty years it has been the
Standard remedy for female ills, and

Las cured thousands of women who
have been troubled with such ailments as displacements, inflammation,
ulceration, tibroid tumors, irregularities. periodic pains, backache, indigestion, and nervous prostration.
If you Have the slightest doubt
that Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable Compound will help you,
write to Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn,
Mass., for advice. Your letter

ITINERARY OF THE FARMING SPECIAL

Timber.

Washington, D. C., January 6th. San
Pedro, a name almost unknown east of
the Mississippi, is to-day one of the
biggest lumber-receiving ports of the country, according to the figures of her collector of customs.
The gazetteers
of eight years ago assigned less than
four lines of description to San Pedro.
It was described as “a bay and inlet of
the Pacific ocean, in California, 105
miles southeast of Santa Barbara, 33 degrees, 48 minutes north.” that was all.
Today it is known as the ocean port for
the immense horticultural and commercial activity that centers about Los An-

in

;
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Portland in their auto
i spent the week-end at Maple
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips, who
rsitig Mrs. A. T. Nickerson, has

1

from

o

_i

to

:ne

|

McCluskey....
Nickerson, Miss Augusta

nurse

J. \V.

Mrs.

H. M. Chase. Hon. and Mrs. A.

\

I

attended the Memorial services
jaday_Mr. A. E. Cunningham
vs in Bar Harbor last week.
Walter J. Nickerson spent SunMr. J. W. Nickerson was in
vek on business.

J
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j

vds, the deserted old dwelling,
windows that face to the east;

I
I
I
i

rooms seem to be telling
echoed to laughter and feast,
rstep, the shutters are broken,
lematis that sheltered the door.

a

|

..-led lock, mournfulest token,
lied to return nevermore!

j1
j

rave

|

\

by the wild morning-glory,
well-curb,the paths overgrown;
c- is chanting the story,
wes she flutters alone.
and a thicket of briar

|

1 aunting its gay plume of Are
? <is
sipping the riotous bloom.

v

e

d

J

the

garden

once

shed its per-

sunbeams are flecking
m trees, in the full noonday glow.
still the sun-dial is checking
way, as it did long ago.
S ', the orchard is throwing
ranger and bird on the air,
where the blossoms are blow-

!

bright

e

\
I
J

j

f

s

.-

at

last,

seem

to

breathe every-

sweet, yet deserted and lonely,
kind,
i**nty, yet harvested onlyair, and the sun, and the wind.
-one, somewhere, must be sigh-

|

Nature for dear human

!

i

spot

whence they need

never

place is lonesomely crying,—

j

dear

one, and make

me

a

;

me,

I

Merritt, in Springfield Republican

|

LIFE.
exclamation: “O Life! I feel thee
y veins,” is a joyous one. Perrarely or never make it, in hon-

j
\
j

mselves,
i hey do

;

|

among the most unnot live, but exist; for to
are

To live is to be
to arise feeling equal to the
g
of the day, and to retire not
them —to feel life bounding in
medicine that has made thoum!e, men and women, well and
eomplished a great work, bebest blessings, and that mediSarsaparilla. The weak, runtated, from any cause, should
It builds up the whole sysexistence into life, and makes
m
ling. We are glad to say these
favor to the readers of our colre

|

than to be.

■

!
|

\

of which is cut

a

Washington, Idaho,
Oregon lumber is also distributed by

and
rail

plans

for the

of the bird

protection
species of all

and

preservation

the earth, representatives of twenty of the most powerful nations are conferring at the Fifth

by

and

sea

j
[

j
|
|
I

|
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^eir respective offices to our sub(’ur clubbing offers are as followE
>ear’s subscription paid in advance:

and Farm and Home.$2.0C
ar'd Tribune Farmer.2.2E
Tb. jrna{
rr il'
a°d
McCall’s Magazine.2.1(
Tr. V
1 y ^ h' an^ New Idea Magazine.2.1C
atiuns included in our clubbing of!tr1
,c> be
sent to different addresses.

MEEPLESs NIGHTS.
ns rest is

spoiled by frequent fib

•fid

“pb8

Druggists sell it

at 25c

The eighty-first Commencement at Coburn Classical Institute will occur on
Thursday and Friday, June 16-17. The
class parts have been assigned as follows:

threatens

the

whose

extermination

health and agricultural

olutionize the situation.
can

Cuttings

which

not now be made in the best way for
Forest, because only

the welfare of the

prosperity of every people.
of timber can
Great Britain, Germany, France, Italy, the relatively high grades
be sold, will then be practicable under
Russia, Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
much more favorable conditions.”
Austria-Hungary, Holland and Belgium
are with the United
States taking an
active part in the international discussion of bird protection at the German

capital.
tive

of

SPRING IN BROOKS.

Isaac

As the accredited representathis government, William

Dutcher, president of the National AssoSocieties, is attending the conference, where he also appears for the Smithsonian Institution,

Staples,

the

Carriage

Man,

as

a

Gardener.

[Brooks Correspondence of The Journal.]
When the geese fly south in the fall,
look out for winter. When they fly back
north in the

spring,

warmer

weather is

ment.
June 19-22—Colby Commencement.
June 20-23—Maine State Universalist
Convention, Lewiston.
June 26-29—Bates College Commencement.
June 29-30—Oxford Association Meeting,

30-July 2—Joint Convention Maine
State and First General Conference

June

inland the

there’s

But

Lewiston.

truth,

monu-

School Conven-

none

builds upon Sinai's tablets of stone.

Hail woman! E'er faithful in present and past,
The first at the grave, at the cross was the
last—
Stowe, Willard and Howe, faithful leaders for

July 6-8—State Pharmaceutical Ass’n,

Sunday

FERNALD.

Law-givers, and all who man’s justice invoke,
Regard as authorities Blackstone and Coke,
With Webster and Marshall, wTise jurists,

Andover.

tion, Portland.

the Loss.

constantly drawn upon by the work,
worry and responsibilities of our daily
life. It is also largely drawn upon dur-

ing the after-effects of fevers.
Unless these drains upon the nerve*
•re replaced t.y nourishment from th*
blood, the nerves become overworked
and exhausted and some form of nervoo*
trouble results.
Tiie value of the tonic treatment with
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills lies in ti e fact
that these pills do not stimulate the already exhausted nerves to keep up their
work for a time longer but that they

have been strongly felt in
keeping many
New

England States, including our own,
a standstill.
In addition to the drain
upon U3 by other States, Canada, into
which the northern part of Maine it
driven like a wedge, has been
fattening
on the products of
Maine, and has been
enabled by a wrong policy to profit as
our expense.
A beginning at checking this outflow
at

the depleted nervous energy.
Mrs. George El well, of No. 27 Park
avenue, Brockport, X. Y., says:
“About two years ago I began to suffer
from nervous debility, which was brought
on by overwork ami sickness common to
I was in bed for two weeks,
my sex.
but at the end of that time felt able to
I
took a severe cold soon afterget up.
ward and lingered along for months without strength or ambition.
My stomach
was constantly out of order and filled
with gas.
It seemed as t!> mcli I could
never take another breath.
I lost all apand lived on milk and light foods,
was constipated and had sinking spell*
and a dizzy, swimming-like feeling in my

replace

of our productive wealth into foreign
channels has been made in the repeal of
the Pike act. It would be a more effec-

r:tite

Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. Ear
dock Blood Bitters purifies the blood, clears the
restores ruddy, sound health.

skin,

HAVE

With Shakespeare to lead them in Drama's
CLAM CONSERVATION.
great field,
And Literature’s choicest of treasures to yield,
Our children’s children may run short
With myriads of writers, some great and some
of coal and kerosene; but they need
small,
You’ll find that the Bible’s ahead of them all. j never want for clams. We are going to
try to save them some coal, for there are
In History’s realm, reviewing the past—
mighty bins of it still in the earth, while
Herodotus first, even down to the last,
Of whatever nation the story you’ve read,
here, besides, are the peat bogs—bunk! ers of fuel
The Jews of the Bible you’ll find at the head.
beyond the fires of our imaginations to burn up.
We may, who
In sentiments lofty, or solemn, or sweet,
knows? save them a little kerosene. No
All ages of poets may vainly compete
one has measured the
With those of the Bible who God’s praises sing
capacity ot the
And have for their leader the Psalmist and tank; it has only been tapped here and
King.
| there; the plant that manufactured it,
moreover, is still in operation, and is
The buildings of Egypt, of Greece and of Rome.
But whether
And modern St. Paul’s, or new structures at doubtless making more.
so
or not, we still may trust in future oil,
home,
We see the fair lines and proportions most for the saving spirit of our new movegrand
ment watches the pipes that carry it to
Excelled by the Temple by Solomon planned. 1 our cans.

June 16-17—Coburn Classical Institute
Graduation Week, Waterville.
June IS—Maine Bankers’ Ass’n., Bangor.
June 19-23—Bowdoin College Commence-

Find patterns in Martha, the Marys and Ruth.

j!

Oct. 26-28—Fourth Annual Meeting of |
Maine State Conference of Charities j
|
and Correction, Portland.
|

fly
the National Museum, the American coming.
sledding is about done with. When the
Ornithologists’ Union and the Audubon
Bangor Theological Seminary.
frogs begin to croak in the swamp at the
organization. Delegations from Egypt, close of
day, the boys strip oft' their
James Alexander, D. D., class of
Rev.
Australia, Brazil,
Bulgaria, Greece, shoes and
stockings and begin to try it 18S5, and Rev. Smith Baker, D. D.,
Japan, Java. Palestine, Switzerland, barefoot. When on a
loveiy day the la- class of I860, were the speakers at the
South Africa and the Canary Islands
dies rush to the dry goods' store for a literary meeting of the Bangor Theologihave also come to Berlin to voice the
cal Seminary Alumni in Bangor June 1st.
spool of thread, a crochet hook and a The necrology for the past year, read by
common need of their countries for inof
all
at
baby ribbon,
James Crosby of Bangor, contained the
yard
chattering
ternational measures to check the desonce with excess of nervous tension, you following names: Nathaniel Thomas Ray,
truction of their valuable bird species.
know that it will be safe to take an um- 1842; Edward Stanton Palmer, 1855;
Flavius
Three entire sections of the deliberaNorcross, 1858; Henry
brella tomorrow.
When “Ike Staples” James Vespasian
Bruce, ex-1862; George Lewis,
tions ot the International Ornithological
bluffs off the man who wants to buy a 1865; Alfred F. Marsh, 1867; Webster
Congress are being devoted to the dis- carriage and hies him to the
garden Woodbury, 1868. Before adjourning the
cussion of the protection, care, preservaalumni present elected association officers
to personally plant his crop for the
patch
for the coming year as follows; Rev.
tion and naturalization of the birds of the
season, you may as well understand that Edgar M. Cousins, Old Town, president;
world. Careful consideration of anatomy,
you had better follow suit. And that Rev. Howard D. French, Hampden, vice
biology, zoology, geography and paleon- was what “Ike” was
doing one day last president; Rev. Charles E. Beals, Eastthe
from
ornithological standpoint week. He has had one of the
tology
port, secretary and treasurer; Prof. Calvery best vin M.
is being given by the nations’ leading exClark, Rev. Edgar M. Cousins
vegetable gardens in the place for many and Rev. Charles E. Beals, executive
perts on bird life. “Some Reasons Why
years, and the satisfaction he gets from committee; James H. Crosby, necroloBird Protection Is Necessary” and “A
digging in that little patch of a garden, gist; Rev. T. P. Williams and Rev. Geo.
H. Reed, visitors to the trustees.
History of the Audubon Movement In which he
only values at the paltry sum
North America,” introduced by Mr.
of $500, is only excelled by his enjoyment
Dutcher, as well as “State Organization
in extolling the merits of the products of
for the Practical Protection of Birds.”
Whether it is brains
his carriage shop.
“The Necessity of Stopping the Imporor simply an instinct which permeates
Protective
tation of Feathers by Bird
his system we are not prepared to say,
Societies” and “Hunting and Bird Probut the cold fact is that “Ike” usually
introduced
the
of
tection,”
by
delegates
gets there. Moral: Plant your garden
foreign nations, are some of the subjects now and hire the best man
you can find
that will be taken up by the representato hoe it June 30th or before.
tives of the nations, who are being entertained in the capital city of the Kaiser.
GLORY OF THE SEAS COMING.
When the crows

JOHN S.

of Grand Army of Republic, Bangor.
June 15-16—Annual meeting, Women’s
State Relief Corps, Bangor.

ment, Portland.
Oct. 14-17—State

BOOK PRE-EMINENT.

THE

June 14-19—Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and
Game Ass’n., Rangeley.
June 15-16—Maine G. A. R. Encampment, Bangor.
June 15-16—Annual Convention of Ladies

Castine.
Aug. 7-13—Eliot Centennial.
Aug. 31 —Unveiling of the Reed

place

person is endowed with a certain
•mount of nervous energy which is
being

Every

tive
^heck if preference, other things
being-equal, of a home institution as
against a foreign one were exercised in
favor of the transportion system on
which our future development so
largely
depends. Putting aside minor differences,
Cushman Welch, Oakland.
Fainting spells were common.
and
causes
of complaint and head.
grievances
Senior Class Day Parts: Marshal, friction, in Northern Maine the absolute My heart and kidneys were weak and
I did not sleep well, for
Lester Charles White, West Enfield; prerequisite of growth is a co-operation my back lame.
one arm wouldtget numb and then
Chaplain, Robert Hall Bowen, Water- with this home system in plans and pro- ; first other.
I
the
to sit up and
wouhnhave
ville; Writers Class Ode, words, Mary jects of increased strength.
Ij
Everything that expands and strength- rub them to get the circulation going
Marjorie Meader, Waterville; music,
I was
Harold Calvin Morse, Waterville; Poet, ens it, and gives it a secure and perma- again. My legs were numb too.
Harold Adams Small, Oakland; Orator, nent foothold as an independent system, so weak that l couldn’t dress myself and
became
and thin.
I could not lwar
Reginald Allen Monroe, Milo; Address to as surely and in the same ratio is a guar- I the leastpale
noise and did not want to be
Undergraduates, Robert Everett Owen; antee of progress and broader thrift for i
alone, yet dreaded to have anybody call
Historian, Marion Springfield, Water- this great northern region.
on me, as it tired me out.
It is not to be inferred that the
ville; Prophet, Annie Pauline Cole, East
prefer“I was discouraged for nothin" seemed
ence suggested
Livermore.
ought to be exercised to
strengthen or give me hope of recovery.
Junior Honorary Parts: Clarence narrowly, clannishly or in a spirit of When
I heard of Dr. Williams’ Pink
Noah Chalmers, Albion; Vernelle Wal-J hostility. It is simply that the ruling Pills I tried a few boxes and was able tc>
lace Dyer, Oakland; Prince Albert Drum- principle of Northern Maine, as a good
I
rule for Northern Maine progress, is to sleep and eat better in a short time.
mond, Waterville; Earl Corson Goodwin,
took them quite a while until I was cerOakland; Harold Eugene Hodgkins, Wat- throw the weight of our influence and tain that I wasenreu.” ■*
our
erville; Everett Guy Holt, Clinton; Edith to sentiment on the side of what belongs
Dr. Williams’ I’iitk Pills are sold by all
us, that has its roots in our own soil,
Pattangall, Waterville; Florence May that
druggists, or will lie sent, postpaid, on
is so related to us that when it prosStobie, Winslow; Mary Esther Tobey,
receipt of price, 50 cents per box; six
Fairfield Center; Grace Hight Wells, pers we prosper, and that when it broad- boxes for S2.50, by the Dr William®
ens we
broauen.—Presque Isle Star-Her- Medicine Company, Schenectady, X. Y.
Waterville.
ald.

COMING EVENTS.

Epworth Leagues,

If Work, Worry or Excitement Ha*
Drawn Heavily on It This
Nerve Tonic Will Re-

Mary Marjorie Meader, Waterville;Harold
Calvin Morse, Waterville; Robert Everett Owen, Waterville; Eva Isabelle Pratt,
Clinton; Harold Adams Small, Oakland;
Vera Evelyn Small, Fairfield; Gerald

Wednesday, June 22, stops will be
made at Monmouth and Readfield and
then traveling over the Somerset division to Madison, where night will be

District

y

Senior Honorary Parts: Katharine
Bower., Waterville; Robert Hall Bowen,
Waterville; Annie Pauline Cole,East Livermore; Frank Laforest Collins, Waterville; Alice Almina Hunton, Oakland;

night lectures will be given in public
ing against great odds in the Mississippi halls, and other places from the trains or
valley and eastern markets because of platforms.

To say man’s best efforts the Bible exceeds,
Is stating it mildly; whoe’er the Word reads
Finds ail these great features excelled by this
one,
God’s message of Life through Christ Jesus,
his Son.

Flag

Friday

Presentation
was

indeed

at

Fryeburg.

day long to be
pupils of the public
a

by the
Fryeburg Mrs. Wallace R.
Tarbox, Jr., vice president of the Department of Maine, Ladies G. A. R..
presented the schools with a magnificent
flag 8,by 19,for their school house. There
are about 100 pupils in the building and
they had special exercises for the occasion, patriotic songs, etc. The children
remembered

schools in

had invited their parents and friends and
seats had been arranged on the school
grounds. Mrs. Tarbox made a brief address, paying a glowing tribute to the
Department of Maine. She said: “Our
motto is the children of today are the
veterans of tomorrow, hence the great
necessity of planting early the seed of
patriotism. True patriotism is the rock
foundation llnnn which to huild character.

YOU
TRIED

But should the coal and kerosene give
out, the clam, I say, need not.
The
making of Franklin coal and Standard
like
the
Oil,
making of perfect human

character, may be a process requiring all
eternity,—longer than we can wait,—so
that the present deposits may some time
fail; whereas the clam comes to perfec-

CARRIED

Jackson &

tion within a summer or two. The coal
is a dead deposit; the clam is like the
herb, yielding seed, and the fruit-tree
yielding fruit after his kind, whose seed
is in itself upon the earth.
All that the
clam requires for an endless and an
abundant existence is planting and protection, is—conservation.—Dallas Lore
Sharp, in the June Atlantic.
the

children

like

IN STOCK BV

Hall,

A. A. Howes &
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Co.,

Chenery,

STEAMSHIP COMPANY
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it

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP
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EVERY THURSDAY
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Family

specialty.
Photos finished in Sepia and
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Manager.

|

September

ORRIN J. DICKEY,

for

groups

12

>Isiy

business March 15th. All kinds
opened
of photographic work done at reasonable prices
The first 6 weeks will be special bargaii
weeks.
An elegant finished picture, well mounted
$1.25 per dozen; also some for $1.00.
One dozen fine cabinets, $1.(0; 10x20 crayoi
and frame, all for $5.00.

S

90 Cents

STUDIO

Was

STEAMERS BELFAST ami CAMDEN

Business

i-

|

Dr. W. C. LIBBEV.

a

DENTIST,

Platinum.

LEMOS,

Phoenix Row, in rear of the Court Houst

92

MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE:

TELETHONE

Belfast, Maine.

223-2

—————————————————————

“Americans may be assured that as
much progress toward bird protection

The Glory of the Seas, a famous old
square-rigger, which when built was the
queen of the American merchant marine,
being able to show her rudder to all
others of her class, the speediest of the
seas, is coming to New York. Word was

can

received the other dav at the Maritime

She

last in New York in 1901.
Al
though she is forty-one years old, the
Glory’s timbers are as sound as on the
day she was launched, and when she wai
dry docked recently she aroused great
interest in maritime circles, many promi
nent shipbuilders inspecting her through
out.
Her main yard is a single stick o:
Oregon pine, 96 feet long and 76 inchei
in circumference in the centre. Captaii
W. J. McDonnell, who recently purchas
ed the Glory from the Barnescu-Hibben
Company of San Francisco, was a trade;
in the South Seas for many years.
Hi
has held a master’d papers since 1871.

PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
Dr. E. A. Porter
and Clinton Tuesday.
Seba C. Sturtevant
Belfast this week for
his family.

was

in Watervilk

at home frotr
short visit with

was
a

Miss Almeda Williston passed Sundaj
Monday at the home of her mothei
in Troy. —Pittsfield Advertiser.

i and

by a mere tickling ii
thrf!-t^LSon?etimes
is so annoying as to preven
*Wep. jr tbft balsam
will
cure coughs if an]
ern,P'8
&iedieine
relieve the irritation ii
threat V,an<^
aH
throat
and lung trouble;
tfike k f.rrl’» ,or
Balsam.

the

COBURN COMMENCEMENT.

points.

nations to save the birds of

land,

’

CONSERVE YQUR
NERVOUSENERCY

the Progressive Spirit of Her

sapped Maine, and the superabundant
energy and fresh enthusiasm of newly
opened sections in the west and south,

full thousand miles to be spent at Auburn.

the north, but

Exchange that me Glory, as she is called, had left Seattle for that port, via.
Cape Horn. After her arrival there the
Glory of the Seas will make regular trips
to Pacific Coast ports via. Cape Horn.
The Glory of the Seas was built al
East Boston in 1869 by Donald McKay,
whose shipyard cradled the Sovereign ol
the Seas, the Great Republic, and the
Dreadnought, the first American ship se
I to be named. The Glory has made fourwhich,
peace
mailed with The Journal or from
teen trips around Cape Horn, elever
We have to pay for these publica- movement, is now conceded to be the j around the Cape of Good Hope, and sb
most
international
important
times has circumnavigated the -globe,
question.”
in advance, and they are then

|

at

Sunday, June 19, will be spent in Portine lumuer arrivals at oan rearo are
land.
suggestive of the remarkably rapid deMonday, June 20, is to be over Rangevelopment not only of southern Califor- ley division, with stops at Poland, West
nia but also of the inland Southwest. Minot, Buckfield, Peru and the .night at
!
The fruit-growing section of southern Rumford Falls.
Tuesdav, June 21, stops will be made
California consumes much lumber, most at Canton and Mechanic Falls; night will

be reported from this country as
from any of the civilized countries of
the earth,” said Mr. Dutcher, before
leaving this city for the Berlin Confer“I feel sure that the other naence.
tions will look to us to take a leading
part in the proposed international movement to save the valuable bird species
from destruction.
The peoples of the
world are coming to realize the immedi'h ers. The following clubbing
ate need for preserving the birds that
'■iily to subscriptions paid in ad- check crop pests and pestilence in every
hen payment is made it should be
land. By concerted action I believe much
mium, if any, is desired. It is can be
accomplished toward this end,
ry io say that none of these publinext to the cause of the

[

stops

on

GROWTH.

People.

Washington

land.

million feet.

It Depends

FUTURE

“An estimate of the census figures
gives Maine a population of 727,846, an
increase of 33,380 over 1900.
It is quite
safe to predict that the census of 1920
will show a much larger increase. Maine
is beginning to grow.”-Rep. Journal.
Maine’s growth in the coming decade
will depend vdry largely on the attitude
Maine takes toward enterprises looking
toward her growth and
development.
It is quite possible for Maine to pursue a
policy that would, not merely add 33,380,
but three times that number to her population. She does not lack the natural
resources as compared With other States
which have had a great increase in population, but up to within a few years she
has been merely a source of
supply in
capital and energy for other States to
draw their materials of growth from.
Other States of our own country have

from southern California to many inland
Despite the cost of the long ship passed.
will be absolutely confidential,
transit added to the rail freight charges,
Thursday, June 23, stops are due at
and the advice free.
North Anson and Solon, and night at
the competition of lumber shippers who
Bingham.
World Powers to Guard Birds. use the all-rail routes from the northFriday, June 24. stops come at Norwest coast States, or from the east, can ridgewock ana Oakland, with a run
Nations Meet in Berlin for Common Cause. be successfully met at several of those through Bangor to Mattawamkeag at
Waning Bird Life Threatens World’s points by the ocean-and-rail route ship- night.
Saturday, June 25, stops come at DanCrops and Health.
pers. f
forth, Kingman and Enfield, returning
to
The lumber business of the matchless
Bangor at night.
New York, June 6.
To formulate
In places where the train stops at
forests of the Northwest has been fight-

ciation of Audubon

SFRIED FARM HOME.

,1

'

county railroad, making
Ellsworth, Cherryfield and Columbia Falls, stopping at night at Calais.
Friday, June 10th, stops will be made
at Pembroke and Princeton, and night
will be passed in Calais.
be
Saturday, June 11th, stops will
made at Dennysville, Machias, and afternoon and night in Bangor.
Sunday, June 12th, will be passed in
geles.
Bangor.
San Pedro’s custom house figures show
Monday, June 13th, the train will leave
line of the Maine
receipts last year of over 500 million Bangor over the main
will be made at Waterboard feet of lumber. This was largely Central and stops and Riverside, and the
ville, Vassalboro
redwpod, Douglas fir, and yellow pine, night will be passed at Augusta.
Tuesday, June 14th, stops at Gardiner,
brought in by coast vessels from the forwill be made
ests of the northwest. According to the ! Richmond and Bowdoinham
and the night will be spent in Brunswick.
of
Commerce
and
Department
Labor,
Wednesday, June 15th, the trip to PortNew York’s coastwise receipts of South- land will be made over the mountain diStops will
ern pine, for the year ended December vision of the Maine Central.
be made at Steep Falls and Hiram. The
25th, were a little under 490 million feet.
at
Fryeburg.
night will be passed
Chicago received by water, for the full
Thursday, June 16th, returning, stops
calendar 1909, not quite 340 million feet will be made at Cornish, South Windham
of all kinds of lumber exclusive of logs; and Cumberland Mills, and the night
at Springvale.
North Tonawanda, N. Y., received over passed
Friday, June 17th, stops will be made
170 million; Ludington, Mich., nearly 80 in
Waterboro, Bradbury and Gorham and
million; Cleveland, about 72 million, and the night passed in Kennebunk.
Saturday, June 18th, the trip will be
Detroit, a little over 66 million. The arover the Boston & Maine, with stops at
rivals of redwood, pine and fir at all the
Eliot, North Berwick, Wells Depot and
ports of San Francisco bay totaled 900 Saco. The night will be spent at Poit-

Searsport village Sunday.
rs. Arthur Moore of Sandypoint
the cost of transportation.
“In the Paat Mr. N. W. Staples’.Rev.
cific Coast States, which contain so large
International
in
Ornithological Congress
; Monroe preached at the chapel
Berlin. Every one of the world powers a part of the total stand of National
ternoon and Rev. Mr. Ferguson,
Forest timber,” says the Forester of the
preached in the evening-Mr. has sent its delegate to take part in
of Agriculture, in his
his
with
these
deliberations
the
family spent Sunday
upon
pressing U. S. Department
irsport.
problem of saving the economically val- Annual Report for 1909, “sales are made
uable bird life of the globe, according to only when a fair price is offered and only
i.LE.
advices just received at the headquarters under restrictions which safeguard the
Lharles Libby and family of
of
the National Association of Audubon future welfare of the forest. Both these
in
town
ted friends
Sunday....
tend to restrict sales in a reSocieties
in this city. As the result of conditions
Nickerson of Portland is the
where timber is at present so abunother, Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson. this international conference, it is ex- gion
The opening of the
dant and so cheap.
K. H. Nickerson, Miss Hope pected that concerted
action will be
Panama Canal will of itself almost revMr. Clinton A. Nickerson, and taken
the

f

MAINE’S

It Will Not Come on the Belfeit Branch.
The itinerary of the modern farming
special train to be run by the Maine Central railroad and the University of Maine
through Maine is as follows: The train
will leave Orono today, June 9th. and
will run over the Mt. Desert branch and

Children

Cry

FOR FLETCHER’S
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S

was

Doan’s Regulets cure constipation, tone thi
| stomach, stimulate the liver, promote digestioi
i and appetite and easy passages of the bowels
1 Ask your druggist for them. 26 cents a box.
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Always Ready.
The
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Dar riper.
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;ho are interested in the
last day” of school will
Iso be interested in our
pecial shoes for that ocasion.

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

[

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

Manager

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year: S1.CH1 for six months; 50 cents for three
months.
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Special

only
.OO KS—but quality

“One railroad goes up” is the caption
of a news item. It must be an air line.

Small Girls, 9-111-2,
Larger
12-2,

p The Louisville
failure—

Terries

says a

man

is a

When he tries to ru!e others by bullyof by example.
When he envies others because they
have more ability, talent or wealth than
he has.
When he does not care what happens
to his neighbors or to his friends so long
as he is prosperous.

ing.instead

Do you know him?

will have a majority and
matter of the selection of a
man
to succeed Senator Hale, should
come later.
They probably go on the
principle that it is better to catch the
hare before arranging to eat him.— i
Lewiston Correspondence Bangor Commercial.
j
This is in line with the suggestion

they

made by Congressman. "Edwin C. Bur-

leigh

at

The

resignation
was made public, and
can question.

the time the

Senator Hale

wisdom

none

Farming Special

Ororo today for

a

which

of
its

leaves

tour of the State

we

sorry to say does not include Waldo
county in its itinerary, as did the first
are

kind, which stopped over
night in Belfast. We publish, however, j
in other columns, the itinerary of the
train and some particulars of its exhibits
in the way of spraying apparatus and
improved farm machinery, and suggest

train of this

that all who can do so should avail themselves of the opportunity to see the dem-

onstrations to be made in these lines.
In 1S31 Maine had eight members of
Congress. Now it has four, and at the

apportionment may have this number reduced to three. If Congress should
decide to continue the present ratio of
next

j j)

State would lose a member and
Only twelve
thirty-four would gain.

States would remain stationary—Arkansas. Colorado,
Connecticut, Delaware,
Idaho, Iowa. Maine, Nebraska, Nevada,
Vermont and

Wyoming.

A Waldo county veteran who called at
Journal office last Thursday had

The

reading the reports of the Memorial
exercises in different places in the State

beer,

the

^pressed

and

ever

before.

that the ob-

opinion

of the cay
and the addresses of
servance

was
a

more

general

higher order than
given in this

The address

city by Rev. David L. Wilson of the Congregational church will rank among the
best and was highly appreciated and
warmly commended by the large audience.
We expected to have published
the address in full this week, but Mr.
Wilson has informed

us

that it

was

main-

ly extemporaneous, inspired by the audience ard the occasion, and that it would

impossible

be

for him to

reproduce

The mayor says that many

are

it.

reading

organ “because they want
to knojs whether the editor is as black
as The Journal paints him.”
They are

his

$1.15
1.25

j
|

$2.00.

S'

ij

!

Small Boys, 9-131-2,

l

Larger Boya,

1-5

1-2,

in all leathers.

;
>

personal

which secured the conviction of its
ager : r sending obscene matter
the mails. An official of that
ment

said that this was

cases

before the

one

man-

through
depart-

of the worst

department.

lars. were permanently invested in Nutrioia stock and like schemes.
Widows
among the victims, and
the loss of the ,money has

orphans were

in many
been very

acquaintances

Miss Inez Fogg, who spent the winter in Belfast, has been at her home here the past week
with her sister, Mrs. W. O. Estes, and family.

Future,
Howard Hollis Crimmin.
of Education,
Mildred Sarah Donlin.
Jean
Camille
Corot,
Essay,
Clara Bernice Baker.

Essay, Advantages

Saturday night, June 4th,

one
was a cold
There was a frost
heavy enough to destroy considerable vegeta-

here

Music.

j

Rev. C. Hodges of New York will be at the
Friends church over the next two Sundays and
will be the principal speaker at the monthly

meeting June 17th.
Rev. Humphrey Small was at the Friends’
services last Sunday. He has been in very
poor health for some time sfcnd keeps quite

Awarding Prizes.
Benediction, Rev. A. J. Lockhart.
Five prizes were awarded for excellence

wind made

a lot of noise, and the sun
made none. The story is well known.
We need not repeat it here.—New Bedford Standard.

for the time of year.

tion.

Oration, LeRoy Henry Smith.
Essay, The Response of the Oracle,
Harold Reuben Varney.
Essay, As Ye Sow, so Shall Ye Reap,
Gladys Estelle Cole.
Music.
Valedictory, Frances Marie Lougee.
Presentation of Gifts, Laura Spurdens.
Conferring Diplomas, C. R. Hill.
Singing Class Ode.

The Dinsmore Store

closely

at

gj

1

home.

But the wise
That

men

years.
fact well

established should banish such

fears,

Down through the long ages.

spar^

to

in

While the strong looked

What p^titi ons

wonder, the timid

in prayer,

Have been wafted toward heaven

fear,

in

agonized

,.

For surely, the end of the world must be near.
No doubt when creation’s great work first began,

This particular comet
And the hand that is

was

fixed

guiding

m

so

the plan,
exact is and

The next river and harbor bill should

Belfast

appropriation
harbor, a work that

for

an

dredging
is greatly

OF WALDO COUNTY

GRANGE.

Waldo County PomonawGrange met May 25th
with South Montville Grange. This meeting
was postponed from the 24th on account of
the rain. The officers were all present except
Steward, Gatekeeper and Ceres. The pro
officers were Frank Clement, Steward; C.
B. Ring, Gatekeeper; Mrs. John Berry, Ceres.
After the opening exercises a class of 10 was
instructed in the fifth degree. The noon recess
was then taken and the patrons were well looked after in the dining room by the host grange.
When the grange was again convened a fine
address of welcome was given by C. F. Conner,
and was finely responded to by B. F. Foster.
Seven granges responded to the roll call, all
giving favorable reports. Edward Evans was
called upon and gave a very interesting talk
upon grange work. State Master Stetson was
then introduced and gave a very interesting
lecture. The entertainment by the host grange
waaas follows: song by Sisters Pease and Stover;
song by Mildred Jackson; song by I. P. Griffies.
A rising vote of thanks was given the host
grange for courtesies and also to Brothers
Stetson and Evans for their lectures.
The field day meeting will be held August
31st in Ring’s grove near Cenier Montville, the
place where it was held last year. The public
are invited to attend.
The next meeting will be held with Tranquility Grange, Lincolnville, June 21st, writh the
the

tern

following

program:

opening exercises; report |

his work or lack of capital to take advantage of the market in buying and selling?” to
oe opened by C. M. Howes. Remainder of pro-

ing

gram

by host grange.
For

bounty Attorney.

H. C. Buzzell, Esq., of Searsport will be a
candidate before the Waldo County Republican
convention for nomination

By party usage Mr.
nomination, and his

as

County Attorney.

Buzzell is
record

entitled to

re-

during his^incum-

seriously felt. Look into these nency of the office will no doubt ensure that
kindred matters and then decide oeing done by acclamation. There is no menwhether the man who has now' entered tion of any opposing candidate.
upon a crusade against the business inCATARRH
terests of Belfast is “as black as he is !
painted.
Quickly Cured by a Pleasant Germ-Killing
“Boost Maine!” the words

standing
a

Antiseptic.

at

Maine

newspaper, is eulogized by a contemporary as “good stuff!” So it may be;
but yelling “Boost Maine!” or “boost”
anything else, whether in print or
voice, apd leaving it there
by the
is not of much account. There are
men
who scarce
e\ er
speak who
actually do more for their communities than the men whose idea of public spirit is centered in a megaphone.
The man who saves his money and puts
it into well-considered, well-managed
local enterprises is a far more useful
booster than one who stands out on a
corner and talks in exclamation points
about the greatnes of the town. An
old fable about the sun and the wind,
and their dispute as to which was the
more Influential, is quite in point.
The

1

RACE RECORD 2.05*

jri

The little Hyomei (pronounced High-o-me)
inhaler is made of hard rubber and can easily
be carried in pocket or purse. It will last a
lifetime.
Into this inhaler you pour a few drops of

magical^Hyomei.

This is absorbed by the antiseptic gauze
within and now you are ready to breathe it in
over the germ infested membrane where it will
speedily begin its work of killing catarrh
germs. Hyomei is made of Australian eucalyptol combined with other antiseptics and is very
pleasant to breathe.

guaranteed to cure catarrh, bronchitis,
throat, croup, coughs and colds or money

It is
sore

A. Bachelder has a valuable Knox brood
mare which has raised some very nice colts
that have sold for good prices. She has this
year a foal a few weeks old that promises to
be something fine.

Sunday

Mrs. Florella D. Cilley, who is nearly 97 years
of age, and the oldest woman in Brooks, is very
seriously ill and fears are entertained that she
cannot recover. She is cared for by her daughter, Mrs. Susan Cole.

and at Trinity Reformed Church at 2.30 p. m., with sermons by
Rev. William Vaughan, followed by Sunday
school. Prayer meeting at Trinity Church,
this, Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock.
son’s Mills at 10.30

a.

m.,

Frank W. Gibbs, one of our hustling farmadded a new' stable to his set of farm
buildings. This is a needed improvement to
his place as he keeps several horses and raises j

services in West Northport will be conducted by the pastor as follows: Sunday school
at the Brainard schoolhouse £t 10 30 a. m.;
preaching service at the Wrood schoolhouse at
2-pT m, and at the Brainard schoolhouse at 7

Not

a

pianet

is

missing,

not

one

star lost to

view,
he’s off and away again ’mong the stars.
Perhaps even now he’s flirting with Mars,
And she in her turn, through very strong

But

glasses,

Watches out, that he comes not too near with
his gases.
When next he returns, and he will, we believe,
The granite will show we no longer receive.

back. It cleans out a stuffed up head in two
minutes.
Sold by druggists everywhere and A. A.
Howes & Co. Complete outfit including inhaler
and one bottle of Hyomei, $1.00. And remember that extra bottles if afterward needed coat
only 60c.

p. m. every Sunday. Wednesday’s,
services at Hill’s Schoolhouse at 7 p.

m.

Ihe

meeting

ot

the

timid

of

the

North

church, appointed for last Monday night with
Mrs. David L. Wilson, was postponed until

Monday night on account of the storm.
picnic supper to be held with Miss Kittredge will take place Monday, June 27th. The
meeting next Monday will be the last of the
next

The

season

an

the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.45,
worship and baccalaureate sermon by

morning
the pastor to the graduating class of the High
school; Sunday school at noon; .evening service
at 7.30. You are cordially invited to worship
with us.

and

the treasurer’s report will be read

nearly

j

enjoyable day.

Letters have been received by friends in
Brooks from the Hon. C. C. Roberts, who is
very Jaadly crushed by the death of his daughter, Parepa Rosa. Reverses in fortune or business he has always bravely met, but this is a
heavy blow to him.

■

Sunday school

has been organized for the
West Brooks with Mrs. L. A. BachDonald Forbes, Assistant Supt.; Lena Waning, Secretary and Treasurer; Galen Forbes, Librarian. They have interesting exercises and enjoy the singing very
much.
A

summer

in

j elder, Superintendent;

j

;

j

Charles H. Treat of New York, exof the U. S. Treasury, who died very
Secretary
Grove
I
Campground,
Maple
Searsport beginlast week, was formerly W’ell know'n
suddenly
June
and
contin9th,
ng Thursday evening,
in this village, where he married Miss Fanny
uing over the following Sunday. Elder John
Huxford. After he moved to the South his
and
Miss Lillie Walker,**
Ferguson and wife,
often spent the summer here with the
Evangelists, from Philadelphia, Pa., are to be family
family of Thaddeus I. Huxford.
present and other gospel workers from WaterMrs. Martha E. Luce came here from Clinfille, Corinna, Newburgh, Orrington and other
places, are expected. The convention is to be ton Monday morning, where she had been visindenominational and all are welcome.
iting her daughter Nellie. Mrs. Carrie Dolliff
of Belfast accompanied her on the trip to
The children of the North Congregational
attended the graduation
Sunday school observed Children’s day last Clinton, where they
exercises of the High school. MissjFlorenc e
Sunday by giving a concert in the afternoon.
Cain, step-daughter of Mrs. Nellie Cain, was
Hie church was handsomely decorated with
the youngest member of the class.
fellow, combined with white and green, a large
We were bothered last week for several days
lumber of buttercups and other flowers being
lsed. The program included songs, recitations. ! oy a break in the main pipe of our village
readings, etc., and the children in their little water supply, but the manager of the comvhite gowns, many carrying flowers and green 1 pany, E. G. Roberts, got things fixed up after
while and the water is now' running the same
‘ry, made a very pretty effect. Mrs. Charles
VI. Craig, president of the Junior Christian En- is ever. This village is very fortunate in havleavor, had charge of the entertainment and ng a supply of nice water that is carried into
;he second stories of many of the houses and
Vliss Caroline W. Field of the decorations.
The Lincoln
Association will hold a ! las been adequate so far to the needs of the
A Pentecostal Convention will be held at

Hon.

j

Baptist
juarterly meeting with the Baptist church in j ;ommunity.
me omcers oi croons louge oi uoou rem- |
;his city on Wednesday an<^ Thursday, June j
5th and 16th. The meeting will be presided 3lars were installed by State Deputy Marcellus ;
The 1. Dow last Saturday evening, and are as fol>ver by Rev. H. S. Kilborn ~of Warren.
Everett Cilley, C. T.; Emma Huxford,
ows:
irst service will be held at 3 o’clock Wedneslay. In the evening at 7.30 Rev. I. B. Mower, V. T.; Mabel Rose, Sec.; May Huxford, A. S.;
D. D., of Waterville, will speak of religious
Belle Boody, Chaplain; Arline Estes, F. S.;
ronditions State-wide and jS*ates-wide and Rev,
Brace Tasker, Treasurer; Hugh Morrill, M.;
Z. E. Bonsfield of Woolwich will speak of Christine Jones, D. M.; Edith Hobbs, G.;
•eligious conditions world-wide. A sunrise Charles Stimpson, S.; Emma Ginn, S. of J. T..
neeting will be held at 6 a. m. Thursday, fol- E. C. Boody, P. C. T. Harry M. Brown has
owed by sessions at 9 and 1 30. Evangelist seen commissioned by the G. C. T. as L. D. for
f. W. Hatch is expected to be present and the ensuing year. Ice cream and cake followed the installation.
ipeak at 10.15 Thursday.
The Shoe Situati n.
Footwear conditions continue decidedly ui>
latisfactory. New orders received through
salesmen on the road and by mail are of small
volume, and reserve orders in the hahds of
nany New England manufacturers are running
irery low. Trade in leather is unsatisfactory
md some tanners are making concessions to
dean out some accumulations of undesirable
ines. Sole leather is somewhat firmer than
ipper stock, as supplies of the former are
nore in accord with the demand through curtailment of production. A dull and weak market continues in all kinds of hides.—Dun’s Reriew June 4th.

Stiletto C., 41615

!

$100

Timed in

2.051, 2.06J. Sire of Stella Mack
The only colt of his get ever to be trained.
Stella Mack bred, raised and trained in Belfast

the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and giving
the patient strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

HEIDCAP.

on a

Look in

It is with pleasure that we present an origi.
lal poem entitled, Halley's Comet, by Miss
Sarah Haskell of Brooks:
Halley's comet is going, and soon will be gone,
knd the earth undisturbed moves steadily on,
Not a halt in her course, not even a jar,
From the far-reaching tail of that wonderful
star.

\ traveler, returned from unknown, distant

spheres,

wanderer, lost to our planet for years,
Comes again, and a stranger, so long was his

Many wished he had journeyed still farther

style and verve.
It gives
character.
There never was a cap like

it.

FOR 3V„- IV

^
n

The

|J

Draught Stallion, Robert Brigham
information concerning these horses and their get communicate

OFor
person

I

or

by

M. A.

a

Galvanized

Gutters, Conductors,’

Iron and Tin

*

perfect

**

BELFAST, MAINE
Call and

see

specimens of

our

work.

All

( Street")

orders promptly attended to.

^

\4

A^

UNDERTAKERS,

VV

(«**■■

Licensed Embalmers. State License No. 226
A full line of Caskets. Robes and Furnishing Goods always in stock. On
services are at your command. Satisfaction guaranteed. Phone connectio;

JOHN R. DUNTON.

RALPH I M
Notary Puh

OFFICES IN MASONIC TEMPLE. HIGH STREET.
WHILE THE SAVINGS BANK BUILDING IS BEING REPAIRED

WANTED
Young men and women of good character,
(ijigh School graduates preferred) to enroll at
the Dover Business College, Dover, N.II. Young
ladies can make arrangements to cut expenses
in half by obtaining board and room free.
Chances for young men too. Positions paying
$10.00 to $12.00 per week secured for graduates.
Write now!
6t22

FOR RENT

and com-

fort that never knew aught but
discomfort.

Apply

I

OIL CANS

(

to the

WAS

5 Gal.

|

WALDO TRUST COMPANY,
9tf

SPECIAL SAL

j

The store, 66 High Street, next Memorial

building.

^

MAIM

S
HUTCHINS BROTHERS,
Granite and Marble Works

safe basis-

ease

RIGHT-

HALL,
BELFAST.

JOURNAL BUILDING,

WE rtAKE EYES
with

Rooffing.

-—-MY PRICES ARE

W. A.

Sheet

DUNTON & MORSE,
Attorneys at Law,
Belfast.

impossible.

see

NEVINS, Belfast, Maine

PLUMBING SUPPLIES,

|

safe to us and safe to YOU.
YOUR safety lies in our experience
and professional knowledge of the human eye and its
functions.
OUR safety lies in our scientific equipment and professional
care that make mistakes almost

|3

Belfast, Maine.

To Let

Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast,
Double

parlors

water and bath

(I
I

up stairs, with running
Franklin street, opposite

Pump Can, $1.50 $

5

Sf*£CtAL!ST

“

1.25
.60

“

“

.25
Glass

.50

IC. L. WRIGF
—USE^~
\
Eveiy Day Blend Coffee The
Opera House,:
the Postofiice.

on

For particulars call

on

or

address

15tf

MRS. CARRIE E. PEIRCE.

--

c

5

'Opera House Block

BELFAST, MAIM

Read what we have to say about
it elsewhere in this issue.

WHITTEN BROS.

THE PIONEER
OF AMUSEMENTS.

ee“Always Something Going On.
ARE YOU

SATISFIED

WITH YOUR STOMACH?
Do you want a better one—one that wont
belch gas, or turn sour, or (eel heavy or make
you feel miserable?

MIO'NA
Cures indigestion

It relieves stomach distress in five minutes.
It turns old, unsatisfactory, rebellious stomachs
into new ones, ever ready to digest the heartiest meak
Wo guarantee Mi-o-na tablets to cure stomach disease.
Money back if they foul.

50 Cents

a

—at

A. A.

Large Box
—

HOWES & CO.’S

Z

Stoves,Ranges‘“Furnaces

ROBERT F. DUNTON.

on

m

=—CLARION—=

33LFV3ri BY

is conducted

f

letter with

V

Our Optical
Business

in 11

races

Son of the famous race horse
Charlie Herr, 2.07.

BII ,LY HERR.
v
’

d wightpTpalm e r

away.

rhe poisonous gases, they said, from his tail
Would sweep over the earth and leave death in
its trail,

champion winner of 11

starts and never made
,a break.

Did you ever look so well
in a cap before? The HEIDCAP has character.
It has

\

stay,

unbeaten

An

[J

o

$

mirror.

a

~

EDGEMARK, 4, 2.16.
*

$
Put

a race

(4).

o

$100

REWARD

RACE RECORD 2.12'

^

every year.

Charles H. Forbes accompanied his father
Almon S. Forbes to the big meeting at the ;
Center church in Thorndike last Sunday, where !
he met many of his old acquaintances and had ;

preaching

The services for the week at the Baptist
church will be as follows: This, Thursday,

evening,

colts

|

I

The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in all its
Hall’s Catarrh
stages, and that is Catarrh.
Cure is thd only positive cure now known to

ers, has

some

The best bred Son of Bingen and the fastest record
stallion ever foaled in Maine.

true

L.

The

and

the head of the editorial page in

0 John Ward,37902

for

contain

\

declare he’s been coming for 1

Mrs.

Improving Pepperell’s cove, $60,000.
The services at the North church will be as
Completing the improvements to har- follows: prayer
meeting Thursday, at 7.30 p. m..
bor at Rock port, $32,000.
Completing improvements to Stockton morning worship Sunday, at 10.45 a. m., subject, Visions; Sunday school at noon. C. E.
harbor, $38,000.
prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.
Improving Saco river, $30,000.
Improving St. Croix river, $75,000.
There will be services next
at Ma-

8picE”oF^JFE".""~'"i

18 THE

All kinds of Fancy Pastry, Walnut, Angel, White Mountain, Ice Cream, French Pound
Dark Fruit, and other kinds of cake. If we haven’t what you want we will MAKE it.
try CURTIS BREAD.
THE CITY BAKERY.

Fire in China
Josephine Kendall, who has been at the
various branches as follows: Grace D. Colson, hospital in Portland, called on her
parents, F.
The steam saw mill on the east side of China
Hazel E. Bean, Howard H. Crimmin, LeRoy H. W. Brown, Esq., and w’ife, while on her
way lake owned by Leon Hebert was entirely deYou do not hear James C. Durham, O.
Smith, Manley A. Rich. The graduation ball back to Belfast.
stroyed by fire at 11.30 P.M. Friday. The cause
E. Frost, Miles S. Jellison, Selwyn was
of the fire is unknown. The loss was partly
given Friday night, and Saturday evening
While it may not be in the line of dry goods, covered
by a small insurance. A small dwellThompson, A. S. Heal, Hutchins Bros’ the class had a banquet at the Odd Fellows nevertheless
Marcellus J. Dow has a nice sam- ing house owned and occupied by Mr. Hebert
and many others who are conducting banquet hall.
ple of the Rice two-horse potato cultivator, was also burned. No figures are given for the
loss.
local industries that give employment to
for which he is an agent.
our people and bring business to our city
The Churches.
Herbert Smith, who is one of our most entelling what they are going to do for
terprising young farmers, has added to his Hurrah
the 4th
The
will
hold
services
at
Spiritualist Society
Belfast.
herd of stock the registered
They work with their capital
%
Jersey bull,
-atand their brains and not with their 2 o’clock next Sunday afternoon in Knowlton’s David Golden. No. 1694.
hall on High street.
You cannot build prosperity
mouths.
Next Sunday will be observed as Children’s
D. F. STEPHENSON’S
First Parish (Unitarian) church.
Service
on wind alone.
Day at the Congregational church. At 2
YOU WILL FIND A FULL LINE OF
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the
o’clock there will be a concert with special
The river and harbor bill as finally pastor. Sunday school at noon.
-3*4th of July Goods^
exercises by the children.
NEXT DOOR TO WINDSOR HOTEL.
Rev. G. G. Winslow will conduct services at |
passed includes all the items for the imMrs. Martha E. Luce went to Northport last
provement of Maine rivers and harbors, the chapel, East Northport, next Sunday at Tuesday with her son, Dr. Prince E. Luce, but
with the amendments added in the Sen- 10.45 a. m. Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
will return next week to attend the
special
ate and House, showing that the Maine j
The 85th annual meeting of the Hancock services in the Friends Chapel.
j
delegation has been both active and in- Conference of Congregational churches will be
We were glad to meet our former townsThere are ten items in all, held with the Congregational church in Castine man Fred Small, now of
fluential.
Monroe, when he was
on
and
Wednesday
Thursday, June 22-23.
here last Tuesday to visit his mother and his
making a total of $339,500 appropriated.
The Christian Scientists hold services in uncle Humphrey, who has been ill.
The items are as follows:
Continuing construction of the break- their hall, 127 Main street. Sunday morning
Many of our people availed themselves of
water from Mount Desert to Porcupine at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 | the opportunity to listen to a talk
by Mrs*
island, $25,000.
o’clock, to which all are cordially welcome.
Alice Winslow last Sunday. She returns to
of
Camden
Completing .improvement
The services at the Universalist church next ! her charge in Manchester, N. H., this week.
harbor, $20,000.
Miss Louise Hofford; who last Sunday was on
Completing improvement of East Sunday will be as follows: preaching service at
10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev. A. the Atlantic ocean on her
Boothbay harbor, $6,500.
way home from
Completing improvement of harbor at A A. Smith. Subject, The Christ of the Andes. Europe, is expected to meet her old acquaintMatinicus, $13,000.
Sunday school at 12 o'clock.
ances at the Friends’ Chapel here next
Sunday.

In Waldo

county hundreds, yes thousands of dol-

cases

Helen Moulton Calderwood.
Music.

—

Essay, Every Man the Architect of His Own

j

$1.75
1.95

A. B. Stantial and wife came to Brooks from
Belfast last
Sunday in their automobile. They
have many friends and
here.

Essay, Friendship,

<i

looking in the wrong place for informa- of granges; roll call of officers;
appointment
tion. They should enquire at the Post of
committee; conferring of fifth degree; noon
Office Department in Washington, which
recess; music by the choir; address of welcome
issue i a fraud order against the Nutriola by Tate Knight; response by Mrs. C. M.
Howes;
company for the prptection of the pub- topic, “Wrhat is the greatest drawback to the
lic; or at the Department of Justice, average Maine farmer, lack of method in do-

and

Ruth Agnes McDonough.
Prophecy, Asenath Annie Carleton.

lj

;f

Greatness,

Essay,

|

—

ment r.o

Hampshire,

The News

Low shoes for boys, too. P
Look well
and better
still—will wear as well as
they look.
j;

194,182, the most liberal possible action, needed.
the membership of the House would be
MEETING
increased to 459. Under that apportion-

New

;

1

1

Many of the Republicans feel that at
present the p'-trty should devote its energies to the electibn of a legislature
in which
that the

sathers,

i

J^aine:

|

VArTeTY

P

thei*

abundant, strengthens

j!

Here is an item from the Brunswick
Record that is indicative of what is going
all over

j

tnd for the largest girls
|!
?e have them made just
<jj
;ke “grown ups” with the «;
lew
safty heel—in all

nomination

John A. Beals of this town has bought
fourteen acres on the Sampson place in
Bowdoinham and set out 800 apple trees.
The entire tract has been plowed up, and
potatoes will be planted there this season
with the idea of eqriching the land, besides producing a marketable crop.

humors,

effects,

jj;

Hinds leads in the contest for the Con-

on

as

scrofula

j
j

For instance—The «!
ery stylish ankle strap j
umps in Russet, Gun \
letal and Patent—prices

Obadiah Gardner says he is a candidate
for the Democratic nomination for governor, but Fred Plaisted has been entered and is being groomed for the race.
Put your money on Plaistfed.
in the First district. The standing of the candidates
last Monday was as follows: Hinds,
113; Hale. 59; Reynolds, 26.

as to

Sarsaparilla
Eradicates

fell.

Bradstreets reports unusually cold
weather, north, east and west, and
trade and crops retarded.

gressional

not

Hood’s

!j
j

The school events of the past week have
been of great interest. On Monday evening,
May 30th, was the Junior Prize Recital with
the following program:
\
Carleton Young,
“The Grave by the Sorrowful Sea.”
Hazel Elizabeth Bean,
“Poorhouse Nan.”
and all
Mildred Hannah Cole,
“Nix’ Mate.”
other
Frank Chester Littlefield,
cures all
•“Toussamt L’Overture.”
makes the blood rich
Ann Elizabeth Cooke,
“Brier Rose.”
Grace Evelyn Coggins,
“The Life Boat.” and
all
Manley Augustus Rich,
“Big Bob Simpson.”
Take it.
Lillian Idelle Ryder,
“The Actor’s Story.” the vital organs.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
Every part was so well rendered that it was Chocolated
tablets called Sarsatabs.
difficult
for
the
committe
to
come
to
a
very
but
the
were
awarded:
decision,
prizes
finally
of Brooks.
1st prize, Frank Chester Littlefield; 2nd, Mildred Hannah Cole.
Mrs. Abra Edwards is with Rose I. Forbes
Thursday evening the graduation exercises for the
summer.
of the High school were held, and it was cerNelson Reynolds has an addition to his
tainly one of the best things of the kind that
family. It i8 a boy tbis time.
The hall was crowded with
we have ever had.
Carl Jenkins and Will Emtnons are
not
room
building
ev$n standing
invested listeners;
a cottage at
Winnecook Lake.
The program was as follows:
was left.
Mrs.
W. H. Rolfe returned last week from a
March.
visit of several weeks with friends in MassaPrayer, Rev. A. J. Lockhart.
Salutatory, Grace Dilia Colson.
chusetts.
Essay, Knowledge, the Treasure of the Mind,
Eva Christine Jepson.
John W.
Hobbs, who has been very sick for
History, Blanche Marion Belches.
the past three
weeks, rode out for the first
Music by Overlock’s Orchestra.
time last
The Secret of
Sunday.

Searsport
FOR

Cot;
HENT.

The ELMS, a finished cottage o
with electric lights, corporation watt
phone, situated on steamboat avei
port, affording a picturesque view
scot Bay, with fishing and bathing m

is for rent by the day. week or monti
N. B. The large summer house,
the Brookside, on Steamboat avemn
tide-water, will be run in connect i
Searsport House this season. Furni
rented by the day or week. This In
tains bath rooms, hot and cold water,
and other particulars apply to

VVM. E. GpiNM
Searsport, House, Searsport. V

Telephone 7-12

8w20

For Sale
One of the finest residences in Belfa
tainin g 12 rooms and a bath.
water in six sleeping rooms.

Hot

Excelled
and storage accommodations. Fine stai'
nected. For other particulars apply
CHARLES F. THOM
Belfast; March 24. 1910.—12tf

0F BELFAST-

0: Nt:uS

voters
CAl'Cl'S. The Republican
Belfast are hereby notified to
in said Bel4, the Court House,
o’clock p.m.,
Lt
u:0 x L>. 1910, at 7.30
...
.... ,Ies to attend the Republican
at
held
Hall, Aube
City
to
,choo=' ‘"/.'nl.n
A. D. 1910, at 10 o’clock a. m.,
tjti
for
candidates
'„{ nominating
*<»
o,.,to Auditor, to be supported at
tr :W
choose
election. Also to
wet**®.1";her
>'
...tend the Waldo County Rer„
"" 'l,,
.,0rf
„n to be held in said Belfast,
of June, A. D. 1910, at 10.30
ur.
forenoon, for the purpose of
...
to be
.. .iidates for county offices
,v
0
Si ptember election. Also
,o'ior business which may propsaid caucus.
Committee.
C
,; liblican City
1
lunis S. Vickery, Chairman.
E Babcock, Secretary.
1U1°-

-B

PERHAPS I

4

the li,?
It ",J‘

f

■

...

|

bought of Mr. George B
celebrated stallion Lyre

has
he
\

brooks has sold the double
Cross street, to Benjamin

‘'

lies

|

m

v

e-ibe.-'

the lumber will
A Ark
begin on the improvearch at the Head of the Tide.

.anting is
1

over

subscriber writes: “We have
paper although

d home

-h,

I

!

forty

State almost

;-,e

we

years

party which visC., last March, conducted
were week-end guests of

abers of the
;

f
l

tine camp,

a

Temple Heights.

the item in regard to
ale to Fred S. Hutchins. It
in

ror

f

Malden, Mass., has sold

Sherman have

I

occupied

a

six years.

t

J.

r

the Dr. A.

as

Mrs. Charles E. Sher-

to

f

Clifford had the ground
his house

Northport

on

and two deep ditches dug,
rear of his lot to the street.
stone drains laid and the
itly improving his place.

i:

from Bozeman

a

post

card

Steel-head trout, 33
hoc- girth, and weighing 13
tackle ‘‘fit for fishing” by
in Axolotl Lake, Madison
of

|:re

a

held

class meeting
led Norman Littlefield presirganization will be complethmen

a

this, Thursday, afternoon,
have a/class ride next Satmade

u;

definite

no

plans,

about finished
L. N. Morrison will
P. Ayer, 20 acres; Frank
nk Johnson, 10 acres; F. K.
Ansel Bradstreet, 8 acres

.vodom have

'aloes.

r

n,

1 »r. A. M.

rom

a-

c

as

1 to 10

Small,

5 acres;

acres.

opened Saturday,
ason under the management
At 4.30 p. m. on that day
-erved to 175 students of the
M.t and in the evening there
the pavilion with music by
of Bangor.
!

j

\ erona

ali;

-a

le'.

ting of the Improvement Sod at the home of Mrs. Fred W.
iisday afternoon. Rev. Adolph

ote
Off

usurer

or/

ril'd

of

the

lecture

course

balance on hand»
placed in the bank toward next
A committee was chosen to
cents for the care of the societhe Park.
a

doc-

I

tor’s bills.
More likely they are
“
the
other kind” that

keeps

you

paying “other

bills.”
But there is

bill that
right into—
E and that is the stocking
K bill if you will buy
one

you can cut

|

I

p

I
9

f

|

g

jHOLEPROOFSI
|
|
Besides, you can throw
I the mending bag away;

p

and who wouldn’t like to.

p

§

I

1

n

try a box—
be
surprised,
others have. Remember
they are only to be had at

pI

The Dinsmore Store.

I

Why

not

9 you’ll

~

H

S

|

Hospital
sewing circle will meet
with Mrs. H. H. Johnson Friday, June 10th at
The

treet known
e

you pay

I
I

house

reet.
of

I

sickly and

are

the Esther Carter

-ad of
:

Haney

James

the

boys and girls

your

small

2 p.

Aid

let,

board, at the county hotel
Apply to Sheriff Carleton.
The hotel has been vacant for more than a
week.

Congress

with

street.

The ladies of the G. A. R., will observe Tuesas Flag Day.
Each member is
requested to be prepared with readings, quota-

day, June 14th,
tions,

——

—-

«wui

ure

nurse

1

The dimensions, etc., of the buildings Mr.
Ira M. Cobe of Chicago is having erected on
his property on the South Shore,

No. 21 Main

etc.

The first out-door concert by the Belfast
band will be given from the band stand, schoolhouse common, weather
permitting, this

Thursday, evening at 8 o’clock.
Dr. G. C. Kilgore of this city

Hon. A. E.
Nickerson of Swanville have been sued by the
Searsport National Bank as endorsers on a
note for $700 in favor of E. F. Hanson.
and

make one

ot her

An
Reductions

These
No.
No
No.
No
No
No
No
No
No

*

ON 21

made from BEST GERMAN VOILLE-all

1 TAFFETA SILK SKIRT, 23 IN.

residents, was bought a few years ago by the
Lubec Manufacturing & Canning company and
is now a gleam herring boat.
Her deckhouse
has been taken off, the two tapering masts
have been discarded, and the only things showing above deck now are the pilot house, the
smokestack, and the stocky mast set just aft

long,

$ 6 75.
14 00,
13 50,
10 00,

“

“

15
7
6
10
7
10
10

“
“

one

half,

“

“

“

“

“

“

$3 38
7
6
5
7
3
3
5
3
5
5

“

00.

25,
50.
00.

00,
50,
00,

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

VOILLE SKIRTS

UP-TO-DATE STYLES-Just 21 of them

No. 12. 25 in. Waist, 40 in. long,
No. 13. 23 in.
38 in.
“
“
No. 14. 26 in.
40 in.

00
75
00
50
38
25
00
50
25
00

No. 15. 26
No. 16. 27
No. 17. 24
No. 18. 25
No. 19. 29
No. 20. 25
No. 21. 26

W., 40 IN. LONG, WAS $20.00, NOW $10.00.

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

41
41
39
40
41
40
42

“

“

“

1 BLACK SATIN

in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.
in.

13 00,
13 00,
12 00,
6 75,
7 25,
12 00,
6 75,
13 00,
6 75,
15 00,

“
“
“

SKIRT, 24 IN. W., 40

IN.

6 50
6 50
6 00
3 38
3 62 1-2
6 00
3 38
6 50
3 38
7 50

one-half,
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“

“
“

“

“

“

“

“

“

LONG, WAS $18.00, NOW $9.00

8 OLD BLACK VOILLE SKIRTS, TO CLOSE, $1.00 EACH.

11 Short Covert Coats to Close.
No.
NoNo.
No.
No.
No.

pilot house, and having a stout gaff for
hoisting fish. Below decks she has also been
changed a great deal to give room for storing
fish. At present she is in command of Captain
David Haskell of Castine and is cruising along
the coast, stopping at different places where
there are herring weirs, and making arrangements with the owners to buy fish.
of the

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Size 14 years,

<™»0 00.
15 00,
12 00,
“
15 00,
12 00,
12 00,

14
16
16
18
16

/
“

this sale, $ 6.75

Nl. 7.

00
75
00
00
75

No. 8.
No. 9.
No. 10.
No. 11.

“
“
“
“

11
7
10
8
6

7 LAST SEASON’S SUITS TO

|

All this Season’s

Size 18 years.
35
36
37
38

“

$12 00,

was
“

bust,

this sale, $ 6 75

15 00

11 00

150ft
1200

moo

1? 00

“
“

7 75
8
8

CLOSE, $5.00 EACH.

__

A

Suits*"this
No.
No.
No.
No.

SeaSOn S.

Suit Peach Color, size 16 yrs.,
“15
Light Mode,

1.
2.
3.
4.

“34,

Light Brown,
Brown,

$25 00, 1-4 off, $18 75
17 00, 1-4 off. 12 75

was
“

_

8 Nice All Wool

_

16

No. 5.
No. 6.
No. 7.

23
00,_l-4_off,_17J5
25 00, 1-4 off, 18 75

Suits to close at

Suit

Mixed,
Light.

“

just 1-4 off.

size 35 bust
“’
36
“
38

No. 8.

was

1 1-4
off $15 00
2?
1-4
16 75
25 00 1-4 off
18 75
27 50, 1-4 off
2113

$20 00

SO*'

“

“

off’

38
Light Green.
ODD LOT OF MUSLIN UNDERWEAR WILL BE CLOSED CHEAP.

No alterations

on

these

goods._No

goods charged.

No goods laid aside

CROCKERY DEPARTMENT
Wall Papers, Window Shades,
for

Room

Mouldings, Jap-a-lac, Ready Mixed Paints, Dry

Paper Hangers.

Paste

1 BOOK OF SMALL LOTS WALL PAPER TO CLOSE AT 1-2
PRICE.
20 doz.

pleasure trips

The

Slightly Damaged Opaque Shades 19c.

,

...

lop Jellies at
Regular Heavy Glasses,

j_,
m, doz.
28c

Ihin Blown Glasses,

5c.

1 bbl. 4-Piece Glass Tea Sets,

38c. set.

1 bbl 15c. Glass Vases for this sale,

9c.

Tin

Room

Discount

Special Glass Ware Prices for Thursday Friday and
Saturday of This Week.

“

Figured Madras, 75c,
“

25c.

Regina Vacuum Carpet
Very easy to operate.

day.

jq

2

Stores,

CIGARS!

M

■

M

IB

K

Ml

CIGARS!!
our

M

l)

■

j

| i)

11

| >)
11

11)

0=0

CASKETS AND
BURIAL SUITS
Home

M

Ml

W9

ij

sale

you this is not the usual HOT-AIR AD. I have been manufacturing cigars for
fifteen years, and have now decided to go out of business, so will sell the balance
of my stock for ONE-HALF the price to manufacturer. I am now offering 50 first-class
long-filler 5c. cigars for only $1.00. This quality of goods would cost you $2 00 if
bought at any store in Belfast. Why should you smoke a PIPE which is so objectionable to the ladies, when you can buy CIGARS at these prices? you know they all like
the odor of a good CIGAR. These cigars are now on sale at my factory, or McIntosh
Perry's, 49 Main street. Try a sample box and you will want more.

PERRY, Cigar M’fr, Belfast,

«

1

If you are paying 33c. to 40c.
for Coffee that is no better than
si

.11
1

01
4

J

EVERY DAY BLEND
AT 25c.

.13

27

^

/j

Belfast.

j

MAXWELL, OVERLAND, BUICK, REGAL
Body Styles to Suit; from Runabout to the New Torpedo Type.
READ GARAGE & MACHINE COMPANY

I have taken the Belfast agency
for this well known express, with
an office in the laundry
building
on

High street, and

V

am

prepared

to attend to all business in that

line.
This express has been in business for
abouf twenty years and
is prepared t| give prompt service to all parts of the country
reached by any express, ar a reasonable price. Give us a trial.

S. A, PARKER,

Wall

Papers

5c., 6c., 7c., 8c.,
10c. to 35c.

WINDOW SHADES

why haven’t you lost 8c. to 15c.
a pound?
We don’t say “Every
Day Blend” is as nice as our

Japilac, Ready Mixed
ALABASTINE,
Paints, Dry Paste, Room Mouldings.

TOURS TRULY,

CARLE &

JONES.
but we DO say it’s a nice, rich,
full flavored coffee, and guarantee it to please or money refunded cheerfully. If you have not In Lincolnville, Jjetween John C. Miller’s
tried it better investigate.
place and Wadsworth’s stream, a pocketbook containing about fifty dollars. Finder
please return to I. V. MILLER, Belfast, and.

LOST!

P., $600 to $2250.

-call on-

*****

12'c. to 60c.

>

«|

|

Me.

LOST!!

SUPERBA at 33c.

12 to 40 H.

$ .78

.15

Express

4woo

CIGARS ! !!

assure

L

STREET, BELFAST

IM

over

I. L.

48-3

48-4

72 MAIN

/i

I

telephone

Office

$

AT 50 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR^=
i)

Street,

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

*

WEST REALTY COMPANY.
M

Main

CORONER FOR
WALDO COUNTY

only $500.00, y

and will accept half cash.

M

27c-

$ .20

LICENSED EMBALMER.

£

Price

now

Denims

UNDERTAKER,

and offer a fifty acre farm, located on a good Ig
road, only six miles from Belfast, 200 fruit trees, half %
of them young, plenty of wood and some lumber, magnificent view, half a mile from one of Maine’s most
beautiful lakes, good early land, good water, cuts eight
tons of hay, buildings new but cheap, and are so built
that they could be made over into a very attractive

M

Figured Madras30c.

Hoyt’s

own

expense.

22c?

-——J

A Self-Supporting Home |

bungalow with slight

69c.

“

^
^
12 l-2c. SILKOLENES lie.

j

CARLE & JONES,*

We

now

$ .20

Cleaner $1.00 per

Silkolenes,

Curtain Muslins.
/5c
iJc
121-2c
11c.
iOc.
9c.

Cretonnes
$ .18.18
.16

1 (J LL I !

2c. to 8c.

Window Draperies, Cretonnes.
Denims and Burlaps.

Scrims
^5c
^
20c.
J8c.
15c
12c.
12 l-2c.
11c.

2c. each

1

on

Mouldings

Fancy

_

v

I

yAveraging 1-4 and 1-2 Less than Usual Price.

in Waist. 41 in.
“
41 in.
in
“
39 in.
in.
“
40 in.
in
“
40 in.
in
40 in.
in
40 in.
in
40 in.
in
“
41 in.
in
40 in.
in.
40 in.
in.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10.

No!

Princess no Longer.
The dainty little
yacht Princess that was a frequent visitor to this port when owned by the late Edwin Morey of Boston, one of Castine’s summer
A

1

fi?

are

°8
25
24
28
24
24
25
25
26
24
No. 11. 24

f

iL'i

Maine.

Important Money Saving Event.

REDUCTION

1-2

Englanders.”

fishing

Street, Belfast,

Annual June Clearance Sale!

Decided Success. The 14-foot naphtha
popular excursions to Bangor next Sunday, launch built by W. A. Macomber for Edmund
leaving Lewis’ wharf at 9 a. m. Get aboard Wilson for use in Quantabacook Pond was put
and enjoy the sail up and down the picturesque I into the water last Saturday and was tried by
the owner and Mr. Alexis Gross, machinist,
Penobscot. Round trip, 50 cents.
The work on the cellar and foundation of the next morning and worked perfectly. In
the chapel at Mason’s Mills is going steadily the afternoon the writer was one of a party of
including Mr. Gross, who enjoyed a three
on,'those interested working Saturday after- five,
hour’s spin in this comfortable and up-to-date
noons and holidays, and like the
Trinity Re- craft. It was an ideal time to
try her in
formed church, of which it is a branch, it is a
smooth and rough water, through eel grass,
labor of love.
with the current and against it, and the boat
The assessors report an increase of 47 polls
and engine more than met expectations. The
over 1909, which is the largest gain in one
two spins up the Passagassawaukeag river to
year for over 30 years. The next largest was
the railroad bridge were delightful. There is
a gain of 40 in 1895 over 1894.
The number of
little or no jar or noise to the boat, the engine is
this
is
1318.
The
polls
year
average for the covered and the auto
stearing gear is within
past 10 years is 1261.
easy reach of the middle seat, making everyAdmiral Don Robbins, Belfast’s little man, thing as handy as
possible. The builder said
reached the half-century mark June 6th. Don he would drink all the water
she would take in
is young-old and enjoys the good things of and when the
landing was made at the Eastern
life more than at the quarter mark.
He does S. S. Company’s wharf at 5 o’clock there was
not worry about growing portly and cumber- not a
spoonful inside the boat. It is an ideal
some with increasing years.
little craft for
and
on
me steamer uastme will

JONES,
I

Buffalo Ranch Wild West.
The exhibition in Belfast on Wednesday, June I5th of
Jones Bros.’ Buffalo Ranch Wild West show
promises to be one of the largest and best that
has come to this town in many years.
With
the exciting and sensational features of the
regular circus, it represents also life on the old
western frontier, with its cowboys, Indians,
Mexicans, scouts, etc. There will be shooting,
lassoing, riding wild horses and exhibition of
Indian warfare. Don’t miss the street parade.
The show was in Lewiston last Saturday, and
the Lewiston Journal says: “In every place
where the show has exhibited this season it
has been well received and large crowds have
attended the performances. The Journal but
voices the sentiment of all other New England
papers when it says Jones Brothers have established themselves in the hearts of the New

annual meeting of the Belfast Improve- j Quantabacook, where she will be taken some :
ment Society will be held in the vestry of the ; time this week.
ei
Universalist church Monday, June 13th, at 2.30
Joseph Patterson has a “Bee.” In making
i;p. m. Program: to hear reports of officers, to some minor repairs at the Milliken house on
rsshru■
elect officers and any other business peculiar Congress street Jos. G. Patterson had a bee—
•;
T
a nient of Mr. Gowen’s interto the meeting. -Members are urged to attend. perhaps we should say bees.
It appears that
s'.
"1 be t^ueen of the Kennebec,”
Brown Braden, 2.13^, owned by M. B. Smith the bees had found their way through a hole
as
omitted from last week’s
of Hartford, Conn., is standing again this sea- under the eaves and established themselves
delay in the receipt of the
between the plastering in the second story and
son at Maplewood, Bangor, for the fourth year.
•:
in
this
issue
and
next
appears
the roof, and there they kept up such a con-int the closing chapter. Mr. Elson C., the property of E. A. Dockham of
tinual buzzing that an occupant of the room
a
trotter
Marston
Winterport,
green
by
C.,
has left him but little time
w'ould have had no need for an alarm clock.
is
also
at
He
is
fast
and
5
Maplewood.
ark, and at one time he did 2.19^,
Mr. Patterson made his plans for getting rid
well gaited and has already been worked a
;bie to complete the story.
of the bees without coming into close quarters
in
35.
quarter
more contemptible than the
with them. He cut out a circle of the plaster1
Democratic Caucus, The Democratic voters
.t
is going on in Grove
ing in the ceiling the size of a section of stove
of
the
of
Belfast
are
notified
to
meet
in
city
plants and flowers have
pipe under what he thought to be the location
caucus
June
at
7.30
at
the Court
11th,
p. m.,
are laws governing this
of the colony and then lighted a
sulphur torch
^
mischief and suspicion rests House, to choose nine delegates to the Demo- in a
pan containing water and held it under
It was a cratic State convention to be held in City Hall, the section of
quent the place.
pipe. Soon the dead bees began
?
o look the pinks, tulips and
Augusta, June 15; also nine delegates to the to rain down and when the
buzzing ceased
the white lilacs on a certain district convention at Waterville, Tuesday, overhead a section of the laths
was removed
and
16
June
to
Walattend
the
14th,
the cemetery after they
delegates
and the contents of the “hive” taken out. 1
do
Democratic
convention
in
county
Belfast, There was a good deal of empty comb, the j
(■
arranged for Memorial Day
June 25th, at 10.30 a. m., to nominate candi- bees
those buried in the lot.
[
having lived on the contents during the \
for county officers.
illustrated booklet descrip- dates
winter, and some honey. Mr. Patterson thinks
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., will meet it would have been a
factory of the Thomas G.
[
good scheme to have i
m makers of the
widely known with Mrs. Frank H. Mayo, Northport avenue, given the bees plenty of house roogi and let j
June
13th.
The subject will be the them go on making honey.
nd “Dorothy Dodd” shoes. Monday.
[
American Indians.
The roll call will be an'.e largest and most perfectShipping Items. During the passage from !
e
manufacturing establish- swered by names of Indian Tribes and their Boston to Baltimore and back to Providence
It has 13 acres of floor Chiefs and the program will include: reading,
the schooner J. V. Wellington had nine diffei*“The Peace Pipe,’* by Longfellow, by Mrs. Ma-v of 17,000 pairs of shoes
ent crews and all quit after very short exper1Indian
Traits
the
and
Wonder
EmWorker
Nonhoney; paper,
Customs,
;
enqes. In New York three crews were taken
hinery made by the firm at eroy Ginn; reading, “How the Robin Came," aboard, two refusing to sail. Upon
reaching
E.
uiea
L
Stoddard; paper, “Indian Providence
Plains, where Frank W. Whittier, Amy
Capt. Leighton of Boston became
Legends and Traditions,” Florence M. Hill;
sponsible position.
and
tied
the
vessel, sending his
discouraged
up
Song of the Ghost Dance, an Arapaho Indian resignation to the owners
are now in progress on the
[
by mail. The Welstreet owned by Arnold Har- melody, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher.
lington was at one time owned here. She is
The Windsor Hotel, E. A. Jones, proprietor, 243 tons net, was built at
l>y Henry Staples, dealer in
Philadelphia in 1861,
shing goods, which will give has been thoroughly renovated. The electric and her hailing port is New York_Sch. An
I
*rs, a roomys^ttic and a lar- service has been improved, the wiring con- nie B. Mitchell, Capt. E. S. McDonald, arrived
front. The stairway from cealed between the floors, and tungsten burn- from New York June 1st with coal for the Belsecond story is done away ers and new shades added. The dining-room, fast Fuel & Hay Co-Sch. William L. Doug|
it occupied has been added
office, reading and writing rooms have been lass arrived at Portland June 2nd from Newinside stairway starting painted and papered in green tones, giving port News w'ith 6,375 tons of coal, the largest
l
the store will give access them a neat and attractive appearance. The \ cargo ever, brought to that port in a sailing
l
second and third floors have also been put in j vessel.The fleet of nine schooners—eigh"
!
', which will have a steel
‘1 floor and will be devoted first-class condition. This house is receiving three-masters and one twTo-master—and a towI
t which full lines will be
excellent patronage and the public receives boat of the Gilbert Transportation Company of
most courteous treatment at the hands of New' London, which went into a receiver’s
"\v.
A year or more ago Proprietor Jones and Mr. Chas. H. Crosby, the hands six months ago, wrere sold at auction
June 1st at the Commonwealth docks, South
! Jos. G. Patterson
built in clerk.
Boston. The first vessel to pass under the j
ichrest’s
marine
a
railway
r
hammer was the three-masted schooner Jennie j
and
it
their
Main
was
announce
annual
*4nn
dog
show,
street,
Belfast,
\
S. Hall.
The company’s controlling interest,
to Waterville, where the June clearance sale, with reductions
ti
averaging
The car was a fine piece 1-4 and 1-2 less than regular prices. The sale 2-64 of the vessel, was sold to Arthur Friend |
|
interest was felt in its work will include voille skirts, short covert coats, j for Walter Friend & Co., for $4,750. The other
h
e following item from the
suits, and an odd lot of muslin underwear that | sales were: schooner Woodward Abrahams, to
j,u,
°f June 2nd would indi- will be closed cheap. There are bargains F. S. Pendleton for Pendleton Bros., at $6,000;
it
success:
T;".
galore in the crockery department,with special schooner Harry C. Shepherd, 33-64 interest, to
tht-ir famous educated dogs, glassware prices for Thursday, Friday and T. E. Prescott, for $610; schooner Fortuna, 51-64
(
ihI illustrated songs, will exof this week.
Discount on window, interest, to Mr. Pendleton, for $3,050; schooner
for three nights Commencing ; Saturday
k
i draperies, cretonnes, silkolenes, denims and ! Fredericka Schepp, to Mr. Friend, for $900;
This
has
a
novel
company
|
schooner Ralph M. Hayward, 60-64 interest, to
ivc way of
ii,
travelling from burlaps. A Regina vacuum cleaner to let at
-•’» immense motor car
of the $1 per day.If you buy Holeproof stockings Rogers & Webb, for $2,175; schooner Annie R,
;ifl,iler variety hauls the train you can throw the mending bag away. Sold Lewis, to Rogers & Webb, for $1,525; schooner.
^
electric lights for the tent
attractions.
only at The Dinsmore Store.Sawdust and Alise P. Turner, to M. L. Gilbert, for Stonton
wood for sale at the mill on lower Congress & Gilbert, for $950; schooner Rodney Parker,
N
-HRATE ™E Fourth- The Belfast street.I. L. Perry, cigar manufacturer, ad- to Capt. E. H. Weaver, New Haven, for $1,425
^hso,'iat-*°n has voted to have an alll?
vertises a closing 6ut sale of cigars at 50 cents and towboat Sarah J. Weed, to W. S. Nolan for
v
lia, ai" *,u,y Jth and has engaged Orrin on the
dollar, having decided to go out of the O’Connor Bros., for $505.Six schooners and
chairman to have charge of the
^
business.
The cigars are on sale at his fac- two barges cleared from the port of Bangor
*s Proposed to
with
a
begin
last Saturday. There were no arrivals except
H*Ufle the Red Men, Knights of tory'in East Belfast, and at the store of McIn'the'- secret societies, the fire de- tosh & Perry, 49 Main street, Belfast.You the regular steamers....Sch. Sadie Wiicutt
T ,JS
cleared from Mosquito mountain wharf June
ntss floats, automobiles, etc. will find special shoes for the “last day” of
school at The Dinsmore Store —special in looks, 4th with a cargo of paving blocks for New
*rv's street
grounds there will be
York city.Capt. S. G. Rich has taken com*
wbicb Prjzes will be given, quality and price.... The West Realty Co.
-feat
mand of the bay coaster Rosa E., recently
the day wii1 be a Marath°n offers for sale a 50 acre farm for only $500, and
will accept half cash.Forty trimmed hats bought by George A. Gilchrest.... The stone
VV;,‘ afart from the
grounds, go up
at a big reduction at The Fashion, Lord’s, High
sloop Ida May is on Gilchrest’s marine railway
Lu
down
Main
to
Waldo
Main*
u
street.Full line of 4th of July goods at D. for calling and general repairs. She is ownefi
al^°
avenue
to
Vine
in* to fj!
street, down
F. Stephenson’s High Street, next door to the by Capt. Barbour of Deer Isle... .The PendleHigh to Durham, up Durwood for sale, $4 ton schooner Lena R. Storer, which had been
at
the
^ vTfii h.niahing
starting point. Windsor Hotel.... Kindling
0*low the race, and in the per cord, 10 cents per barrel, delivered. Apply laid up all winter in Buck’s Harbor, was towed
;r,er«
*
be
a
^ on *v W11
display of fireworks at at the office of Mathews Broe. or of W. W here Tuesday by the steamer Castine to go on
the railway.
orthport avenue.
Blazo.
i

CARLE Sc

Northport,

follows. The garage and stable
building
is 65 feet and 4 inches long, 27 feet and 2 inches
wide and 19 feet 6 inches posted. It will contain a garage for two autos, a stable with four
stalls, a box stall, harness room and lockers and
a work room.
In the second story is a dormitory with six bed rooms and two bath rooms,
and a hay loft. The servant's cottage, opposite, is 68 feet long and the main part is 17 feet
wide, ^ith two wings 10 feet wide. In a basement 80 feet long will be installed & plant for
heating water for all the buildings. This building contains a kitchen, dining room and laundry
and one large sleeping room, with bath. The
gas house in the rear is 10 by 12 feet. Sewerage
from these buildings is carried into the bay.
are as

steam

m.

Rooms to

on

—-

stolen from the farm of Fred E. Clark several
weeks ago.

—

WHITTEN BROS.

receive a reward.

20tf

Queen of the Kennebec.

The

Wampanoags.

The Last of The

Or

BY FRANK W.

GOWEN.

No. 15.
Several hours before Mrs. Warner
overtook the main army she found a
number of dead soldiers, many of them
with their white, cold faces frozen to the
ground; then she would pass straggling
parties of starving, dying soldiers, staggering, and some of them even creeping,
along down the bank of the dark, icy
river—all begging pitifully for food and
drink. Every trace of sorrow for her
husband, whom she had hastily buried in
the wilderness, vanished as she beheld the
her. All
misery and suffering around
other emotions gave way for the time to

later he was trying to soothe the pains
of a poor soldier whose big toe had been
amputated by the surgeons. Again we
find him with Jacataque visiting Mrs.
Warner in her tent, to find her slowly
recovering her exhausted strength. Later
Burr was in earnest conversation with
Sergeant Grier and wife and Lieutenant
Church about breaking camp the next
day and moving slowly forward. But
after consulting Captain Dearborn and
the surgeons it was decided to remain in
camp two more days. The next day they
was visited by a snow storm, but on the
morning of the third day, which was very
mild and

beautiful,

the camp of the rear

guard was broken up. Captain Dearborn, muffled up with heavy furs, was
placed in a boat which Arnold had sent
up thejjriver for his use. The soldiers

who manned it broke the ice near the
river banks with their gun stocks so as
ance in her power
to get the boat nearer shore, and then,
to
ings of the men who were starving
placing the gallant officer aboard, he was
from
far
solitudes
fearful
in
those
death
rowed rapidly down the Chaudiere. In
faint
When
their homes and loved ones.
the meantime such of the soldiers as
and weary she reached the main army,
were unable to stand the journey afoot
French
the
of
miles
then within thirty
sent to the French settlement were placed on
settlement from which Arnold had

pity

and

grief

and she lent every assistto relieve the suffer-

on

the

way—for

his

back supplies—then
the last
starving army, she found\hat
bit of food had given out and the soldiers
Many of them
were in deep despair.
trees and digwere eating bark from the
Oh
snow away to find acorns.
the
ging
in tones of anguish
my God,” cried Burr
“all
as he folded Jacataque to his breast,
and
out
has
the
given
of
the food
army
has settled on every heart. Our

despair
boys

given up hope in looking
for any relief from Arnold because they
believe now that he and Captain Morgan
in the angry waters of this
have
brave

have

ox
v/a

carts and the rear

in

vasiuu

inuvtfu

they reached

guard

siowiy

of the army

lurwaru.

vv ueii

the French settlement the

Canadian peasants, who were at heart
friendly to the American cause, welcomed
them with warm hospitality. Burr on the
first evening after the arrival of the rear

guard

sitting with Jacataque before
a wide fireplace in a Canadian cabin basking in the grateful warmth. On the floor
was

there were soft furs of northern animals
and in one corner of the room hung a

large rifle. The glow of the open fire on
Burr’s tace revealed it as pale and thin,
perished
but his eyes was strong and bright. Jadark river” Then, as he turned his deep
cataque sat in a large chair made of deer
worn and hagpenetrating eyes upon the
horns, occasionally spreading out her
he
beautiful
the
princess,
gard face of
beautiful hands before the blaze.
relief
unless
said: "The orders are that
“Oh, dearest,’’ said Burr, as he leaned
arrives by noon tomorrow that each sol- toward her and kissed her on her
che*k,
himself
for
shift
must
dier who is able
“how rejoiced I am that we have at last
‘‘No,
and I am ready to die for you.”
reached the abodes of civilization.”
cried jacataque, cia»t>iug uw
no,
“Yes,” replied Jacataque, “it is a great
“don’t
say
and looking at Burr piteously,
relief to me that our bitter days in the
s olood
that vou are to die; take my life
wilderness are over.”
“And to think,”
as
to keep you alive,’’ cried the brave girl
said Burr, looking fondly at the prinher
she tore away her waist and exposed
cess, “that you have gone through it
beautiful bosom. “Oh merciful father all without even a
temporary sickness;
her
in Heaven,” she cried, wringing
and
now I
want you to remain in
hands, “what are we to do,” Captain this
parish with Mrs. Warner and
Dearborn is sick unto death and our Mrs. Grier
until you have fully rebrave soldiers are starving and dying.
covered your strength, after which you
In the agony of his soul Burr groaned can
join me again at Point Levis,”
aloud, then taking the brave and heart- “Then
you have fully decided to leave for
broken girl in his arms he soothed and the Point
tomorrow,” said Jacataque, as
as best he could.
her
quieted
a shade of sadness crossed her beautiful
her
side
All night long he remained by
face.
“Yes, dearest,” replied Burr,
and when morning broke over the en“Arnold has been collecting his scattered
his
met
that
the
eyes
sights
campment
troops, and as you know he is only two
were

enough

to

appall

the stoutest heart.

the soldiers who had crawled
into camp during the night lay dead;

Many of

others were

dying, writhing helplessly

in their last agony. The temporary hospital which had been hastily and rudely
constructed was crowded with sick and

dying soldiers whose cries of pain rent
The suffering army
the morning air.
had made its last stand. It was nowstarving and in rags amidst the frost
Oh,
and snow- of a Canadian winter.
what a scene! All the horrors of Valley
Forge cannot compare with the awful
suffering which had overtaken Arnold’s
army in the dark and stormy northern
wilderness. The wild region in which
his soldiers were starving to death w-as
destitute of every
while at Valley Forge

of subsistence,
the situation was

means

different.
shout was heard far

About 1 o’clock a
down the river and soon after

Arnold’s picked

men

came

one

running

of

into

“Arnold's picked men
under Lieutenant Church, with oxen and
camp

shouting,

carts laden with

provisions,

will

soon

be

here.”
No pen nor tongue can describe the
when the army learned that the
The
long-delayed relief had arrived.

scene

poor, starving, dying soldiers sent up a
shout that was heard for miles, while
those too weak from hunger and sickness

days ahead,
«

vjc*wav_iiAii

and I have
iyj

ucirvc

already engaged

utc

in

mo

Dicugtr

iu-

and shall overtake him at least I
week before he arrives at-Point Levis.” I
“Shall I see you again before be prepares

morrow
a

ping, June 2nd.Freedom Academy played
Lawrence High at Fairfield June 1st. At the
end of the seventh inning the game had to be
called to enable Freedom to catch the train.
The score was 6 and 5. Freedom was outbatting Lawrence two to one, but their fielding

Montreal, where he was soon to meet,
face to face, one of the bravest and most
gallant officers who ever drew a sword
for the right—General Richard Mont- SEARSMONT.
J. L. Bean was the guest of his mother, Mrs.
gomery.
Mwy Bean, over Sunday... Rev- C. H. Bryant
,
attend the
wea calledi to
Appleton June 4th to
PERILS OF THE “RUN.”
funeral of Mrs. Martha Keene.... Mr. and Mrs.
D. P.
of Camden were guests of Miss
The close calls that whiten the en- •I- E. Hopkins
McFarland June 6th....The Indies
one
some
gineer’s hair are mostly due to
Church Aid will have an ice cream sale at the
else’s error or oversight which he cannot vestry
every Wednesday evening, beginning
foresee or prevent. That many of these June 8th.... Quantabacook Lodge, F. & A. M.>
close calls do not( result fatally is due to worked the 3d degree upon one candidate
the engineer’s swift and skilful meeting Saturday evening, June 4th. Visitors were
present from Amity Lodge, Camden, Liberty
of the emergency.
The great driving-wheels on which Lodge,
Liberty, and Union Lodge....Mr. and
the
of
locomost of the enormous weight
Mrs. Fred Toothaker of Belfast were guests of
massive
are
connected
rests
motive
by
Mr. and Mrs. C. Q. Brown June 6th.
jointed bars of forged steel. The ends of
these are attached to the wheels about swanville.
half-way between the axis and circumMrs. E. L. Cunningham and daughter Edna
It is t'.rough these bars— and
ference.
Mfiss Agnes McTaggart visited friends in
called driving-rods—that the wheels re- Brooks
recently... Mr. John Tripp, who was
ceive their impulse from the imprisoned
These “rods” weigh several operated on last Thursday at Dr. E. W.
steam.
thousands of pounds each. Occasionally Tapley’s private hospital in Belfast, is gaining
one of their fastenings will break, and
Rev. David L. Wilson of Belfast dethen every revolution of the wheel to livered a very interesting sermon at the
which the other end is attached will send churdh last
He will continue to
Sunday.
the rod swinging like a Titan’s flail,
speak at the church during June and July....
beating down three hundred strokes a Mrs. A. T. Nickerson is spending the week
minute.
Nothing can withstand these with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Nickerawful blows. They tear up the track
below and shatter the engine above, es- son, in Prospect_Hon. and Mrs. A. E. Nickpecially the cab where rides the engineer. erson went to Boston last week. Mr. Nicker-

County Correspondence.

was not

unexpectedly and is
this. Almost invariwhen the engine is run-

No disaster comes
so

much dreaded

ably
ning

so

as

it happens
When a driver
at high speed.
breaks it is a miracle if the men in the
cab escape with their lives. If they do
survive, and by their heroism succeed in
and avoiding a wreck,
stopping the train
despite the rain of blows from this huge
flail of steel, their act brings forth a
greater measure of praise than almost
any other form of bravery that the railroad knows.

has returned_There will be a dance at
Comet Grange Hall, June 16. Refreshments
will be served.
son

JACKSON.
Miss Pearl Chase, who has been visiting her
cousin, Mr. C. J. Young of Etna, has returned
home-The Jackson base ball club played
with the Troy nine in Troy last Saturday. The
score was 7 to 9 in favor of Jackson.
Next
Saturday they expect tc play with the Bagley
Hill nine on their home ground in Jackson....
,1
e
el
Milling
UWJ
VU1J IIIC
Miss Everline Knights of Etna is visiting her
broke
rods of a fast passenger locomotive
friend Miss Pearl Chase_The county W. C.
while the train was running more than
T. U. will hold their annual convention in the
the
down
an
hour
miles
steep
sixty
grades of Pickerel Mountain. In an in- Jackson grange hall, Thursday, June 16th.
stant the whirling bar of steel had There will be an all-day and evening session.
smashed the cab and broken the con- Every one is cordially invited to attend. Come
trolling mechanism, so that it was im- and hear what the W. C. T. U. are doing....
possible to bring the train to a stop by Mrs. Julia Rand and son of Bangor are visiting
ordinary means. The great locomotive her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Brown-The
lunged forward like a runaway horse many friends of Miss Edith
Hadley are glad to
that had thrown its rider. In some way,
however, Lutz, the engineer, had es- learn that she is out of danger and will soon be
caped injury. He crept to the opposite at home.
side of the cab and climbed out through
the little wi. dow upon the boiler to try CENTER MONTVILLE.
Robert Gay is at home from Tewksbury,
to reach some of the controlling apparatus from the outside. He was work- Mass., for a two weeks’ visit with his parents,
ing himself astride along the scorching Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay... Mrs. Rebecca
boiler when suddenly the engine struck a
Poland, Mrs. Eliza Waterhouse, Mrs. Mary
curve, which it took at terrific speed. Carter and
Mrs. Lettise Allen attended the
The shock half threw the engineer from
his perilous position, but he saved him- veteran’s meeting in Morrill last week...
self by grasping the bell-rope. Then l e Timothy O’Neil, an old resident, died June 3d.
worked himself down along the uninjurtd -Miss Mary E. Bartlett of Montville spent
side of the swaying locomotive to where the past week with Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Bartlett.
he could open one of the principal steamMr. and Mrs. J. J. Clement went to Northvalves. A cloud of vapor rushed forth
port last Saturday to spend a few days at their
with a
tremendous roar.
Although
robbed of its power, the locomotive did cottage-Fred Foye of China visited his
not slacken speed until it reached the brother, Will Foye, last Saturday and Sunday.
Then little by i ...Miss Evie Walker of Knox is spending a
bottom of the grade.
little the threshing of the great driving- week with her sister, Mrs. Oramandel Morse.
rod, which was pounding the upper part ....Mrs. Huldah Ramsey and Mrs. M. M.
of the engine to pieces, grew slower, W’entworth
spent Saturday with friends in
and finally it stopped. No one was killed
C harles Thompson and Mr. Snow of
and not a passenger in the Unity...
or injured,
Belfast called on Benton Thompson last Sunlong train knew until it was over of the
danger that had been avoided so narrow- day.... Mrs. Florence Sprowl and Mrs. Helen
ly.—Thaddeus S. Dayton, in Harper’s Sprowl of Appleton are visiting Mrs. Julia
011 V-

Ui

HIV

account of illness or frozen
toes were left behind with surgeons and
ample provisions and help. Burr, who

remained with the rear guard together
with Jacataque, was busy night and day
and anxious to continue the march as
soon as possible. Going to^laptain Dearborn’s tent Burr found that brave officer
his glad
up and moving slowly about and
laugh rang out on the frosty air. A little

Mrs. R. L. Bean and son Robert have
gone to Iowa to visit relatives.

Mrs. Mark Arey and son Norman from
I Worcester, Mass., have been guests for
I a few days of Capt. and Mrs. D. W.
Arey. They were en route to Winter:

j
;

j

port.
Mr. knd Mrs. C. O. Montgomery and
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Boynton are spending the week in Boston. They will return in Mr. Montgomery’s new auto, a
Locomobile touring car.

Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Bickmore and two
| sons
arrived from New York Sunday to
j visit
Capt. and Mrs. T. D. French at

and shall not know until I

see

him.”

Early the next morning Burr was astir
making arrangements for his hasty trip
to overtake Arnold and the main army.
Then, after arranging everything for the
comfort of Jacataque and bidding his
of the

guard goodbye, he
jumped into the sledge and hastened
north. The morning air was sharp, but
no sharper than Burr’s,
desire to overtake Arnold, which he did late in the
evening, having travelled nearly thirty
miles during the day.
His tent was
pitched and he retired immediately without seeing Arnold, whom the sentinel told
him had just turned in.
“Wake up!
friends

rear

wake up 1” shouted Arnold late the next

Col. Charles A. Clark and read before
the Iowa Commandery, the Colonel’s
subject being “Campaigning With the
Sixth Maine.’’

“The Moral Problem of the Children”
is a little book lately published, telling
the “story of life” in the pure, true
words one mother used in telling her own
little boy “where he came from.”
The
author is Mrs. Rose Wood Allen Chapman, daughter of Dr. Mary Wood Allen,
so many years Supt. of Purity for the
National Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union. After her mother’s death, Mrs.
Chapman was made Supt. of the Dept,
and this booklet is made up of talks
given before the mothers of the public
school children in New York city.
The
book is for sale at the State W. C. T. U.
Headquarters, 150 Free street, Portland,
for 20 cents.
There will also be copies
on sale at the county convention in Jack-

Milo, has returned to that place after
spending the week-end with his mother, Mrs.
Sarah Clark.... Hon. Albert Peirce has returned from a week’s business trip to New
York city-Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Cyphers and
daughter Marie of Searsport have been visiting their daughter, Mrs. H. L. Clark, for a few
days-Mr. and Mrs. George Peirce of New

William Tell

city

are

Peirce for

a
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Wealth

We cannot all be wealthy bnt we can all be healthy, which it'far more
important. The young man who protects hia health with the true “L. F."
Atwood’s Medicine has a good chance of becoming as rich as the old man
with the prospect of getting much more enjoyment with his riches.
Ton can protect yourself with this wonderful remedy from the
common ailments such as constipation, biliousness, colds and poor
circulation and thus avoid the more serious diseases that are apt
to follow.
Madrid. Me.
“Several months ago I had considerable trouble
from indigestion. I took one bottle of kL. F.'
Atwood's Medicine and was greatly benefited.
I am nearly 87 years old."
g. w. pomekoy.
Look for the big red letters—“L. F.” on every bottle. At ydur
dealer's, 35 eta. for a large bottle. Write for Ubersd saasle to

H
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Assets to protect poli-

§H

holders,

cy

SUMMARY

FOR THE

-I

YEAR ;

Total admitted assets,
Net

surplus,

not

ff®|
|j9

iueluding dep—

notes,
Losses paid in 1909,
Losses paid since organization,
Gain in assets in 1909,

Gain in net

W£

H
Ml

surplus,

flf!

Address all communications to

ff

F.

H. & C. C. PLUMMER,
Agents for Maine, 121 1:

General

.,H|
§'

Portland, Maine.

rHnmo

for descriptive card and
want agents where we are not re
send for LlanLs. Please menlion this pa; <:

We

1*1?

v.

P. F. Leland’s Farm Agency
Established 1392

DcToaabire Street,

113

BOSTON, \ld55

TRUCKING
1

prepared to do general tru.
ders left at Fogg & Coombs’mark
attention. Telephone 211.
am

*

ceive

5

WHITEHF.AD,

37 Northport Av.
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Thompson Manufacturing ('.-.nuatj
CHURCH STREET, BELFAST
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Flour]

PROBATE NO'i

i

At a Probate Court held at Pei:a
for the County of Waldo, on ’i
May, A. D, 1910
labkabei:
William fake
}} said County of W aldo, lurnr.
Ins naira- tna
that
praying
petition
to William Earl Thomas.

Ordered, That the said petitim.to all persons interested by canthis order to be published three a
ively in The Republican Journal
published at Belfast, that they ma;
Probate Court, to he held at H**'i
for said County, on tin* Mtiiday
1910, at ten of the clock in tin*
show cause, it any they have, wi
said petitioner should i>>»r h*- gra..
OEOBOK E. JOHN
A TRUK COPY

ATTKST

CHAS. P. 11A 7.K1

Executrix’s

I

school in

York

Re-insurance reserve, $49,17s
Losses adjusted, not
yet due,
1,984 Oft
Losses reported,
18,491 00
Commission and brokerage,
9,257 70

! Lincolnville.

most bread to the sack—that serves every
baking need.
So they use nothing but William Tell
Flour—and have “good luck” every day
they bake.
For William Tell bread is a marvel of
lightness—its cake melts in your mouth—
its pastry makes the cook famous.
One sack will prove itself—order today.
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notice, tiu*

by gives notice that .-lie ha-

pointed executrix

of the last

w

DELL, late of Stud
County of Waldo, den-,

ELI P. BAN
in the
bonds

the law directs.
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demands against the estate "f
desired to present the same to;
ail indebted thereto
meat immediately.
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Stockton

visiting at the home of Hayward |
few days_Mr. and Mrs. Free- i

Springs,

are

re<iue>u-
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Grant, who have been in Panama for three !
four years, have returned and Mr. Grant
has bought out the blacksmith job shop of
George West-Miss Sadie Nickerson has returned to her home in Swanville after a sucman

or

cessful term

as

teacher in the Grammar school.

SWANVILLE CENTER.

Dr. Jennys and family and Dr. Adams and

ro

and Mrs. Fred Seekings from Portland and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Seekings from Pittsfield were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Wiggin June
1st_Miss Effie Flye closed her school in the
village June 3d.Mrs. Marcellus Whitney
from Unity was the guest of Mrs. A. C. Keen
June 2nd and 3d.Mrs. C. E. Richardson
closed her school in the Bangs district June
2nd_The Ladies' Aid met with Mrs. W. R.
Sparrow June 2nd.Mrs. D. W. Dodge and
daughter Winifred were in Waterville, shop-
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Mrs. Emrtia Miller of Lincolnville has
been iitetown for a short stay.

want flour that never fails—that makes the

j

family of Belfast wrere guests of their relative,
morning as he pounded on Burr’s tent
Mrs. Helen Cummins, at the Jennys’homestead
pole with his sword. Burr jumped up son.
To a complete short novel by John last Sunday.David Wingate has sowed 17
and rubbed his sleepy eyes and sticking
even to rise from the ground mingled
acres of oats.... Wm. Eastman is planting 19
his head out of the opening of his tent Gasworthy is given the place of honor in
their weak voices of joy with those of
the June issue of the Atlantic Monthly. acres of potatoes.Several ripe strawberries
was soon shaking Arnold warmly by the
Since the success of “Strife” and other- were picked Sunday.The Swanville base
their stronger comrades at arms. Many
“I was very tired when I got into
hand.
plays, Mr. Galsworthy has pretty much ball team played the Searsport nine on the
of the soldiers cried like children, and
camp late last night and have slept heav- given up the kind of work which first Heights last Saturday and the Swanville nine
whole companies of them fell upon the
him fame and fortune, and this
was victorious_ Hon. A. E. Nickerson reily,” said Burr, “but I will be dressed brought
is probably the last conox-carts and provisions and before they
and ready to see you soon.” “All right,” iong short-story
turned from Boston last Saturday evening,
siderable
of
fiction
that
we
shall
piece
could be restrained and order restored
replied Arnold, “after you get breakfast see for some time to come. Next in the leaving his wife there for surgical treatment.
a number lost their lives by over indulnumber is a paper by President Pritchett -Miss Celia Nickerson is gaining in health.
come to headquarters, for I want to see
gence of appetite.
i of the Carnegie Institution apt to make -Mrs. A. T. Nickerson is in Prospect visityou on important matters.”
some stir in the world, for the paper has
Rev. Jacob Bailey, one of the early
ing her parents for several days.Earl LamAfter eating a hearty breakfast Burr a great deal to say on certain inalienable
son and friend of Jonesport visited his aunt,
missionaries on the Kennebec, and a hiswhich
the
State
universities Mrs. Helen Cummins, last week.
reported at headquarters and found Ar- advantages
Albert
torian, says in a journal of this invasion
have
over the endowed universities of
nold consulting with his officers, who
has bought the Elba Greeley
that “when relief came to them in the
the East. In addition to other serious Cunningham
were all very glad to see him again in
farm.The Industrial Club meets with Mrs.
papers there is humor and variety in the
wilderness near Sartigan, or the French
“The important business I de- lighter contents of the magazine: “A Joseph Marden June 15th.Clarence Walker
camp.
settlement in Canada, the soldiers were
sire to take up with you this morning,” Night’s Lodging in the Sixteenth Cen- is at home from Massachusetts for a short vamere
skeletons and many were baresaid Arnold, “relates to bearing dis- tury,” by E. S. Bates; “TheClam-Farm: cation.Mrs. Andrew Moore is quite ill.
vermin.
with
covered
a Case of Conservation,” by Dallas Lore John
They
footed and
Tripp was taken to Dr. Tapley’s private
to General
patches
Montgomery at Sharp; “Some Tediums of Conversation,
had lost all their boats, and after the
hospital and underwent an operation for apMontreal.
Do you think,” said he, by Homer H. Harbour; “Portulaca Corpendicitis. He is quite comfortable at this
ragged army arrived at Sartigan Arnold,
scanning Burr’s thin, pale face that you ner,” by Winifred B. Blake; and “Ursa writing.E. A. Robertson has peas in blosthe rebel, who had taken up arms against
The
inMinor,”
by
Humphrey.
Zephine
are sufficiently recovered from the hardstallment of Gideon Welles’ Diary brings som.A frost last Saturday did some damage
his king, found that 300 of his soldiers
ships in the wilderness to undertake the the narrative of Johnson’s administra- on the low lands.
had perished in the deep, dark wilderjourney? If so, I desire to commission tion down to the point when open war is
ness.”
between the President and Con- FREEDOM.
you to bear these dispatches to General declared
The baccalaureate sermon delivered by ProThe army was rested and fed for three
gress.
and
he
held
several
Montgomery,”
up
fessor Wilmot B. Mitchell of Bowdoin College
days, and on the afternoon of the second official documents. “I will
Hinds in the Lead.
accept the comSunday morning, June 5th, from Ephesians
day all the dead received a Christian bur- mission and
6: 5th verse, “Wherefore take unto you the
responsibility,” replied Burr
the
Mr.
prayRev.
chaplain,
Spring,
ial,
Portland, Me., June 2. Of the five whole armour of God that
ye may be able to
quickly, as his eyes shone with a brilRepublican caucuses held today to select withstand in the evil day and
ing fervently with tearful eyes over the liant light, “for
would please me
having done all
nothing
to
the
1st
District
delegates
Congressional
new made graves. Slfeep on brave heroes
better, colonel than this appointment.” convention four were in favor of Asher to stand,” was very impressive and he held the
and
when
the
in the deep dark forest,
[ closest attention of his audience throughout.
“I thought so,” replied Arnold.
“Make C. Hinds.
Fourteen delegates favorable to Col. | A large congregation was present. The music
of spring return the wild all
warm days
arrangements today to leave tomor- Fred Hale were
elected in Biddeford. was fine and very appropriate for the occasion.
flowers will blooom and the birds sing row
for Montreal. Spare no expense for Hinds delegates are: Brunswick, 9; Saco, Professor Mitchell was the
guest while here of
over your graves.
your comfort and make all possible haste, 10; New Gloucester, 3; Kennebunk, 7.
Dr. A. M. Small.Miss Bernice Kates from
is
Knell
Mr.
Hinds
now
their
has 75 delegates, Col.
rung;
'•By fairy hands
as much depends on your efforts.” Then,
Thorndike was the guest of her friend Ethel
Hare 54 and Edward C. Reynolds 11.
By forms unseen their dirge is sung;
Vose through commencement week.Fred
rising, he handed the despatches to Burr.
Then Honor comes, a pilgrim gray,
Vose from Houlton was the guest of his mothTo bless the turf that wraps their clay;
The Remedy for High Prices.
“Report to me again this evening. Good
And Freedom Bhall a while repair,
er, Mrs. E. E. Vose, through commencement
morning.” Burr saluted and retired to
To dwell a weeping hermit there.”
We have no doubt that there is one sure week.Mr. Marcena
Sparrow from Massahis tent and wrote a long, loving letter
for high .prices. It is easy, too, if the
remedy
the
fourth
of
the
day
On the morning
chusetts was the guest of his brother, W. R.
to Jacataque, which he sent back to her country is ready to try it. Simply take the
took up
tariff off of everything. The
earner’s Sparrow, June 3d.Mr. and Mrs. Charles
army broke camp and again
by the Canadian who had brought him job will vanish and he’ll have wage
no money to
their march with much rejoicing, all into
Sampson and Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Murch took
what
the
farmer
raises
at
Then
he engaged another purchase
any price.
camp.
The resultant fall in prices would be something an auto ride June 5th.Mrs. Phil Lamson
danger of starvation in the wilder- Canadian to take him in his
sledge to fierce.—Rockville (Ind.) Times.
picked from her field June 1st nearly one-half
ness having past.
Captain Dearborn,
pint of ripe strawberries.Mrs. J. Burford
now
recoverwas
been
had
ill,
who
very
Parry attended the graduating exercises at the
ing and such soldiers as were unable to
Bangor Theological Seminary last week.... Mr.

proceed

!

to storm

!
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LIABILITIES.

Economical Housewives

\
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Total assets Dec. 31, 1909,

CAMDEN PERSONALS.

14tf

j

|SIS

Bonds,

ELMER

....

Sprowl at Mr. Barney Dodge’s.
Quebec,” inquired the princess, Weekly.
as the tears gathered in her dark eyes.
FRANKFORT.
Literary News and Notes.
The schools of the village, with the excep“Oh yes, dearest, I hope so,” replied
tion of the High school, closed Friday after an
Burr taking her hand fondly in his.
“I
A contribution recently received by eight weeks’ term. The graduating exercises
suppose our army will have to form a the Maine Historical
Society is of pecul- of the High school will be held in K. of P. hall
with
General
junction
Montgomery’s, iar interest to our noble survivors of the
June 10th.
The graduation
who is still at Montreal, before we can Civil war. especially to those who were Friday evening,
will be followed by a ball, for which Russel’
This doattack the walled city. Of course I am members of the gallant Sixth.
nation comes from the Maine Loyal Le- orchestra of Bangor will furnish music_
not certain as to what Arnold’s plans are
gion and is a paper written by Brevet- Herman A. Clark, principal of the Grammar

Vx***®!

Mr. Bickmore returned
Monday noon. Mrs. Bickmore will rephysicians think he has appendicitis. We hope main for two weeks, and the two Doys
they are mistaken_ Mrs. Olive Higgins and will spend the summer here.
Miss Cora V. Andrews recently received birthThe three Pendleton Sisters have arday gifts from their sister, Mrs. T. J. Haddy, rived at their mother’s summer
home, to
of Nevada City, California.Lewis P. Philspend their vacation after a most sucbrick and Miss Lucy Adams of Unity were cessful tour of the United States with
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Phil- “The Girl from Rectors” Co. Their
brick, Sunday afternoon.Charles Forbes of youngest brother is here with them.
Brooks accompanied by his father, Almon S. Their parents and eldest brother will
Forbes, attended service at the Center church come later.
last Sunday afternoon. There was a very
Capt. Chas. H. Hemingway of Mt.
pleasant meeting between Mr. Forbes and Jo- Vernon, N. Y., formerly of this place,
seph Higgins. They have been friends from has been appointed one of the Port Warboyhood, but of late years have not often met. dens of New York by Gov. Hughes.
Mr. Forbes is 92 and Uncle Joseph is 91, and it Capt. Hemingway was recommended for
the place by the Marine Society of New
would be hard to find two better preserved or
York. He is well fitted for the position.
fairer looking men of their ages than these
His many friends here congratulate him
two boys. We noticed Mr. Forbes had his
on the appointment.—Camden Herald.
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up to previous games.

THORNDIKE.
The Free Baptist Quarterly feieeting was
held at the Center church, June 4th and 5th.
The weather was delightful and the spacious
old house was well filled. Saturday afternoon
Rev. David Brackett spoke from Amqs, 4*5.
The Sunday morning social service was led by
Deacon Delmont Robertson of Monroe and at
its close Rev. F. S. Dolloff entered the pulpit
and spoke from Acts, 16-30.
As Mr. Brackett
was feeling very unwell, Mr. Dolloff kindly
occupied the pulpit again in the afternoon and
spoke in an earnest and heartfelt manner from
Psalms, 23-1: “The Lord is my shepherd; I shall
not want." The music was excellent and a
pleasing part of the singing was the voices of
Mr. S. A. Coffin of Pittsfield, and Mrs. Allie D.
Gordon and Mrs. Percy Crosby of Unity.
For
many years Mr. Coffin was tenor singer in the
old church choir, and it was a treat to his
friends to hear his voice in the old temple once
again. Our thanks are also due Mrs. Gordon and
Mrs. Crosby, whose melodious voices have sung
hymns of praise in this church many, many
times.
Mrs. Fred Cole presided at the organ.
....Fred N. Vose of Houlton arrived in town
Saturday night.. .The many friends of Mrs.
E. H. Ward, who was recently operated on for
appendicitis, will be very glad to learn that she
is now convalescent and we hope well on the
road to health.... Irving A. Parsons has gone
to Bangor to consult other physicians. He has
not been well for some months and our local

...

gold headed cane which was presented him by
Organized 1828.
the “Boston Globe;” not that he needed its supAnnual Statement of
nlf
port, but used it more for show. Uncle Joseph, VERMONT MUTUAL
FIRE
as we all know, is so upright he needs no cane
CO. OF
MONTPELIER,
to keep him straight... .Rev. D. Brackett and
wife were guests of Hr. and Hrs. Richard C. For the lenr Kmllnff December
Higgins last Saturday night Hr. and Hrs. Jo- Insurance in force Jan. 1,
1909, js, ,,
seph Higgins entertained Hr. Delmont Robert- Written in 1909,
son and Hr. Riley of Honroe.In the ab$j
sence of the family last Sunday some one enPolicies terminated during the
tered the barn of Richard Higgins and unhitched his Ayrshire bull and apparently had quite
Insurance in force Dec. 31,
a tussle with the creature as his nose was
bloody where he had received a whack of some
ASSETS DECEMBER 31,
1909
kind. The animal is inclined to be vicious and
Deposit notes,
«
was very surly that night.
Sawdust had been Real
estate,
strewn over the floor seemingly to cover up
Cash deposited in bank,
tracks.
That Richard'is indignant is stating Cash in office,
Bills receivable,
thg facts mildly.
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The Tribune Farmer
Is

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
weekly. Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most
a

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.
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subscription price of

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

new subscribeis and all old subscribers who will pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this liberal offer

The Tribune Farmer, one year,
The Republican Journal, one year,

Both for $2.25.

!L

$1.00
2.00

4

Republican Journal Pub. Co., Belfast, Me. js
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road drag is doing.

-HK

The Fanning Special.

MAINE CONVENTION DATE§.

It Win Give Demonstrations of Spraying.
Probably no single orchard operation
serves better than spraying to separate
the fruit growing of the present from
that of the past. The great increase of
injurious insects and diseases is forcing
the fruit grower of the present time to
protect his plants if he would save their
crops. Many orchardists have preferred
to neglect this important orchard protection and take what sound fruit the
pests would leave them, but each year
this injured portion has been a smaller
and smaller part of the entire crop. At
last the fruit growers as a class are
aroused. They now realize that spraying has become an absolute necessity.
Probably more orchard sprayers have
been purchased by Maine farmers this
year than for the past half dozen years.
Those who want to spray wish to know
what kind of a sprayer is best suited to
their needs. There are many different
kinds and several distinct types on the
market. The spraying car of the Modern
Farming Special, which is to be conducted by the Maine Central Railroad, under
the auspices of the University of Maine,
Jnne 9th to the 26th, will enable the fruit
grower to answer the question for himself. It will show one of the best outfits
on the market of each of the different
types, viz.: a barrel outfit, gas power
outfit, sprocket-geared outfit, and a gasolene engine outfit. Each of these will be
mounted so that it can be put into operation and actual demonstrations given.
The visitor will have opportunity to see
exactly how each different type is constructed and works, and a chance to have
questions regarding the relative merits
for particular purposes answered.
In addition to the orchard spraying
outfits, the spray car will have two
standard potato sprayers. Incidentally
the visitors will be shown how to spray,
as well as inlormed when and what to ap-

June 13—Somerset County Democratic
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The L. & H. Sennett Straws are made for
Summer wear, not just to keep the sun off.
■

f

of

Though

an

retain their

extremely light weight, they

shapes because of the L. & H. sizing
and special drying and pressing process.
Edges
are carefully treated to
prevent breaking down.
5
The oval is so shaped as to make an easy and

I

comfortable fit,

so

| binding the head.
l

shows.

l
f

I

that

an L. & H.
stays on without
The silk trimmings and linings are

Made in many proportions as to height
of crown and width of brim, so that
every well-dressed man can be suited.
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For Sale by
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D. P. Palmer, Belfast

GRADUATE.

THE GIRL

HER DRESS AND ACCESSORIES,

me

anu

uiag

■'us section, seems to be

TRUE’S

Maine Central R. R.

In this day of specialization and keen
competition perhaps no producer in the
country is feeling the stress of the labor
situation and increased cost of operation

NOVEL PARASOLS.

panel,
very deep
around the back and sides in tunic effect to the knees.

of

MATERIALS FOR FROCKS.

Graduation frocks are always made of white materials, but there are such a
variety of fabrics from which to choose that the styles show great diversity. If a
girl wants a graduation frock that she can afterwards use for parties, she should

f

t

The Upper Berth.
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Star-Herald reporter
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self out with the weakening
i*^ ^ea* °f an intensely hot kitchVwl I 11 Ul L en. You can cook in comfort.
Here is a stove that gives no outside heat. All its heat
is concentrated at the burners. An intense blue flame
(hotter than
either white or red) is thrown upwards but not around. All the
heat is utilized in cooking
none in outside heating.

;

*

■

■

—

JVelvIjteig|ct|w
entirely removes
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the discomfort of
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cooking. Apply a match and
Instantly an intense heat is pro-
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The above designs are by The McCall
Company, New York, Designers and
Makers of McCall Patterns.
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NOVELTIES.
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PARASOLS.

Young girls and older women too, for that matter, have taken a great fancy to
parasols with jungle handles as they are called, handles carved to represent

the new

wild animal’s heads. These are fashioned of wood or bone to simulate the beasts
of the jungle. The carving is very well executed, and as the natural color of the
wood is left unchanged, the effect is not too bizarre. The elephant’s head in
particular is most convenient to hold, while figures of crouching lions and tigers
along the horizontal top of the handle.are artistic in the extreme.
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Kvery dealer everywhere; If net at ynnre, write
for DescripUve Circular to the nearest agency of rile
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Duresta what yon eat
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DAILY (EXCEPT SUNDAY) SERVICE
STEAMERS

pELFAST

AND

CAMDEN

Leave Belfast at 5 p. m., daily, except Sunday, (Northport June 20th to September 12th,
inclusive) for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Searsport, Bucksporfc,
Winterport and
Bangor, at 7.30 a. m., or on arrival of steamer
from Boston, daily, except Monday.
RETURNING
Leave Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 5 00
p.

m.

Leave Rockland, daily, except
Monday, at
5.15 a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston.
FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine.
NORTH AMERICAN
ACCIDENT
217Lasalle

INSURANCE

St.,

ASSETS

COMPANY,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
DECEMBER

31, 1909,

Mortgage loans,

*110,566 67

Collateral loans,
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Premiums in process of collection,

44,500
409,180
73,262
29,520

Agents’ balances,

15^629

Interest and rents,

company

1910

tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
in the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast, Maine.

THE

COE-MORTIMER

COMPANY

gj
S

g

JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.

|

p

$688,969 63
16,231 29

$672,738

NEW

YORK-

,y*g

unpaid losses,

1

300.000

surplu-,

deliberately

you

child to sickness

them out to deliver

expose your wife

by sending either of
a

message

on

a raw,

stormy night?
Would you

care

New
ranee.

TERMS ARE RIGHT.

For

particulars apply

to

DEPARTMENT

EASTERN
16

Liberty Street, New

York

City.

MOQSEHEAD LAKE

RAILROAD

or

*»07 *,73s 34

Excellent territory open throughout
Our policies give real in
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capital,
Surplu*. over all liabilities,
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31, 1909.
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Cash
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00
00
01
35
64

6,310 96

Vnearned premiums,
All other liabilities,

COMPANY

Clerk’s Office,
Belfast, Me., June 2, 1910. ■'
hereby given that the annual meeting of this corporation will be held at the ( ourt
House in Belfast,
Wednesday, July G, 1010, at
10 o clock a. in., for the
following purposes, viz:
1st. lo hear and act upon the
reports of the
Directors, Treasurer and Trustees.
2nd. To elect nine directors for the
ensuing
year and to see if the by-laws shall he amended relative to tenure of office of the directors.
3rd. lo act on any other business that may
legally come before said meeting.
r»t22
Per order.
W. H. QUIMBY, Clerk.

Cut Flowers

to go yourself?

FOR

SALE

APPLY TO

MISS ALICE M.

in two

THINK A MINUTE!

Boot and
Your

wife,

or

some

in

the house to do it for them.

1

telephone

I

If you have not a telephone, don’t you
think you owe one to your wife and

;

j

j.

j

family

as a

safeguard to their health?

Shoe

REPAIRING.

member of your

family, is obliged to do this very thing,- perhaps go way in town on some domestic
errand nearly every day,—unless there is a

DUFFIE,

Charles Sire. t. Belfast.

Is_27

I have bought the boot and shoe
repairing
business of Richard Ellingvvood, 131 Main St.,
opposite the postoffice, and am readv t" attend’
to all work in that line at the old stand. Reasonable prices and satisfaction guaranteed.
L. E. McMAHAN.

3mlS_

Dr. John Stevens’
MIXES BLOCK, MAIN STSEET.

SPECIALTY—Diseases of the
Ear. Throat and Nose.

Eye,

c o n d-hand
goods of everv deFurniscription.
ture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to

Se

sell drop me
dll receive a prompt call.

post

There’s nothing so good for a sore throat as
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil. Cures it in a few
hours. Relieves any pain in any part.

6 10
6 22
9 30

tickets for Boston are now soil at
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn
Agent, Belfast.
F. E. BOOTIIBY, General
Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald.
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.

Verona Clark.
Torturing eczema spreads its burning area
A PACKAGE OP MEDICINE FREE. every
day. Doan’s Ointment quickly stops its
Every subscriber to this paper who will spreading, instantly relieves the itching, cures
write to the address below will receive, free of it permanently. At any drug store.
expense, a package containing small boxes of
A Minority of One.
all the following well known medicines: Lane’s
Tea for the bowels, Kidnets for the kidneys,
It must have surprised Mr. Bryan when he
Lane’s Pleasant Quinine Tablets for colds and looked around and found that he was the only
Ad- man who had risen to oppose a vote of configrip, and Sherman’s Headache Remedy.
dress Orator F. Woodward, Le Roy, N. Y.
dence in Governor Hughes as a supreme judge,
—Chicago Tribune.

607
6 16

15
12
50
00

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,

They will

|

ex-

Lobster fishermen at Monhegan Island have
just established a new record for that locality,
their total catch between January 15th and
May 28th, being 58,500. The total value of
these, lobsters was $13,870 and the average
catch per man was valued at $460.

3
2
4
8

3 59
4 05
4 13
4 35

*5310

a room.

a

let YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1857

tl

po-

experiment with the young of robins it
NOVELTIES.
is found that the parents must bring two
constantly being introduced in minor fixings, as anyone knows insects every five minutes through a day
who is familiar with the smart shops here. Lord &
Taylor are showing some practical of fourteen hours. All of which goes to
show that
if they occasionally help
and pretty novelties that appeal to the woman who likes to be
up-to-date in her be- themselvesbirds,
to fruit or grain, are thereby
longings. Ivortone sets of toilet articles, beautifully engraved with monograms in
collecting a very small commission for
gold, silver or color, make smart wedding or graduation gifts, and can be had in very great services.—Boston Transcript.
separate pieces as desired, and charming new bags, belts, pocketbooks and parasols
Lobstering at Monhegan.
give just the right finish to a costume.

palpitation of the heart

7 27

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

are

JUNGLE

ItL

Belfast, arrive.
'Flag station.

Net

Neckwear is most attractive at the present moment and the shops are filled minutes, or on an average, thirty-six times in
an hour; and this continues full sixteen hours
with delightful novelties. There are Dutch collars and Pierrot frills and
jabots and in a day, so that if equally divided between
rabats galore.
A very smart Pierrot frill of white batiste has a narrow
eight young ones, each would receive seventyupper frill two
feeds in a day; the whole amounting to
of pale blue lawn with an irregular scalloped edge embroidered in white.
five hundred and seventy-six.
A smart Dutch collar is fitted to the neck.with small
No wonder there is such a constant
tucks, which are about a
quarter of an inch at the neck and gradually grow smaller until they cease altogether twittering about the old apple trees or
about an inch and one-half from the lower edge.
places where the birds like to build. By
Novelties

3 20
*3 25
*335
3 47

*12 20
*1230
12 42
*12 54
100
1 08
1 30
x 54

Admitted assets,

FEEDING YOUNG BIRDS.

in

If
U

sure

you get this stove—see
that
the
nmne-plate
reads New Perfection.”

has

(Incorporated)

shoes, or rather ties or slippers. Very pretty slippers come in Colonial styles |
with big buckles, and then there are ties and
The “Natural History of Selborne," a
pumps by dozens in white kid or even
book that has not lacked readers during
canvas that finish off a graduation costume
correctly. If a girl does not care for the
past half-century contains this interwhite shoes she can wear patent leather
slippers or ties, or slippers of bronze kid, esting observation:
with stockings to match.
The owl returns to its
with food once
NECKWEAR

\

heating

Cabinet Tep with shelf
for keeping plates and food hot.
It has long turquoise-blue enamel
chimneys. The nickel finish, with the
bright blue of the chimneys, makes
the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made with 1, 2 and 3 burners; the 2
and 3-burner stoves can be had with
or without Cabinet.

dianoaro un

hibit it is aimed to demonstrate that the
busy, up-to-date farmer, equipped with
the latest advantages in farm
machinery,
can grow acres where he
grew square
and
tons
where he grew hundred
rods,
weights—can reduce the cost of production from 20 to 30 per cent and increase
his returns accordingly.

and

the Pr°mattention

H. W. Abbott.

It

one

tato

and so the high
affect us much and will
we plan
to meet the

by raising

tor

of the most handy forms :
of power for the farm is that of gasolene.
The gasolene engine will pump water, ;
operate a feed grinder, cream separator,
churn, wood saw, fanning mill, potato
grader and dynamo for an electric lighting system in the farm home. The children of men need not longer sit in darkness when a five horse
power gasolene
engine will operate a dynamo sufficiently
large to supply power for 50, 16-candle
power electric lights.
The king pin of the machine exhibit is
the potato machinery.
The State of
Maine is raising more bushels of potatoes
to the acre than any State in the Union.
To keep in the forefront in both quantity
and quality it must reduce' the cost of
production, improve methods of raising,
avoid physical injury to the crop, and
grade the crop before selling. The potato planter will greatly facilitate the
speed of planting and will insure uniform
depth of seeding. Timely spraying with
Bordeaux mixture brings an increase of
from 53 to 70 per cent in the crop,
says
the Genava Station.
Well grown crops
must be harvested correctly. To harvest

methods.

boiler, and yet there

surrounding heat—no smell —no smoke.

Why? Because The New Perfection
Oil Cook-Stove is scientifically and
practically perfect. You cannot use
too much wick—it is automatically
controlled. You get the maximum heat
—no smoke. The burner is simple. One
wipe with a cloth cleans it—consequently there is no smell.
The Neiy Perfection Oil Cook-Stove
is wonderful for year-round use, but
especially in summer. Its heat operates upward to pan, pot, or kettle, but
not
beyond or around. It is useless

siderable.

rrobably

or

£no*.
Br°°ks.

YYaldo-..
Citypoint.

Mm

Oil Cook-stove

of oats to cut says that he cannot
afford a binder. This is true, but five or
six farmers of a community could afford
j
one of these machines
among them, and ;
save 25 to 40 per cent of their harvesting
bills, which aggregated would mean con-

work of the drag he eerd to the conclusion that
ranged so as to operate it
time, it will give us bet-

P.M.

_

acres

I”
the small amount of
'Us year, than we would
the amount expended

?
Kt

gfooka.

P. M.

12 15

Children Cry

■

s;
e;

A.M.

Belfast, depart. 7 00
Citypoint. *7 05
Waldo.*715

Convention, Bangor,

properly districted choose one of the many pretty chiffon or Marquisette covered models. A charming
men who will use
could have a skirt in tunic effect with a waist in quaint surplice style or a
•ltly and take an inter- example
Next, to so arrange peasant waist and one of the new French “banded-in” skirts.
be used as it ought to
If lingerie materials are not desired and the frock just described seems a little
at the right time to get
bit too elaborate, very handsome graduation costumes can be made of nuns’ veiling,
rom using it.
There is
a
the right handling of fine panama, serge, voile, cashmere, or net. mull or some of the simple thin girlish up-to-date farms, at the present time.
me experience and edusilks.
They plant the seed at a uniform depth,
in order to get the best
COSTUME ACCESSORIES.
cover it sufficiently but not too deeply;
’ll i be used just at the
distribute fertilizer at the same time
The girl graduate usually wears white ribbons in her hair and white
stockings
ch is when the mud is of
they sow grain, and save at least 15 per
cent of time and labor of planting. Corn
'eacy that it will spread
under the drag to the
planters accomplish the same for corn.
If it is too thin and
Corn planted by machinery is in rows
less to put the drag at
that admit of rapid, thorough cultivation.
is too dry little can be
Modern grain and corn harvesters make
with it in
the way of
the harvest a season of pleasure instead
of a period of fatigue and aches. The
liiling ruts and packing
small farmer who has only five to ten
■tie
of

s'

trs.

une

eral use upon Maine farms; machinery
which, if employed to the best advantage
on such farms, would make possible an
increase of at least 60 per cent of the i
present net income of such farms. The
sulky plow assists the plowman to increase his area of work at least 10 per
cent. The disk harrow accomplishes the
thorough breaking down of hard lumps of
clay and makes the seed bed'mellow and
cheerful. The new riding cultivators allow the cultivation of two rows at once
as well as conserve the
energy of the
operator, Seed drills are used on most

wn

l

Republican

Augusta.

lune 30— Second
District Republican
Convention, Lewiston,
lune 30—Penobscot County Republican

New York, June 6th. Wherever one goes at this time of year it seems to be
imoossible to get far from the young girl graduate. The shops are full of exceed- more than the farmer.
He must needs devise some method to
ingly pretty and girlish frocks suitable for commencement, and all the dressmakers
alleviateihe former and to meet the latare busy.
Very youthful and becoming is a frock made of fine Persian lawn with a ter situation. The use of more
improved
front in princess effect tucked in clusters from the top of a rather deep embroidery farm
machinery is his key to the solution
The
side fronts of the frock are of the problem.
flounce to a round yoke of all over embroidery.
On the Modern Farming Special will
tucked on each shoulder and brought down beneath a belt of embroidery starting
be shown machinery which is not in genwhile below the belt a
from each side of the front
flounce

embroidery extends

Elixir

u

IMPROVED FARM MACHINERY.

■

■

worms

Charles Henry Treat, until a few
Convention, Skowhegan.
months ago treasurer of the United
June 14—Franklin County Republican
States, to which position he was appointConvention at Farmington.
Hundreds of children and adults nave worms,
but are treated for other diseases. The sympJune 14—Penobscot County Democratic ed by Pres. Roosevelt, died of apoplexy
toms are
indigestion, foul tongue, offensive
Convention, Bangor.
in his apartments at the Victoria in New * breath, sense
of fullness, eyes dull and heavy,
June 14—Third District Democratic Conof the nose, grinding of the teeth, slow
Htching
York city at midnight June 1st. He was wercr and
Waterville.
often, in children, convulsions.
vention,
June 14—Piscataquis County Republican stricken an nour u. iore his death and did
not regain consciousness.
Convention, Dover.
Established ISSf
Mr. Treat was born in Frankfort,
■
At.
June 15—State Democratic Convention,
IS
tne
best worm remedy made. Purely vegetable. Where no worms are present,acts as
Maine, about 68 years ago. Among his
Augusta.
a tonic to correct stomach and bowels. Sure
rune 16—Cumberland County Democratic ancestors were Robert Treat Paine, a
relief for constipation and biliousness. Ask
signer of the Declaration of IndependConvention, Portland,
your druggist for True’s Elixir.
lune 20—Kennebec County Democratic ence, and Robert Treat, a Colonial gov"Keept you and your children well.”
ernor of Connecticut.
•Be.. BOe., Bl.00
He was graduatConvention, Gardiner,
DR. J. P. TRUK * CO., Auburn, Ms.
rune 22—Somerset County Republican ed from Dartmouth college in 1865, and
at once entered business with his father
Convention, Skowhegan.
and brothers, who operated a fleet of 28
lune 25—Lincoln
County Democratic vessels
engaged in the import and export
Convention, Damariscotta.
trade.
He was for many years active in
rune 28—Fourth
District Republican
Maine
politics and upon his removal to
Convention, Bangor,
and after October 4, 1909, trains connectlune 28—Third District Republican Con- Delaware in 1877 became a prominent
at Burnham and Waterville with
through
figure in the Republican party in that ing
vention, Augusta.
trains for and from Bangor,
Waterville, Portfune 28—Oxford County Republican Con- State. Later he moved to New York, land and Boston will run as follows:
where he was also active in politics. He
vention, South Paris,
FROM BELFAST.
is survived by his wife and two
lune 29—State
daughConvention,

The Pullman people insist that the Knox.... *7 39
Thorndike. 7 45
30—First District Republican Con- upper berth is worth
just as much as the Unity..
7 53
vention, Portland.
lower one, but if anybody thinks othe r’ Burnham, arrive. 8 15
'uly 1—Kennebec County Republican wise they are
Clinton.*.
839
to
perfectly
charge
willing
Convention, Augusta,
Benton. 8 48
more for the lower berth.
They think Bangor...
uly 1—Knox County Republican Con- that Mr.
U
35
Dooley was prejudiced when he
8 54
vention, Rockland.
remarked: “I’ll tell yez, Hinnessy, th’ Waterville.
Portland
.....:. 11 50
uly 6—Aroostook County Republican nex toime I feel loike
riding in the upper
33°
Convention, Van Buren.
berth av a Pullman car I’ll go into the Boston, I S:
W. *2,.
D. 3 15
climb
onto
the
panthry,
upper shelf, put
TO BELFAST
a cinder in me
eye and throw tin dollars
out av th’ winder.”
P M.
FOR FLETCHER’S
7 00
Boston, 1.' Wg:
C AS TOR I A
Mary, widow of Roger Flarity of Frankfort,
died June 3d, at her home in that town. She ia Portland. 10 35
The Morning Star, the Sea Coast
missionary
A.M.
roat, is in commission again, and active work survived by three sons, Andrew, Rodney and nr
nlv
Waterville.
s under way for the
coming summer. The Peter, and five daughters, Mrs. Michael Cuddy Bang°r.. 67 55
This car should prove of great value to :raft
00
has been in winter quarters at
Cranberry of Frankfort, Mrs. Calvin Hindel of Millinocket
every fruit grower in the State who j sle, and has received her usual
overhauling.
wishes to identify himself with the new | Lhe work of the
7
02
and
Misses
Annie
and
Kate
of
Frank- Bf.nton.
Mary
society will be carried on with
movement for better fruit and more greater emphasis than ever this summer.
fort. The funeral was held Monday morning. yint°n. 7 13
Burnham,
8
35
depart.
profitable orchards.

those that appeal to the well-dressed man. The “ Man
who Cares’’lays his hat down sothat the L. & H. mark

1

Death of Hon. Charles H. Treat.

a

WALTER H. COOMBS,
nd Federal Streets, Belfast,

ARE

FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

Phones—Hospital

114-13.

Residence 108-13

William Lincoln West

CARLE & JONES,
Who by special arrangement have all the
patterns all the time.

8^”NO WAITING TO SEND._®

Ex-1

eterinary Inspector Bureau of Animal
Industry U. S. Department of Agriculture.

VETERINARIAN
treats

all diseases of animals
Hospital, Pharmacy and Office.
SPRING STREET,
BELFAST, MAINE
Hospital Never Closed.

The schools in town will close next Friday.
Mrs. Laura M. Perry arrived Tuesday from

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lester Robertson has moved into the Smith
homestead on Mt. Ephraim street.

Friday was a very cool day for June, the
thermt meter registering 37 at 6 a. m.
Henry Pierce has the frame of his new house
on Otis street up and ready for boarding.
Mrs. C. M. Nichols visited
Mary Ct
in North Searsport in few days last
week.
Miss

Plummer

Capt.
morning for
and

Nichols left Saturday
two weeks’ fishing trip at Sebec

Mrs. Amos
a

Lake.

Judge J. W. Black spent Sunday in Bucksport, the guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Montgomery.

The barkentine Mabel I. Meyers, Capt. N. F.
at Portland Monday from Jacksonville.

Gilkey, arrived

Lesley N. Studley arrived Friday from Rockland, Mass., and is the guest of Ernest MurphyMrs. Harvey N. Edwards of Jackson is the
guest of Miss L. W. Edwards on Water street
for a few days.
Mrs. Mattie Eaton arrived Sunday from BosMrs. J. M.
ton and will spend the

Gilkey

on

Main street.

summer^ith

absence of five years.

Maude E. Barker of Belfast was in
town Sunday and Monday, the guest of Miss
L. W. Edwards on Water street.
Miss

Sch. Singleton Palmer, Capt. Porter, has arrived from New port News with 4,467 tons of
coal for the Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co.
Sch. Charles Lulling has been chartered by
the Searsport Coal Co to load 325 tons of anthracite coal at Sou :h Amboy for local use.
Sch. Harwood Palmer, Capt. Creigton, finishdischarging coal and sailed Sunday for Rockland to haul up on account of lack of business.

ed

Sch. Margaret Haskell, Capt. McKow-n, arrived Saturday from Newport News with 3,600
tons of coal for the Penobscot Coal & Wharf
Co.
Castine took twenty-eight from
excursion to Crescent Beach last
Sunday to enjoy one of Smith’s famous lobster
dinners.

1

on

call has been issued for a Republican cauheld in Union Hall today, June 9th, at
2 p. m. to chose delegates to the State, district
and county conventions.
A

to be

Mrs.

L.

Herman

Studley arrived Tuesday

Rockland, Mass., and is with her son,
Lesley Norris Studley, at their cottage on

from

Norris street for the

summer.

*

six-masted schooner George Wells, Capt#
York, is discharging 4,700 tons of coal at the
coal pocket at Mack’s Point.' This is the first
The

trip

of the Wells here this

season.

Frank L. Crockett, who is employed by the
B. & A. R. R. Co. at Northern Maine Junction,
spent Sunday in town, the guest of his mother,
Mrs. Melvina Crockett, on Elm street.

was

Miss

ployed

on

millinery

a

store in

Simeon

ladies

home for

A

contribution

urday among

our

taken up Friday and Satcitizens to build a band stand

was

National Bank on the
Mosman lot and $100 was raised to build the

opposite

the Sear sport

structure.

Mrs. Pyam L. Gilkey, on whom a serious
suigical operation was performed by Dr. S. W.
Johnson, May 11th, at the Waldo £ounty Hospital, Belfast, returned home June 1st. Mrs.
Gilkey speaks in highest praise of the hospital
and all its assistants
while

and of the benefit received

there.
be opened June 10th and
booked for the 11th, 13th, 15th,

Penobscot Park will

s

44

purchase

Negligee Shirts, $1.00
a-

44

f]

Boys’

=

Men’s Overalls,

«

j
j

Men’s Underwear,

nllr

!

your

Men

50

42

-50

.38

.37

.25

.60

.45

.45

.37

.37

.25

.50

,42

Suspenders,

.17

-15

,22
.12i

.12i

.10

0

,15

.10

1.00

,75

[1

Linen Collars,
"

Khaki Pants,

JJBIfolEIR

-301

schooner Emma S. Lord arrived, light, to load
lumber for New York, and tug Carlisle from
Fort Point. May 3rd, schooner Pendleton Sisters arrived from Baltimore, Md., with a cargo
of railroad iron.
May 5th, schooner Lizzie
Lane arrived, light, to load lumber for New
York. May 2nd, tug Carlisle sailed for PhilaMay 4th, schooner Margaret sailed

1

of

our

village.

Church

street.

Some

forty

suggestions given by

speaker,

the

Warren-Torrens. A very pretty wedding
1
took place in Bucksport Wednesday morning,
June 1st, at 8.30 o’clock, at the home of Rev. !
William Foryth on Mechanic street. The happy couple were Leslie Elwell Warren, former- |
1
ly a Bucksport boy but now a resident of Bangor, and Miss Clara Louise Torrens, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Willis A. Torrens of Bangor, j
The couple came down from Bangor on the
7.50 train and took the steamer Belfast back, j
Only members of the immediate families were j
present at the ceremony. On arrival in Ban- !
,*
gor Mr. and Mrs. Warren went to their home

of

Miss Harriet I). Hichborn arrived home from
her southern trip last Saturday evening after

■

weeks, having enjoyed

an

absence of fourteen

to

the fullest extent the

proverbial

southern

hospitality extended by relatives and

friends

in various sections of South

Carolina, from the
coast to the mountains in the northwestern
portion. Welcome home!
Everett Staples moved last
Saturday from their Sylvan street home into
their future residence on Church street. The
Mr.

and

Mrs.

all furnished for
housekeeping. The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. E. L.Warren, formerly of Belfast, and
his early boyhood was spent here, and he will
have the best wishes of his Btlfast friends.
on

Davis street, which

port and New
returned, sch.

York; 7,

ar,

sch.

Eagle, Bangor;
Scotia, hence for
New York (to procure new sails to replace
those lost during a gale on the 6th).
Philadelphia, June 4. Ar, stmr. American,

BELLS.

WEDDING

present, many evincing much in-

Lewis,

eastern

was

Henry W. Cramp. Searsport.
Pensacola, May 26. Sld, sch. Henry Crosby,

Vera Cruz.
Honolulu, May 26. Sld, stmr. Nevadan, San
Francisco.
San Juan, P. R., June 1. Ar, sch. Frontenac,
Fernandina,
dleton, New York; 3,
rsevv

j

Sld, sch. Bi ina P. Pensailed, sch. Gladys, New

naven, tt.,
Maine,
Norfolk.
San Francisco, June 3. Ar, stmr. Nevadan,
Honolulu.
Port Real, P. R., June 2.
Ar previously, sch.
Star of the Sea, Boston (to load for north of
June

6.

Ar,

sch.

A pretty
Cole Conant.
wedding j Hatteras).
occurred in Winterport on Thursday, June 2nd,
Brunswick, June 4. Ar, schs. Helvetia, New
at high noon, when Miss 8arah Emma Conant, j York; Estelle, do.
June 5. Ar, sch. Mary E. Morse,
Savannah,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Conant, was
home

united in marriage to Raymond Fairfield Cole.
Only the immediate families were present, as
the wedding was a very quiet one on account
of the great bereavement in the family of the
groom. The house was prettily decorated with
The bridal party entered
I tulips and ferns.
with the ring bearer in advance, followed by
the bride and maid of honor and groom and
attendants. Miss Ellen Conant, sister of the
bride, was maid of honor, and the groom was
attended by Roscoe Littlefield. Little BlanThe building is 50x63 feet and presents quite dena Couillard, niece of groom, acted as ring
double ring ceremony was peran
imposing appearance as seen from the bearer. The
formed by Rev. J. W. Hatch of Bangor, assistThe machinery will ed
upper part of the village.
A.
J. Lockhart of Winterport. ImRev.
by
be propelled by electrical power, and the man- mediately on conclusion of the ceremony the
ufacture of barrel staves and heads is the first wedding breakfast was served. The bride was
silk with white trimmings.
line of work, with others to be added later. gowned in blue
The bride’s gift to the maid of honor was a
This, and similar industries, are the things beautiful piece of silver, and to the ring bearer
a ring.
The groom’s present to the best man
needed in town.
The happy
was a gold monogram stick pin.
Mrs. Roxanna P. Wheaton of San Francisco,
couple left on the Boston boat, amid showers of
for a two
and
wishes,
good
her
accompanied by
brother, Capt. Truman congratulations
in Massachusetts and New Hampweeks’
Marden, arrived last Friday and they are the shire. stay will be at home to their friends
They
guests of Mrs. Frank Marden for a few weeks. after July 1st.

I

Philadelphia.
Charleston, June

New

York.

5.

Sld, sch. Carrie E. Look,

Bangor,
| Newport
News;

1. Ar, sch. Lucinda Sutton.
2; ar, schs. R. L. Tay, South
coastwise;
3, ar, sch.
Otronto, Boston; sld, schs. Edward E. Briery,
Brunswick, Ga.; Clara E. Comee, Boston; 4, ar,
sch. Minnie Chase, Penobscot; sld, schs. Cora
Green, New Haven; Telumah, Bridgeport; Lois
V. Chaples, Sag Harbor; 5, ar, sch. William B.
Palmer, Norfolk; Mary Augusta, Belfast; 6, ar,
schs. Ida B. Gibson, Boston; N. E. Ayer, Augusta; James Young, do; sld, schs. Lucinda Sutton, Newport News; Otronto, New Haven; 7,
ar, sch. Grace Davis, South Amboy; sld, sch.
Fred A. Emerson, Boston.
Stockton, May 30. Ar, sch. Helen G. King,
; 31, ar, stmr. Joseph W. Fordney, Baltimore; June 1, ar, sch. Emma S. Lord, Portland;
sailed, sch. Northland, New York; 4, ar, sch.
Pendleton Sisters, Baltimore; 6, ar, sch. Lizzie
Lane,-; 7, sld, stmr. Joseph W. Fordney,
Newport News.
Portland, June 1. Ar, schs. James W. Paul,
Jr., Philadelphia; Edward B. Winslow, Norfolk;
Nathaniel T. Palmer, do; Governor Brooks, do;
Dorothy Palmer, Newport News; Oakley C.
Curtis, Philadelphia; 5, ar, bark Mabel I. Meyers, Jacksonville.
West Sullivan, Me., May 31. Ar, sch. Charles
H. Klinck, Boston; June 3, sailed, schs. Manie
Saunders, Providence; Henrietta Whitney, N.
Y.; Lottie Beard, do; 5, ar, sch. Storm Petrel,
Ellsworth; sailed, sch. Charles E. Klinck. New
June

J Amboy; Northern Light, Loduskia,
j sld, sch. William Jones, Stamford;
|
I

\
!

:.

Leach,

___:__V
AN

a son.

Western Frontiersmen. Cowboys, Indians, Cowgirls. South American Gouehos
queros, Japanese, Cossacki Riders, Arabian Acrobats, Celebrated Scouts, c hiefand Beauties from the Wigwam, ReaCCowbovs from the Ranch
Th.
pooses.t BellesNoted
Lady Riders,
Guides, Fearless Stage Coach Drivers*Time Honored Fronti.
walks of Western life. Shooting, lassoing, riding Wild Horses. Real Indian warfare
the wise; the good praise it, the be.-t patronize it. It instructs the teacher; it
help- is
pleases the parents;*it charms the ladies; it delights the children; it captivates every.
!y you want to see the best and grandest. You will see it in this mighty, moral progV
tion in its countless array of novelties and its stupendous program of
sterling ai <1 -p
Don’t fall to see Our Great Historic Street Parade at 11a. m. daily.
Will ♦ y
BELFAST, MAINE., WEDNESDAY, JUNE 15tli.
Excursions will l>e run on all railroads and steamboats running into Belfast on
You cannot afford to miss this event.

MARRIED

Barnes-Benner. In Rockland, June 1, Albert Harrison Barnes and Mrs. Maud Evelyn
Benner, both of Rockland.
Bowden Cousins.
In North Brooksville,
June 4, John E. Bowden and Mrs. Julia A.
both
of
Brooksville.
Cousins,
Black-Beals. In Searsport. June 8, by Rev.
C. H. McElhiney, Joshua W. Black, Esq., and
Mrs. Theodate S. Beals, both of Searsport.
Ci.ement-Lunt. In Southwest Harbor, May
28, Chester Clement of Camden and Miss Grace
Lunt of Southwest Hurbor.
I)argie-Dunn. In Boston, May 17, Andrew
R. Dargie of Boston and Mrs. Marion E. Dunn
of Rock port.
Kelley-Phii.brook. In Unity, June 1, by
Rov. B. H. Tucker, Claud Kelley and Miss Elizbeth E. Philbrick, both of Unity.
Seignious-Barrett. In Camden, June 1,
William Barton Seignious Jr., of Dorchester,
Mass., and Miss Jessie Aurelia Barrett of Cam-

| "EDISON

|

»

♦

den.
Warren-Torrens.

In Bucksport, June 1,
Rev. William Forsyth, Leslie E. Warren and
Miss Clara Elizabeth Torrens, both of Bangor.

by

*

$1.00 Down

j

$2.00

♦

Metallic fell
We have
I'OIJ

$4.00 per cord

Obituary.
Cyrus W. Mathews died in
Westboro, Mass., May 30th, of heart failure,
aged 63 years. Mr. Mathews was a native of
Searsport, the son of the late Capt. Walter
and Marian (Copp) Mathews. He left Searsport 43 years ago and went to Chelsea, Mass.,
and for forty years was employed by the
Slade Spice Co. His wife died several years
ago. He is survived by three brothers—Fred
A. Mathews of Searsport, Walter L. and John
of Boston, and by three sisters, Miss Addie
Mathews of Everett, Mass.; Mrs. Frank Lamb
of Chelsea, Mass., and Mrs. Walter Carter of
Chelsea. Interment was in Chelsea.

A Birthday Party.

Miss Violet Louise

party Saturday
afternoon, June
Meyers’ homestead,
to celebrate her ninth birthday. The house
and grounds presented a most festive appearance, being profusely decorated with flags,while
numerous hammocks among the trees added to

Meyers

gave

a

very pretty
4th, at the

A.

Smith of Belfast among the number.

hood.
R. R. agent, Mr. M. P. Field, we obtained the following shipping report from Cape
Jellison piers Monday evening: June 2nd,
From

In the cure of consumption,
concentrated,easily digested
nourishment is necessary.
For 35 years

Scott’s Emulsion
standard,

been the
world-wide treatment for
has

consumption,

AHPwwha

Rev. Warren Morse

A

banquet followed the initiation and closed an
enjoyable evening for the Masonic brother-

2.05
2.15
2.20
2.50

Discussion.
Conference Offering.

Address,

Rev. Chas. Harbutt
Address—The Church and the Public
School, Supt. A. J. Knowlton
Discussion.
Address—The Church and the Social
Life of the Rural Community,
Rev. C. H. McElhiney
Discussion.
Address—Civic Righteousness,
Hon. R. F. Dunton
Communion Service.
Unfinished Business.

sacola.

Laguayra, June 5, 2 p. m. Ar, stmr. Maracaibo, Hichborn, New York for Curacao and
Maracaibo.
MARINE MISCELLANY.

Norfolk, Va., June 5. The steamship Danubian passed in the capes this afternoon bound
for Newport News and having in tow the dis3.20
masted schooner Mary L. Crosby of New York,
lumber laden. The Danubian signalled that she
had picked the schooner up in the gale. The
3.50
latter made no signals and it could not be seen
4.00
from here whether her crew was aboard. Her
main and foretopmasts were lying across her
4.30
decks and she had evidently had a tussle for
5.00
life in the big gale of Saturday.
EVENING.
Loss of the Mary Farrow.
Springing
7.15 Devotional Service, Rev. J. W. Vaughan a leak shortly after leaving Vineyard Haven
Address—Maine's Religious and Social
June 3rd, the schooner Mary Farrow, Port
Prof. R. J. Sprague Reading for Machias, sank in seven fathoms of
Needs,
Address—The Church and the New
water, three miles of Handkerchief Lightship
Civilization, Rev. J. H. Quint Saturday. Capt. W. A. Johnson was rescued
Adjournment.
with his crew of two men by the United States
The business session is very important; let steamer Azalea. Shortly after leaving Vineyard Haven the vessel began to leak and when
every Church be represented.
The program plans to meet questions con- three miles west of Hankerchief she became
fronting the Church of today.
unmanageable. Captain Johnson anchored his
vessel and throughout the nipht the crew
Do not forget the Conference offering.
If any delegates plan to stay over night no- manned the pumps, but at dawn it was decided
that it woula be for their safety to leave the
tify H. M. Prentiss, Belfast, at once.
Be at the opening seasion; stay to the end.
schooner, so the long boat was lowered and the
3.15

or

10c. per barrel.
23tf

by W. W. Blazo.

HORSES

>

Whereas, Wallace M. Griev.

They

zens.
evidence should convince the most
skeptical doubter. Read the following state-

and bounded

Mrs. John A. Brigg, Cedar and Elm streets,
Belfast, Me., says: “My back ached severely
and I had other symptoms of disordered kidneys. Although I was not confined to my bed,
I was very anxious to get rid of the trouble, as
it was a source of great annoyance. After
sitting for awhile, I dreaded to get up on account of the pain that ensued. I was restless
at night and had to keep constantly changing
In the morning I arose tired and
my position.
unrefreshed and all out of sorts. After taking
the contents of one box of Doan’s Kidney Pills
I felt better, and by the time I had used two
boxes and a half I considered myself cured.
During the years which have since passed, I
have never had any serious return of the
trouble. At the first sign of an attack, 1 take
Doan’s Kidney Pills and they quickly bring the
desired relief. I think a great deal of this
remedy and recommend it whenever I have the

captaining

By

opportunity.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milbum Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
other.

no

Attorney,

SETHS. TUG

CAUCUS NUriUbvS
Montville. The Republican
town of Montville are
meet at the North Ridge Meet
called, in said town, on Saturday.
D. 1910, at four o’clock in the
choose delegates to attend the e
tion to be holden at Belfast, June
delegates to attend the district
be holden at Augusta, June 28, I
gates to attend the State com
holden at Augusta, June 29, 1910
To choose a town committee
any other business that may ci»m
Per order,
meeting.
Republican Town «
June
6, 1910.
Montville,

thereby

Hotel for Sale.

1

Northport. The Republican.are hereby requested to meet
schoolhouse, Monday, June 13th.
to choose one delegate to attend :
vention to be held in Augusta, 1
one delegate to attend the Third

E. P. TREAT, Frankfort, Me.

gressional convention to be held
June 28, 1910, and three delegate.- \
Waldo county convention to be held
June 21, 1910. Also to choose a
tee and to act on any other busin
come before the meeting.
Per Order Town »

Thorndike.

The drama entitled Miss Topsy Turvy, or
The Courtship of the Deacon, was ably presented at Grange hall, Thorndike, Friday
evening, May 27th, under the auspices of the
Helping Hand club and was well attended,
notwithstanding the storm. Each person taking part entered into the spirit of the occasion with much zeal and furnished an entertainment which was greatly enjoyed. Miss
Leah Crosby as Miss Topsy Turvy and Carl
Hogan as the deacon did specially fine work.
Excellent music was furnished between acts,
consisting of instrumental music, duets and
songs. There was a social dance after the
Ice cream and
drama, with good music.
saltines were on sale in the dining room.

NOTICE.
We have£sawdust and wood
sale at the mill on lower e"
gress street.
i«»

JAMES C.

DIM'*

WANTED

Hampden’s New Industry.

As local representative an advertising
for a high class literary ma£az'lu

Hampden is to have a new industry. The
Fort Stanwix Co., of Rome, N. Y., are to build
cbrn canning factory. Hampden farmers have promised the necessary acreage
and the site of the plant will probably be near
the Bangor A Aroostook Railroad.

money for interested party. AddresHERALD, Box 1156, Boston

a new

Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. Burdock Blood Bitters purifies the blood, clears the
skin, restores ruddy, sound health.

his

3t32

Belfast, Maine.

in

all within said bounds

Dated this second day of June.
CHARLES H. Ah

The hotel known as the “Manor Inn,” situated in the village of Frankfort, Maine, is for
sale at a bargain. Fifteen hundred dollars in
repairs made in 1908-9. Fine stand for business.
Call on or write

Drama

follows:

purpose.

ESTABROOK’S

The

as

as. the condition of said mortg.
broken: now, therefore, by reason
yf the condition thereof, I claim
of skid mortgage, and give this n

FOR PRESSING SHIRTS,

20tf

Wa

of the western road on Cape J«
southwest corner of land of V
White; thence easterly by line of
land one hundred and three fe«
Bangor Investment Company; th
ly by said Bangor Investment C<
forty feet to a stake; thence wes
to the first described line one
three and two-tenths feet to the
northerly forty feet to the place

Such

ment:

of

Beginning in the eastern line
road, said road being one hundred

Federal Street.

Mfg. Co.,

County

took, State of A nine, a certain lo
land situated in the town of Stock
aforesaid, on the western side of

STITCHERS.

Shirt

the

Maine, by his mortgage deed date-:

day of July. li»06, and recorded
County Registry of Deeds, Rook
conveyed to the undersigned. CL
Quarrie of Ashland, in the Corn

EXPERIENCED M/CHINE

Belfast Citizen Knows How Sure

in

Springs,

Staples received May 10th
twentv head of horses weighing from 1000 to 1500 lbs.
They can be seen at the Hay-

CERTAIN RESULTS

W ?

FORECLOSURE NOTICE

Chas. \V. Lancaster and J. E.

HIRE

I

A. S. HEA

SALE.

on

Hold

At the Marble Ron:
on Phoenix Row.

MATHEWS’ MILL.

ford stable

f

va>

Reservoir Va

Orders received at the office

FOR

large

Bouquet

DELIVERED:
or

a

SALE.

WANTED

Nothing uncertain about the work of Doan’s
Kidney Pills in Belfast. There is plenty of
positive proof of this in the testimony of citi-

■

Month ;

j

Are.

S

! CARLE & JONES.!

1

Katherine Brier, Miss Frances Jones, Miss
Marion Heald, Arthur Johnson, Clarence E.
Hall and Dr. E. S. Webber.

a

Holiday Closing

a

vtr,

♦

19tf
Nichols.
In Thomaston, June 3, Sophia Ingraham, wife of Ernest Nichols, aged 44 years
and 2 months.
Perkins. In Penobscot, May 29, Mrs. Sophia
E. Perkins, aged 66 years, 5 months, 18 days.
Smith. In Stonington, May 23, Mrs. Prudence
Gott Smith, aged 76 years and 21 days.
Stanley, in Cranberry Isle, May 23, Capt.
The Grocers, Marketmen and Dry Goods
Enoch B. Stanley, aged 61 years, 8 months and j
stores have agreed upon the observance of
19 days.
holidays as follows: They will close for half a
Stover. In Winter Harbor, May 24, Mrs.
day Memorial Day; or the 4th of July all day;
Olive Stover.
Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas will
Swazey. In Bucksport, May 23, Mrs. Ruby close all
20tf
day.
i
R. Swazey, aged 72 years.
Staples. In Rockland, June 4, Elmira C.,
wife of Crawford S. Staples, aged 75 years, 6
months and 22 days.
Wentworth. In Waldo, May 31, Josie Arline
Wentworth, aged 6 years, 8 months and 22 days.
White. In Old Town, June 2, Ansel L. White
of Belfast, aged 74 years.
ALSO

Many

<m

Phonographs \

i

O’Neil.

!

V_'_j

EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITION COMING LIKE AN ARMY THROUGH THE|
lOOO
MEN AND HORSED
lOOO

4*

Norfolk, May 31. Sld, schs. Samuel J. Goucher, Searsport; Anne Lord, New York; June 3,
sld, sch. Baker Palmer, Searsport; 4, ar, sch.

York.

4h

I > I KI >

Boston.

June 2.

3A
1.4o
6
40
6

Ames. In Rockland, May 29, Jennie (Swears),
wife of Frank Ames, a native of Vinalhaven,
aged 37 years, 2 months and 2 days.
Benner. In South Waldoboro, May 27, Capt.
George Gilbert Benner, aged 70 years.
Clough. In Rockport, June 7, Mrs. Kate
Clough, aged 72 years.
Eaton. In Deer Isle, May 25, Eben J. Eaton,
aged 77 years.
Edwards.
In Belfast, June 7, Frank \Vt
Edwards, aged 59 years, 1 month and 21 days.
Fi.akity. In Frankfort, June 3, Mrs. Mary,
widow of Roger Flarity.
Fletcher. In Lexington, Mass., June 5,
Oliver S. Fletcher,in his 08th year. Funeral services were held from the home of his daughter,
Mrs. George H. Childs, 14 Percy road, Wednesday, June 8, at 2 p. m.
French. In Augusta, June 2, Mrs. Elmer
French of Belfast, aged 27 years.
Greer. In Belfast, June 3, Mrs. Mary Greer,
aged 74 years and 5 months.
Johnson. In Camden, June 1, Hugh Johnson, aged 35 years.
In Stonington, May 22, infant
Judkins.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Judkins.
Libby. In Warren, June 1, Eliza K daughter of Benjamin and the late Mary (Skinner)
Libby, aged 47 years and 2 months.
Logan. In Philadelphia, Pa., June 2, Mrs.
Margaret Sargent Logan, formerly of Searsport, aged 82 years and 7 months.
Lunt. in Palermo, June 4, Mrs. Ann Lunt.
Mathews. In Westboro, Mass., May 30,
Cyrus W. Mathews, a native of Searsport, aged
63 years.
Morey. In Castine, May 27, Norwood Morey,
aged 3 years and 7 months.
McInnis. In Bath, May 29, Sarah Melnnis
of Rockland, aged 50 years, 8 months and 10
days. Burial at Bucksport.
Morse. In Belmont, June 3, Charles P.
Morse, aged 22 years and 7 months.
O’Neil.
In Montville, June 2, Timothy

Puerto Mexico.
Baltimore, June 4.
Ar, sch. Independent,
Boston.
Perth Amboy, N. J., June 3. Ar, sch. (’has.
Luling, New York (and sailed for Searsport).
Georgetown, S. C., May 31. Sld, sch. Stanley
H. Miner, New York.
Jacksonville, May 31. Sld. bark Herbert Fuller, New York; June 2, ar. sch. D. II. Rivers,

Philadelphia.

6
16
1.13

Lewis. In Castine, May 23, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Lewis, a daughter.
Mazrell. In Belfast, June 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert B. Mazrell, a son.
Webber. In Belfast, June 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy C. Webber, a daughter.

PORTS.

Saturday they were in the village calling upon
are
their sister-in-law, Mrs. Ezra Marden; their WALDO COUNTY CONGREGATIONAL
The
will
have
a
25th.
new
park
19th, 23rd and
CONFERENCE.
niece, Mrs. Albert M. Ames, and Capt. and
manager this season, who comes from Salis- Mrs. L. M. Partridge.
Mrs. W.’s first husband*
conference of the CongreThe
62nd
annual
bury beach park. A new dance hall is being the late Capt. John Partridge, was a brother
gational churches of Waldo county will con- York.
built and everything put in first class shape of Capt. P. of this
the
First
old
friends vene with
village. Many
Congregational church in
Searsport, June 1. Ar, sch. George W. Wells,
for the season’s business.
extend the hand of welcome to these visitors Belfast Tuesday, June 14th. The order of exNewport News; sailed, sch. Elizabeth Palmer,
is as follows:
ercises
in
their
native
town.
The Darkey Jubilee given rriday night in
Newport News; 3, ar, schs. Margaret Haskell,
FORENOON.
Norfolk; Singleton Palmer, Newport News; 4,
Union Hall by the young people of the UniverWednesday evening, June 1st, Pownal Lodge,
and Business.
sld, sch. Harwood Palmer, Kockland; 7, sailed,
Organization
salist church was a pronounced success and F. & A. M., held work in the 3rd degree, with 10.00 Devotional
Rev. J. B. Parry sch. Geo. W. Wells, Newport News.
Service,
The affair was sixty-three
much enjoyed by the audience.
Stonington, June 2. Ar, schs. Annie & Reu1 Roll Call—Election of Officers.
guests from Phoenix and Timothy
ben, Boston; Mary E. Lynch, do.
2 Records—Appointment of Committees.
given under the auspices of the Guild of the Chase Lodges of Belfast and twenty-five from
Bucksport, June 6. Ar, sch. Willie L. Swift,
3 Greetings to Conference,
First Congregational church, which afterwards Mariner’s Lodge of Searsport to witness the
Lubec.
Rev. D. L. Wilson
a
at
the
artists
the
Hall's Quarry, June 3. Sailed, sch. Caroline
complimentary supper
gave
procedure,whkh moved forward very smoothly
4 Response by Moderator.
Gray, New York.
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Cleaves. to the gratification of all members, especially
5 Reports of Churches.
FOREIGN FORTS.
of
on
6 Report
Committee
Constitution.
The entertainment consisted of songs,solos,cho- the young W. M., Mr. L. A. Gardner. One un7 Action on Reports—Other Business.
Salina Cruz, May 28, 9 a. m. Sailed, steamer
ruses and duets, jokes and witty stories and
usual feature in a village “raising,” was the
AFTERNOON.
Columbian, Colcord, San Diego; June 2, 6 p. m.,
was given with a snap and go which made it
presence of five officers of the Grand Lodge of
1.30 Devotional Service,
Mr. F. L. Tingley sld, stmr. Nebraskan, Knight, San Diego.
The soloists included Miss Maine, the Most
most enjoyable.
Havana, May 31. Sld, sch. Alice Lord, PenWorshipful Master, Rev. A.
1.40 Address—The Apportionment Plan,
excursions

Neil

New

community in the
The funeral took place June 2nd, at her late
home at Lowder Brook, Rev. A. A. Smith
speaking words of comfort and Christian trust.
The interment was in the village cemetery.

12a!3

In South Penobscot, May 25, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward N. Beale, a son.
Bryant. In Washington, May 19, to Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Bryant, a son.
Fifield. In Stonington, May 21, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles H. Fifield, a daughter, Kathleen
Louise.
Gray. In Sedgwick, May 18, to Mr. and Mrs!
Andrew M. Gray, a daughter.
Gilpatrick. In Weston, June 4, to Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Gilpatrick, a daughter.
Hastings. In Vinalhaven, May 26, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis R. Hastings, a daughter, Clara
Frances.
Judkins. In Stonington, May 22, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harry C. Judkins, a daughter.
Leach. In Lamoine, May 29, to Mr. and Mrs.

SHIP NEWS.
AMERICAN

1.10
5
5

Beale.

^11^1

-201

Seed,

78 Onions,
73 Oil, kerosene.
73 Pollock,
20 Pork,
1.85 Plaster.
8a9 Rye Meal,
10 Shorts,
18 Sugar,
6.50a7.25 Salt, T. I.,
2.75 Sweet Potatoes,
16 Wheat Meal.
HORN

n

.25

RETAIL MARKET.

11

-~'=rr

=

-25

Hosiery.

H. G.

Lard.

M

Sale
Price
$ .25 $ .20
.38
.50

Underwear,

s

Flour,

=1

Price

.85

Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover Seed,
Cotton

=

Reg.

Sale

Corn,

Corn Meal,
Cheese,

1

Summer Underwear,

Price

Corn,

Cracked

Everything else in this line marked
at correspondingly low prices.

n

improvements they are having made
Sch. George W. Wells, Capt. York, finished
although not quite completed are nearing the
dock
the
Penobscot
coal
at
discharging Monday
end, and before long the characteristic cordial
at Mack’s Point, and the schooner Margaret
welcome of this couple will be offered to visitHaskell, Capt. McKown, was placed under the
ing friends in their attractive new home.
stages Tuesday for discharging.
The sad intelligence of the death of Mrs.
the
W.
Wentworth
has
L.
Superintendent
Crawford Staples of Rockland was received
the
in
fine
order.
All
lots
village cemetery
here Sunday by telephone, stating that the
have been mowed and the general appearance
bodyr would arrive here for burial Tuesday
of the cemetery is the finest since the associamorning, accompanied by her daughter, Mrs.
tion was organized six years ago.
Alice P. Dickey.
No ftirther particulars have
Association
received
The Village Cemetery
reached her sorrowing relatives at this writing,
from
A.
George
Friday a very generous gift
Monday evening. The fullest sympathy is
Sweeney of Attleboro, Mass., in the form of a extended to Mrs. D. by her numerous friends
check for $10. Mr. Sweeney was a former in town—her former home.
Searsport boy and is now a prominent business
Capt. Melvin E. Colcord has quite a crew at
man in Attleboro.
work on the mill he is erecting near the water
Guild*
of
the
The Ladies’
Congregationalist front, a little to the east of the R. R. station.
church wish to extend their thanks to the
people of Belfast for the fine concert
given by them in Union hall, June 3d. The
parts were all well rendered and enjoyed by
an appreciative audience.

Men

O

interior

young

to

PRODUCER.

Lime,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,

jj

on

Shirts, Hosiery, Etc.

U

this town. Mrs. H. is the eldest
daughter of the late Mr. Joshua Jordan.
native

a

a

street.

Ellis,

F.
were

terest in the

is

short vacation, the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Cyphers, on Main
at

good time

neg.

Last Sunday morning Mrs. Lucy J. Harriman of Cambridge, Mass., lectured upon “The
New Thought” at the home of Mr. and Mrs.

em-

Millinocket,

A

of the

large portion

|

Beef, Corned,

York, June 1. Ar, schs. Susie P. Oliver,
Stockton; Mary Curtis, Swans Island: GeorgietSarah D. Fell, Fernandina; 2, ar.
ta,
Sullivan;
good ending.”
schs. Nellie Grant, Augusta; Damietta & JoanMr. Wilson fctaples came up from Northna, Stonington, Me.; Thomas B. Garland, Somes
delphia.
Sound; Clifford N Carver, Jacksonville; Willie
port last week, called home by the death of
with lumber for Quincy, Mass., and schooners L. Maxwell, South Amboy for Bar Harbor;
his sister, Mrs. Eli Stevens. Before returning
for
lumber
with
Mary B. Wellington, do; Anne Lord, Norfolk; !
E.
King
Brigadier and Hattie
he generously made a contribution to the Unistmr. Oregonian, Curtis, Puerto Mexico; 3, ar,
New York.
schs.
Carrie A. Bucknam, Bangor via Bridgeversalist minister’s salary and to the churchThe last day of May, Mrs. Eli Stevens, an port; Northland, Stockton; 4, ar, schs. Methepainting fund.
“Over besec Frankfort; Elsie A. Bayles, Bangor;
aged and highly respected lady, passed
Mollie Rhodes, Franklin; Lavolta, do; 5, ar,
The Ladies' Aid Society will meet this,
of
; the River,” to join her husband and hosts
j schs. Henr.etta Simmons,
Kit CarThursday, afternoon with Mrs. Elmer E. dear ones in “Our Heavenly Father's Home” son, Bangor; Charlotte T. Stockton;Hurricane
Sibley,
j Island; L. T. Whitmore,
Thompson, Church street. All interested in of eternal
Mark
PensufStonington;
peace, after months of physical
|
S. C.; Stanley H. Miner,
the good work of this parish association are
Of dleton, Georgetown,
ac the advanced age of 84 years.
fering
do; Blanche H. King, Brunswick; 7, ar, sch. Ira
invited to join in the sewing, upon either plain
1
I
quiet and domestic habits, a devoted wife and B. Ellems, Stonington.
or fancy work.
June 1. Ar, schs. Pendleton Frothher
true
and
daughsister
friend,
mother, fond
j Boston,
Telephones were installed last week in the ters, Miss Lucetta Stevens and Mrs. Clement j ers, Brunswick; Jane Palmer, Newport News;
sch. Mary A. Hall, Brunswick; 3, sld, bark
sld,
j homes of Mrs. Carrie A. Gardner and Captain Smith; her sister, Mrs. David N. Berry, and Kremlin, S.. John. N. B.. to load for Havana; 4,
Horace M. Griffin on Middle street, and Mrs.
brothers, Capt. Horace Staples and Mr. W ilson sld, schs. Scotia, New York; Annie M. Prebie,
Bangor; 5, ar, sch. Polly, Bangor; 6, sld, schs.
Lillias N. Staples, Maple street. The network
Staples—all of this town—have the sympathy Robert II. McCurdy,
Fernandina; Arni£ R.
of these electric conveniences now extends
loss of this dear one.

towed to Rockland, where she
account of lack of business.

Lilia R. Cyphers, who has been
in

great reduction in prices

Price

Our June weather has, thus far, been unusually cold. Monday brought an all-day rainstorm, with a temperature sufficiently low to
suggest furnace fires. We are all remembering the adage: “A poor beginning makes a

Sch. Elizabeth Palmer, Capt. Wade, finished
discharging at the Penobscot coal dock May
haul up

a

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS

U
£

The whizzing of the automobiles through j
our streets proclaim the coming of
“yie good,
old summer time,” in Maine.
Three fine machines are now owned in the village.

Ethelind B. Havener, who has been
visiting Mrs. Frank Blach in Syracuse, N. Y\,
is now the guest of Mrs. J. T. Whiting in Boston, where she will spend several weeks.

will

Will make

n

Wardwell has ice cream on sale at
store, corner of Main and Sylvan
streets. One trial satisfies a patron of the excellent quality of the article served.

Miss

31st and

FOR 30 DAYS

Mr. J. H.

over a

PAID

RETAIL PRICE.

his drug

the

The base ball diamond at Mosman Park has
been plowed and rolled down, making it one
of the finest diamonds in any towm along the
Penobscot bay.
cus

Y ou cannot recover promptly n your ooweis are
constipated. Ayer's Fills are gentiy laxative; act directly on the liver. Sold for nearly sixty years. Ask your doctor all about them.

Mr. Lewis Barrett arrived last Saturday from
Ecuador, S. A., where, he has been employed
superintending the carpentry of a mining
company for two years.

Steamer

here

PRODUCE MARKET.

n

The Current Events Club will be entertained
Wednesday afternoon, June 15th, in usual session by Mrs. Charles C. Park,West Main street.
It is hoped a full attendance of members may
be present.

brig.

as a

18.00
Apples, per bu, 75al.OO Hay,
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
7£a8
2.50a2.75 Lamb,
w “io
Beans, pea,
Beans, Y. E., 3.25a3.50 Lamb Skins,
30
25a28 Mutton,
Butter,
8
Beef, sides,
48
6£a8& Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, fore quarters, 7j Potatoes,
25
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
1U
18 Straw,
Cheese,
8.00
^
16 Turkey,
Chicken,
26a28
Calf Skins,
IS Tallow,
3
22 Veal,
Duck,
lOgll
22 Wool, up washed,
Eggs,
24
16 Wood, hard,
Fowl,
4.00a4.50
Geese,
3.00
18;Wood, soft,

was

Mr. Frank Layng has opened the sardine factory at Lowder Brook and has a small number
of operatives employed at present. He will soon
increase his crew for the summer business.

Y

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.

Mrs. Albert C. Colcord and daughter, Miss !
Evelyn A. Colcord, returned Friday evening
from a two weeks’ visit in Portland.

j

URGEStV'

_WOULD)

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

The Baltimore orioles have again built their
nests in the elm trees on Water street, after
an

originally rigged

!

j

POSITIVELY THE ONLY WILD WEST SHOW (THE SECONO
TO VISIT BELFAST THIS SEASON.

crew

darkened, and was lighted only by
these tiny candles when the children entered,
and their delight was unbounded. Sandwiches,
ice cream, cakes, candies and lemonade were
served, and each guest carried away numerous
souvenirs of the occasion. A snapshot was
taken of the group during the afternoon by
Mr. Blake. Those present were Miss Martha
Grinnell, Miss Prudence Grinnell, Miss Gertrude Wentworth, Miss Frances Bailey, Miss
Danzy Goodell, Miss Edith Parse, Miss Velma
j Wj/Bber, Miss Isabel Frame, Miss Miriam
Blake, Miss Lilia Shute, Master Amasa Bailey,
Master Clarence Bailey, Master Burton Bailey.
room

Norris street.

on

put off. to be picked up several hours afterward by the lighthouse steamer. The Mary
Farrow registered 94 tons net and was owned
in Bangor. She was built at Belfast in 1845.
The late Capt A. D. Bean was the sole owner
of the Mary Farrow at the time she was sold
away from Belfast, and during his ownership
she underwent extensive repairs.
She was

;he amusement of all. Lunch was served at
four at a most attractive table, the decorations
being in violet, green, yellow and white. The
centerpiece was an elaborately decorated birthiay cake in the same colors and bearing nine
candles, surrounded by a wreath of white
lilacs, while large bunches of the^ame flowers
At each plate
were at either end of the table.
in the folds of violet napkins were candy
"Foxy grandpas.” The place cards were heart
shaped, with tiny candlesticks and candles tied
The dining
t o each with violpt ribbon as favors.

SEARSPORT.
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